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Push your Sega” 



\cclaim’s® NFL™ 
Quarterback Club” 

esis” to the> 

16-bit videogaming 

| system ever, right? Bey 4 F, ‘ Now take the next 

step up to the j/ >! {J universe of 32X", 

Sega’s Metal Head” 

the only 32-bit upgrade for the Sega" Genesis" system. 

arcade quality | gaming without having to 

uild your system MW, | from scratch. Faster action. 

ng graphics. 

“What are you waiting for? 
Make the connection!” 

> hottest new games as only Sega" can bring them 

And if 32X" can do this for 

your Sega"Genesis", imagine J 

Digital Picture’s Slam Cit) 
Starring Scottie Pippin 

what it could mean for your Sega CD"! 

Then get out there and add it up for yourself! 

Other T itles Coming Soon: 
\ MIRTUA: FIGHTERS: X-Men™, Ratchet & Bolt™, Kolibri™, 32X-Treme™, Zaxxon’s Motherbase 2000"" 

The Adventures of Hollywood SPOT® \ Toughman Contest? 

and FIFA '96 ( Ol: Thunderhawk 2 . 

ega CD anc trademarks of SEGA. See individual game packages for trademark information. 
3772 for info on game ratings. ©1995 SEGA. P.O. Box 8097, Redwood City, CA 94063. All Rights Reserved. 



AN ANCIENT CLAN WITH THE POWER TO TRANSFORM 
INTO FEARFUL MONSTERS STANVS POISEP TO 
DESTROY ITSELF FOR A GOPPESS WHO WILL GRANT 
THEIR EVERY WISH... 

ONE HERO MUST FIND 
THE SIX KEYS TO 

BANISH HER FOREVER.... 

ARRRGGH EE 89 ONE FALSE 
MOVE ANP WERE HISTORY. TOAST. 
END OF STORY. GAME OVER J1! 



SHOULD HE ATTACK WITH A BANP OF EIGHT VALIANT 
WARRIORS OR SHOULP HE PULL UP HIS ASBESTOS 
UNPERWEAR ANP SET FORTH ALONE KNOWING 
AIS NEXT STEP MAY BE THE LAST7I7Z 

WILL OUR HERO SURVIVE 7 

ONLY YOU HOLP THE ANSWER... 

you THINK THIS 1S 
JUST A GAMEZ! 

BREATH OF FIRE, 

A RED-HOT I12-MEG 

EXTRAVAGANZA FROM 

SQUARESOFT. 

“WHAT RPG FAN CAN'T 

GET EXCITED ABOUT 

A GAME LIKE THIS7 

- COULD EASILY END 

UP BEING THE BEST 

RPG OF THE YEAR.” 

GAME PLAYERS- 

ANIMATED MONSTERS! MAY ‘94 

NOW YOURE PLAYING 

WITH FIRES! 

CAPCOM is a | trademark and Breath of Fire is a trademark of CAPCOM Co., Ltd. Breath of Fire Japanese Original Version © 1993 CAPCOM Co., Ltd, All rights reserved. Breath of Firel(Software 
Eigisneversiony OMMMA CAPCOM Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. Squaresoft® is a registered trademark of Square Co., Ltd. Package design, Screen text, and Manuals of Software English Version @)1994 

, jun lies MP Fiativenuork on CAPCOM's Japanese Version. All rights reserved. Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of AmericaWli 
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tymv ite DEEP DARK SECRET 
Nintendo has decided to postpone the U.S. 

launch date of their Ultra 64 until April of 

next year. In a very carefully worded speech, F HAVENOU SEEN MME? 

ard Linc stated the 2 ra time EASemrad Howard Lincoln stated that the extra time os sen Sony tien Bo 5 

would be used to give their green ($) team ... May 1.1995 

oi ‘ > * excuse me, “dream team” of licensees time ae 

a = eal to put the finishing touches on their soft- 

ware. As for the hardware he stated that it is 

“ “ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE.” 
ssentially complete?” When asked for a definition of “ sentially,” Ed Semrad , 

Nintendo execs stated that the chip set is done but the circuitry just editor in chief Vy 

has to be shrunk down to fit in the c 

Then why not show the games with cords going into a wall? Or show 

a tape of the software? No one would directly answer that question. 

Sources have stated that their U64 version of Killer Instinct is over 80 

percent done, as are a couple of other carts. Nintendo has shown beta 

versions of games before, so WHY NOT NOW? 

It has been my opinion for several months now that it has to do 

with Nintendo of Japan (NOJ). New hardware introductions (NES, 

Game Boy, Super NES, Virtual Boy) have always appeared in Japan 

first ... normally at their Shoshinkai Trade Show. Several months ago 

when NOJ moved the Shoshinkai dates back from August to 

November something was up. It could only be because the Ultra 64 

was to debut there. And, as we know now, it will. 

win te DEBUT. PUSHED BACK 
November, in Japan there is just no way it would launch here the very 

next month. That’s why we have been stating for months that it would Se Ee 

not be coming out in the U.S. this year. Others naively continued to 

say that it would make it out this fall and one even picked a Sept. 29 

date. Oh well. 

As to the real launch of the Ultra 64, as expected, it will be in 

JAPAN FIRST. While Mr. Lincoln was very specific in 

his speech not to say anything about the launch of the system in 

Japan ... only North America and Europe (April 1996), his people 

later admitted that the Japan launch will be before April, and possibly 

as early as December. 

Why the delay? Perhaps the real question should be 

WHAT S THE HURRY? If you were the company 

that controls over 90 percent of the Japanese game market and a 

majority of the U.S. market, would you rush out too early with some- 

thing new? So what if Sony and Sega sell a half a million new sys- 

tems. That is nothing in a long-range plan. Besides, at $299 and $399, 

the competitor’s new systems will move slowly after the “early 

adapters” buy out the first shipments. If Nintendo comes in with a 

$199 price (their internal price goal ... watch them announce it at 

the January CES) they will catch up in just one season. Even faster in , 

Japan ... if not instantaneous domination, if they get Square to do FF 

7 for the Ultra. “ss 

#7, Va od Don’t count Nintendo out yet! The year 1996 will be very interesting! 
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Sel TD NNG 

fed trademark of the National Football League. NHL 

Wanna meet Stinky? Put an 

XBAND™ Video Game Modem 

into your Genesis” or Super 

NES® Plug in your phone 

cord. And you can go up 

against hard-core gamers. 

No matter where they live. 

The Modem is $29.99, and 

local play is $4.95 a month’ 

Or get XBAND Nationwide for 

an additional $3.95 an hour.”* 

XBAND works with games 

like NHL® ‘95 and NBA® JAM™ 

TE and your first month's 

subscription is free. You can 

get XBAND wherever you 

buy video games, or call 

1-800-X4-XBAND to order. 

It beats having this guy sit 

next to you on the couch. 

BWND" 
Video Game Network 



We have Batman—the game, 

that is. Take a peek at this 
issue’s cover story on the new 

movie-to-video game hit, 

| K Batman Forever! 
i] 

= 

STORY BEGINS ON PAGE 54 

INSERT COIN 7 
INTERFACE: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 14-22 
PRESS START 26-30 
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EGM HOT 50 44-48 
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Super RBI Baseball 108,110 

Save the day and 

become the hero in 

Fahrenheit! 

Gale BoY 132 
Join in the fun with 
everyone's favorite fluffy 
in Kirby’s Adventure! 

__Galvie 
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find on planet Earth, the issue of EGM you now 
hold in your hands can be your key to a chance to 
win some of the best stuff you can think of! 

SCORE SOME OF THE BEST LOOT 
AROUND IN EGiM’S SPECIAL 

TAKE IT TO THE ICE WITH WAYNE 
1 | GRETZKY AND HIS EGM CONTEST! 

In addition to the best gaming information you'll 

CONTESTS ON PAGES 57 AND 92! 

IS THE ULTRA 64 DOOMED? PRESS START HAS 
ALL THE UPDATES ON THE NEW SYSTEMS. 
In Press Start, newly released information on the Ultra 64, Sony PlayStation and the Sega 

Saturn systems is causing a stir. First, the Ultra 64 release date has been pushed back to April 

of 1996! Is this disastrous for Nintendo? Or are they hoping gamers will wait that long for their 

new technology? Take a peek at the exclusive pictures of the system. Also, the Sony Play- 

Station offers tricks and cheats with their Ultimate Game Buster Action Replay memory card. 

Plus, Sega Saturn’s release date has been moved up to now! The story begins on PAGE 26. 

“Industry insiders have been speculating for some time that the Ultra 64 project 
was in trouble.” 

THE DYNAMIC DUO IS BACK IN GOTHAM sis 
BUT WILL IT BE FOREVER? 
Dick Grayson (Robin) teams up with Batman to stop Two-Face, the man responsible for the 

death of Grayson’s folks. However, Riddler is waiting to seek his own justice on Batman! 

Acclaim Entertainment will be bringing Batman Forever (based on the summer box-office hit) 

onto the Super NES, Genesis, Sony PSX, Sega Saturn, Game Gear and Game Boy systems. 
With more than 125 moves, weapons and attacks, this cart will not lose its game-play value! 

The story begins on PAGE 54. 

“There are rendered interactive back rounds and scenarios including the Batcave, 
Riddler’s ‘Claw Island’ as well as Two-Face's hideout.” 

ecm RETURNS FROM E* AND BRINGS 
EXCLUSIVE MKS HOME VERSION PIX BACK! 
The editors return from the Electronic Entertainment Expo with 14 pages filled with all the 

games and information. The most noteworthy pictures are the shots of the MK3 home versions 

for the Super NES, Genesis and Sony PlayStation! Although preliminary, the pictures will amaze 

Mortal fans! As well, check out the coverage on soon-to-be-released games, like Donkey Kong 

2 (Super NES), Dracula X (Super NES), Casper (3DO), Viewpoint (PSX), Killer Instinct (Super 
NES) and many more! The story begins on PAGE 58. 

“The PlayStation has such a close reproduction (of MK3) that you could be easily 
fooled into believing this was the actual arcade game!” 



KWD$ TO ADULTS ©1995 Nintendo of America Inc. Game By Rare. © &™ are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 

AGES 6+ 

First there was Donkey Kong Country® it was Like nothing anyone had 

seen before. Now all that excitement has been crammed into an awesome 

new game. [Dey eaaneoiem ewes and it's only available 

for Game Boy® and Super Game Bo > You'll recognize the [EEE 

heroes for sure, but everything else is entirely new. 

There are four wild 

its own sinister boss. There are savage 

GEV that take Donkey and Diddy 

from pirate ships to mean city streets. 

aaa 4 wipe maneca 



This QEREGeke is populated by the most bizarre crew of 

me ape-hating slimebags ever. There are flocks of 9@Q@iieMwohmeES 

(keep that umbrella up), psycho squids and a helmet-hurling 

mole, to name a few. Add to all this fully computer- 

rendered graphics, (a first on Game Boy) 

Git was’ Wn Kong <s contract): “and 

you've got the biggest, hairiest adventure of the 

year. You're gonna love it so much you might 

even scratch, grunt and throw food a Little more than usual. 



This is the section where you can open up Hi, I'm your 

your mind and let the rest of electronic daughter’s date! 
gaming see what color your brain is. Got any food? 

While you're at it, you can also expose \ 

yourself to more than 1 million gamers R dl Off Biti | 7 h 
looking for an easy target. Remember, you e a e r ers | ing n S ig t = 

have the right to remain silent and any- - j 

tet into Gaming World 
the magazine. Names have been changed 

to protect the innocent. 

Dear EGM, dental awakening. You remember 
I Yes kiddies, the new generation of these guys. You know, the ones who 

Get ConNeCTeD! game systems is coming. With them target boys ages 10-17 with loud 
comes the avalanche of games that music and morons who scream at you 

You can also reach the editors of will, no doubt, roll into stores like so from your television about how many 

EGMé \ia e-mail at eym@mcs.com. many leaves from the trees. Are we bits they have, blast processors, spe- 

Beginning June 1, you can get access really prepared for all this? | think not. cial chips, how to do math, how your 

to EGM's articles, reviews and Think about a few things: Think about —_ parents are idiots and how you're an 
more on the World Wite Web via the all of the 16-Bit carts that you already _ idiot for buying someone else’s sys- 

own. Think about all of the time you’ve _ tem. Think about it. Are you ready for 

spent waiting for that special game to _ this again? Yet, you keep on buying. 

hit the stores after you saw pictures of _ Why? Well, because in the scheme of 

NUKE home page at www.nuke.com. 

it in a gaming mag. Think about all things, it just goes to show how much 

that money you've spent over the past — junk you'll go through just to escape 

few years! That's right, just sit there reality for a few lousy minutes and 
and think about it! You’d better think have some fun. That's all you really 

really hard because it’s all going to want. Not the fat kid in the ad scream- 
start all over again! Can you handle it? _ ing in your face. You’re not interested 

All of that [crud] you’ve gone through, __ in bits, processors, polygons or 
Get your letters the waiting, the hours in front of the sprites. You’re after ... fun. And that’s 

into EGM today or we kill tube, the money, the fact that you what it’s all about folks, isn’t it? Fun. 

another editor. You can reach have to be the first one to own a cer- That tiny little bit of happiness that 

EGM by writing to: tain game, everything. Kinda makes stretches a smile across your trem- 
Interface, Letters to the Editor you wonder what the heck it’s all bling little mouth the second you stick 

about, huh? Yeah, go ahead and think __ that new cartridge into that machine. 

for a while. You can start reading this | Fun. You remember that, don’t you? 
again when you're done. Back so Mr. X 

soon? Good. Now the really good Portiand, OR 
stuff: The marketing by the gaming 

companies trying to convince you that —_| saw this little beauty, and | Knew right away 

the slop they’re handing you is going Who won our Letter of the Month. Don't worry, 
to make your hair turn white with pure, we know who you are mystery writer and 

adrenaline-pumping excitement. They _ rest assured that your Acclaim Dual Turbo 
try to make you believe that their Joysticks are on their way right to your front 
game (or game system) will take you door! 
to the verge of some kind of transcen- 

y, J Get connected with video game enthusiasts just like 

74 yourself, courtesy of GM, the number-one name in video 

| games! Send your name, address, age, sex and three favorite 

1920 Highland Avenue, #222 
Lombard, IL 60148 

) 

= games to: 
EGM PENPALS 

C/o Sendai Publishing Group, Inc., 1820 Highland Avenue, Suite 
222, Lombard, IL 60148. Make friends and share your secrets 

worldwide! 



ARCADE GAMERS TORN 
OVER MK3 QUALITY 
Dear EGM, 
| know I’m gonna get some complaints 
over this but here it goes: As soon as | 

got EGM #70, | turned directly to the 

MK section. The game looked awe- 
some, and the fatalities looked great. 
The next morning | got up and headed 
to the local arcade. | saw a large crowd 

of people around a game, and | imme- 
diately knew that it was MK3. | went to 
see it for the first time, and when | final- 
ly did, the first thing that | thought of 
was Mk2. | was really disappointed to 
find out that this game was almost 
identical to its predecessor. The game 

played exactly the same, and | immedi- 
ately mastered many moves using the 
same old patterns. The only new thing 
that | really enjoyed was the combos. 
There are other downsides to MK3, too. 
| don’t mean to totally bash this game, 

because | do think that it is still a 
decent game, it’s just a little too similar 
to Mk2, that’s all. Mortal 3 just was not 

all | was expecting it to be. 

A Mortal Fan 

via Prodigy 

Dear EGM, 
Every week | spend about $20+ on 

Mortal Kombat 3. While I’m playing | 

am constantly asking myself, “Why am 
| playing this game?” Is MKS really a 

good game, or am | playing it because 
it’s part of the Mortal Kombat series? 
I’ve come to the conclusion that | really 
am playing it because it is part of the 
series, not because | think that it is a 
quality game. | think that the whole 
fatality thing has gotten boring. The 

e Yup, it's Mortal Kombat alright. 

But people seem to disagree on this one. 

Alexander Husband 
Age: 11 Sex: Male 

Occupation: Video Junkie 

Manchester, NH 

Favorite Games: MK3, Demon's Crest, 

Killer Instinct 

characters really aren’t that exciting. 

The Bosses are way too easy. | was 

hoping that the MK series wouldn’t turn 

out to be another Street Fighter-like 

game. Please tell Ed Boon and John 
Tobias to worry more about the game 
than putting their names in the back- 

grounds. | hope any subsequent ver- 
sions will show some improvement. 

Derek Koziol 
via America Online 

Dear EGM, 
Well, | went to the arcade the other day 

after reading issue #70. | was so excit- 
ed that | was finally going to get to play 
the game that | have waited all year to 
play—Mortal Kombat 3. Well, | must 
say (I’m probably going to get mugged 

Cae As 
Although it has some new features, the 
EGM eiitors are split down the middle. 

by my friends for saying this!) | was 

totally disappointed! New fatalities, 
yippee. New characters (the riot cop 
looks ridiculous), oh boy. Improved 
graphics, yawn. | know that many of the 
people who play this game are gen- 
uinely crazy about it, but | just didn’t 
think it was that great. Am | missing 

something? Hello? Oh yeah, there must 
be some people who feel the way | do 
because I’ve heard other guys in the 
arcade bashing it. What do you think? 
Are we spoiled, or should we expect 
more from game companies than the 
same old games regurgitated over and 
over again? 

Chad Comiski 
Tallahassee, FL 

Well, we've gotten bunches and bunches of let- 
ters about MK3. Everyone seems to agree that 
the game itself is good, but many of our readers 
jave expressed some disappointment. Taking 

Jeff Roney 

Age: 31 Sex: Male 
Occupation: Unknown 

Santa Ana, CA 
Favorite Games: Secret of Mana (or any other RPG), 

Super Return of the Jedi, Zombies Ate My Neighbors 

‘titi 
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i > ‘ 

y 

lah Japere 

© Many players seem to like MK3 just 
hecause it's part of the MK series. 

the side of Midway, one could argue that maybe 
we expected a little too much. There were 
already two Mortal Kombat games out there, 
how much different could you make it? I'm also 
sure that a lot of hard work went into making 
MK3. On the other side of the coin, you could 

argue that because we (the gamers) give 
Midway a lot of our hard-earned dinero (cash, 
money, scratch, coinage, whatever) they should 
be expected to come out with a quality product. 
We could go on forever! At this point we'd like 
to encourage you to write us and tell us what 
you think. Be honest. There are no right opin- 
ions, there are no wrong opinions. I'm sure that 
this is a debate that will continue for some time. 
In the meantime, if you like MK8, you'd better 

keep those fingers limber. If you don't like it, 

maybe it's time to find a new game. 

PERSISTENT LETTER 
WRITER GETS PUBLISHED! 
Dear EGM, 
| have sent you many hundreds of let- 
ters. None of them have ever appeared 
in your magazine. Due to today’s tech- 
nology, | can have a hope of you actu- 
ally publishing one of my letters. 

Because the Internet can help me send 
a letter to you at lightning speed, could 
you answer one question? What is the 
probability of having a letter published? 

Derek Potts 

via the Internet 

Today is your lucky day, Derek! Because | try to 

read all of the letters that come our way (not 
an easy feat!) | actually recognized your name! 
Geez, | guess perseverance really does pay off! 
Our advice to all of you has always been the 
same—Aeep those letters coming! it you have a 
good idea/comment/gripe we just may include it 

within our pages! 

David Monsottri 

Age: 17 Sex: Male 
Occupation: Permanent fixture at local convenience 
store. 

Pittsburgh, PA 

Fav Games: MK3 until my eyes burn! 

ESA 1S 



Seriously. Where’s* 
the food? Are there 

any fries left? 

ASK 

EGIV 
Q: 1 am a 11-year-old boy. My dad 

is 32 years old. The problem is that 

my dad likes to play video games. 

Whenever I get a new game, I hard- 

ly get to play it because my dad 

hogs my 3DO! None of my friends 

have this problem. What should I 

do? 

Willie Caruthers 

Boston, MA 

AAS Your dad sounds like a true 

video game addict. You might try. 

(nicely, I might add) to ask him to 

share your games with you. If that 

doesn't work, try buying some two- 

player games that you can play 

together! 

Q: Have you guys tried the XBand 

lately? There are some kickin’ tour- 

naments! 1 won $1,000 in their last 
one! I recommend that you give it 

atry. 
Runaway Train 

via the XBand 

AA? Whoa, you won a grand? That’s 

pretty good—lunch is on you, right? 

Q: | was just wondering. is the 

Ultra 64 really going to be cartridge 

based? I’ve heard that it is going to 

be CD-ROM like the Sony 
PlayStation and the Sega Saturn. 

Also, if a tree falls in the woods 

and no one is around, does it make 

a sound? 

Brian Hackberth 

Berwick, PA 

A: Yes, the U64 is going to be car- 

tridge based. As for the tree ques- 

tion, what are you trying to do, 

make me think? I try not to think 

too much—it hurts. 

SEGA SATURN DEBUTS 
IN STORES EARLY! 
Dear EGM, 

What's the deal here?! | just went into a 

local toy store and (to my utter disbe- 
lief), they were selling Sega Saturns! 
Wasn't the Saturn supposed to be 

released sometime in the fall? 

Roscoe Markley 
Chicago, IL 

Yes, the Saturn is out! For more information on 

its early release check out the Press Start 

section in this issue. 

WILL U.S.-JAPAN TRADE 
WAR AFFECT GAMING? 
Dear EGM, 

| was watching the news and they were 

talking about a trade war between the 
U.S. and Japan. It sounds as though 

the U.S. is talking about imposing 
heavy sanctions on some Japanese 

products like some makes of cars. My 

question is: Will this have any effect on 
game/system prices? 

Brian Flores 

Los Angeles, CA 

That's a very difficult question to answer at this 
time, Brian. Whether or not the actions of the 
American government toward the Japanese car 
makers will bleed into other products produced 

by Japan is uncertain. At this time, there is a 

possibility that some Japanese car prices may 
actually double! How could this affect us video 
game players? Well, one possible scenario 

(worst case) is that Japan might retaliate by 

increasing prices on things like electronic com- 
ponents. We all know what this would mean— 
much higher prices for things such as game 

systems. But as I've already said, this is a 
worst-case scenario. Let's just hope our gov- 
ernments can work something out, pronto! 

GOING TO THE POOR- 
HOUSE IN CANADA 
Dear EGM, 

I’m writing to the almighty god of gam- 
ing mags to address a problem. You 

see, I’m Canadian, and I’ve been sitting 
up here in Canada reading all the cool 
stuff about the Ultra 64’s incredible 
$250 price tag. Now here comes the 

bad news. One day | decided to find 
out how much $250 in American money 
is in Canadian money. | called the local 
bank to find out what the current 
exchange rate was, dragged out my 
calculator and found that it came to just 

over $350! Wait! That's not all! You’re 

forgetting the tax! Adding that on, my 

shiny new U64 will cost me around 
$400! Does this mean | should start 
selling my internal organs? 

Sean McKinnon 

B.C., Canada 

If you do start selling your organs, make sure 
to give me a call could sure use a new 
spleen. Yes, Canadian gamers will definitely pay 

a higher price for the same systems than U.S. 

residents do. As a matter of fact, it is a distinct 
possibility that Sega and Sony will be making 
more of a profit on a per-unit basis in Canada 
than they will in the U.S. I guess it only goes to 
show that it's not who you Know, it's where you 

live. (Or who you know in the States who can 

get you a better deal!) 

WORRIED READER VOICES 
CONCERN OVER NEW 
SYSTEMS 
Dear EGM, 

First of all, | just wanted to tell you that 

issues #69 and 70 looked great. Don’t 
change a thing. However, like most of 

your readers, | have a question, too. 
After looking at the Sega Saturn games 
and seeing that they aren't quite the 
“Next Level” we've all been expecting, | 

have become worried. Do you think the 
first U64 games are also going to be 
below par? | am an MK fanatic, and | 

am worried that MK3 and other early 
releases aren't going to look so hot. | 

would appreciate your opinion. 

Jake Masters 

via the Internet 

| wouldn't worry too much about it, Jake. If you 
remember, some of the early games for the 
Super NES and the Genesis weren't all that 

good. Remember Super R-Type for the Super 
NES? Slowdown city! As the designers learn 
more and more about the system, we will see 
the games improve in overall quality. 

¢ Here is an actual frame grab of the Sony 
PlayStation version of MK8. Looks okay to me! 



ROAST A FEW WEENIES TONIGHT. 
So, How po you Like YOuR OPPONENTS 

Weus-ou? Light y charrsvl ExTRA-ceisPy7 
We, BEFORE YOU ROAST ’EM, YOU GOTTA GET TO BLOCKBUSTER. 

Weve GOT MORE COPIES OF THE BEST GAMES AROUND. 
Come On In, GET THE GAMES AND START COOKIN’ 

THE SOURCE (mes BEHIND THE FORCE. 
BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO name and design are registered trademarks of Blockbuster Entertainment Inc. Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301 © 1987, 1995 Blockbuster Entertainment Inc. 



What are the hottest new games 
to cross the EGM editors’ desks 
this month? What games do you 

and your gaming pals think are 

the best? We have the answers in 
this exclusive listing of the most 
incredible softs available for any 

format—chosen by the editors of 

EGM and you—the wired-in read- 
ers of the biggest and best video 
game magazine on the face of the: 
planet! 

EGM’s 

TOP 
TENS 
ec ee 

LET YOUR VOTE BE HEARD! You can contact Eom Col ig-Yen thVAE- Lave | 

record your vote for the hottest new and upcoming games by logging 

onto the NUKE Internet Interface at www.nuke.com on the World Wide 

Web beginning June 1. Until then, send a postcard with your fave game! 

ANGRY GAMER BLASTS 
“WEIRDO” ADS 
Dear EGM, 
The new format is a tremendous 
improvement. | love the new look. | still 

disagree with most of your reviews, but 
| can’t tell you which games to like. 

(Although I’m sure many people try!) 
The main reason | am writing this letter 

is to complain about the ads in your 
magazine. Specifically, | am writing 
about ads like the Secret of Evermore 
ad in your April issue. This ad consists 
only of two black pages with a red dot 
on each page. | don’t know what 

Squaresoft wished to accomplish with 
this ad, but it tells me that they’re so 

ashamed of their game that they will 
not display any screen shots or even a 
description of the game. There were 
three such ads in that same issue, 

including Mortal Kombat 3 and Warlock. 

Those ads had one or two screen shots 
with the remainder of the page filled 
with crap not related to the game itself. 

Ads like these seem to be increasingly 
polluting your otherwise fine magazine, 
and seem to be severely diminishing its 

informative value. Tell your advertisers, 
“If you want to sell the games, show 

the games.” 

Shawn Rader 

via the Internet 

Sorry you don't like the ads, amigo! | guess our 
advertisers are trying to catch your attention, 
and it looks like they did. It is a shame that 
some of these companies don't show more 
screen shots in their ads. You're right—they 
would probably sell more games! 

Geez Ken, what took ya so long? EGAM's Ken 

Williams finally “ties the knot” with girlfriend Kim. 



Riddle me this... 
What has The Riddler” and Two-Face’, Sugar’ and Spice, 

and more villains than Gotham City” can handle? 

What has the Dynamic Duo’ battling from Arkham Asylum” 
and Claw Island” to abandoned subways and the Batcave ? 

What has the most amazing arsenal of weapons the Batman Utility Belt can hold— 
from Batarangs and Bat Cuffs’ to Bat Grenade Launchers’ and Bat Bolas ? 

What has digitized graphics, interactive backgrounds and 
the first-ever teaming of Batman and Robin’ in duel fighting action? 

Fb Ao Ne 
cae ot 

BATMAN 
FOREVER 

SUPER NES* + GENESIS” * GAME GEAR” + GAME BOY" 

SEPTEMBER 1995 
JA«\aim’ 



PSYCHO 
LETTER 
OF THE 
MONTH 
Now for that part of the show where the 
truly insane get a chance to shine. This 

month's letter comes from Charles 
DelMorte, who won our Psycho Letter 
contest for obvious reasons! 

Dear EGM, 

Recently | have started 
reading your horrid little magazine and | know 

what you’re doing. You are the ones who talk to me in my sleep. | 

know you are them, because the orange clown has told me so. 
Please stop pleading with me in the realm of dark sleep. My head 
hurts and the web is growing on the loins of destiny. Make them 
stop the spiders in the day of my reasons. 

Have a nice day, 

Charles DelMorte 

Sure, hop on in! | 
pick up hitchhikers 

all the time! 
You are a true psycho, Chuck your T-shirt is in the mail, 

3/0 PHOTOCOPY 
CONTEST! 

We've dug up a mean one this month, readers, 
guaranteed to turn your brain to toast! Get your lit- 
tle fingers moving because somewhere in the 148 
pages you now hold in your hot little hands is the 
screen shot to the left. Let us know what game it is 
and you can be entered for a drawing to score 
some cool game wear from your buds at GM. 
Put your answer on a 5X7 postcard and get it to us 
at: EGM''s BAD PHOTOCOPY CONTEST, 1920 

Highland Avenue, #222, Lombard, IL 60148. Be sure 

to include your name, address, age and the month 
you are entering for. 

IT'S TIME TO CALL THE 
INTERNET POLICE! 
Dear EGM, 
| don’t see how Midway thinks that they 
can keep the Internet clean of MK3 
info. The fatalities and moves will get 
out eventually, and if they’re that des- 
perate to keep this information off the 
information superhighway, they should 
make an upgrade chip. Heck, they 

could even downgrade games in cer- 
tain areas. They would also have to 
make a complete sweep of the Internet 
every day (yeah, right!) because the 
message boards are updated daily. If 
Midway is going to attack the Internet, 
they might as well bug all of the phone 
lines, send in a SWAT team if the word 
“Kombat” is mentioned, screw steel 

masks with eyeholes onto people play- 
ing the game so they can’t talk to oth- 

ers, use blindfolds on the people 
watching so they can’t see joystick 
movements and put secret agents into 
all of the arcades. If they’re having 

such a cow over the Internet, why do 
they let video game magazines publish 

the moves? Geez Midway, get real. 

Scott Sanborn 

via the Internet 

NEXT-GENERATION 
SYSTEMS AND LOAD TIME 
Dear EGM, 

With all of the hype surrounding the 
upcoming release of the Sega Saturn 

and the PlayStation, no one has really 
said anything about access time for 

these two machines. I’m assuming that 
because they're both CD-ROM, there 
will be some amount of time that it 
takes for the machines to load their 

games. Is there a lengthy wait for these 
games to get loaded into their respec- 

tive systems? Just wondering. 

Miles Blackstone 

Detroit, MI 

Surprisingly enough, the access time for both 
the PlayStation and the Saturn isn't that bad. 
Sure you might have to wait for about 20 sec- 
onds for your game to load, but so what? Ridge 
Racer for the PlayStation even lets you play a 
Pound of the old arcade classic Galaxian while 
you're waiting. (Yes, there is a trick you can do 
by beating the round before Ridge Racer 

Starts.) All in all, | guess it just boils down to 
whether or not those 20 seconds really bother 
you. It’s kind of a weak argument against these 
systems if you refuse to buy one because of the 
load time. | actually know people who feel this 

way, however. Poor souls. 



PUSH YOUR CO 
TO THE N 

B ased 

on the eli e 

“Flying Nightmares” 

Marine Harrier squadron, 

this game really 

envelope of CD 
pushes the 

echnology. 
Everything is state-of-the-art: 

Stunning 3D tex’ ure-mapped graphics. 

Intense full-motion video sequences. 

Internal, external and missile camera 

angles. Plus the hottest CD-quality 

sounds and special effects. 

a) LUTE 
Gc VMAS 

It all adds up to the most 

exciting combat flight simulator on 

Sega CD. Imagine the power under 

your command: Harrier jump jets that 

can turn on a dime and stop dead in 

midair. Laser-guided missiles, cluster 

bombs 

and radar- 

jamming pods. It’s 

enough to make your heart pound 
and palms sweat. It'll also strain your 

brain. This happens to be one intel- 

ligent action-adventure game as well. 

FLyiNG NiGHTMARES. Pushing CD Coming Soon On 
technology — and you — to the max. SERA Co & 300 

Rated by V.R.C. 

Sold exclusively in America by Time Warner 
Interactive, Inc. Phone 408-473-9400 for 



LETTER 
ART 
Where Creativity, Your 

Favorite Video Game 

and a Stamp Can Make 
You Immortal* 
Put your creative skills to the test by 

decking out a plain #10 envelope (you 

know, the long, business type) with your 

own unique touch. Send your letter art 

submission to: EGA Letter Art, 1920 
Highland Avenue, Suite 222, Lombard, 

Illinois 60148. 
1 in the magazine and win yourself a 
k for your hard work (First Prize Only)! 

SAVVY READER DIVULGES 
FAVORITE GAMES! 
Dear EGM, 
| was thinking, you guys should have a 
tribute to the best games—not just of 
the year, but of all time! Games that 

just blow you away and are still great 
even after all this time. Here’s my list: 
Mega Man 2 (NES) 
Ninja Gaiden (NES) 
Zelda II (NES) 
Sonic 2 (Genesis) 
Gunstar Heroes (Genesis) 
Y’s | and Il (Turbo) 
Dracula X (PC Engine) 
Street Fighter Il Turbo (Super NES) 
Axelay (Super NES) 
Final Fantasy Ill (Super NES) 
Strider (Genesis) 

Samurai Shodown II (Neo*Geo) 

Name Unknown 

via the Internet 

We here at GM love making lists! Here are 
a few other possibilities to add (in absolutely no 
particular order): 
Super Metroid (Super NES) 
Super Bomberman (Super NES) 
Madden ‘94 (Genesis) 

22, EGA 

John D. Snead ¢ 

Siler City, NC 
Matthew McGinn ¢ 
Alexandria, VA 

Viewpoint (Neo*Geo) 

NBA Jam (Genesis and Super NES) 
Ghouls and Ghosts (Genesis and Super NES) 
Mario Kart (Super NES) 

Contra (NES) 
Contra 3 (Super NES) 
Super Mario World (Super NES) 
Quantum Fighter (INES) 

Super Mario Bros. 3 (NES) 
Earthworm Jim (Genesis and Super NES) 
Mortal Kombat Il (Genesis and Super NES) 
M.U.S.H.A. (Genesis) 
Super Adventure Island (Super NES) 

Super Monaco GP (Genesis) 
Castlevania IV (Super NES) 
Parodious (Super Famicom and PC Engine) 

Space Megaforce (Super NES) 
Streets of Rage (Genesis) 
Revenge of Shinobi (Genesis) 

Magical Quest (Super NES) 
Super Star Wars (Super NES) 
Nam ‘75 (Neo*Geo) 
Shinobi Ill (Genesis) 
Sonic the Hedgehog (Genesis) 
Zombies Ate My Neighbors (Super NES) 
Tetris (NES, Game Boy, etc.) 
Donkey Kong (Game Boy) 

Mega Turrican (Genesis) 

The list could go on and on. If you have a list of 

your all-time fave vids, send it in! We'd love to 

See it. (Really, we promise we won't laugh!) 

This month's 

Who says that MK3 makes it 

hard to keep your lunch 

down? Congrats to Jose 

Hernandez of Santa Ana, CA. 

While not artistically exciting, 

it got a good laugh from us! 

David Houser ¢ 
Willits, CA 

Christopher Bryan ¢ 

Orlando, FL 

Josh Reno ¢ Denver, CO 

SEGA TO DISCONTINUE 
SUPPORT FOR 32K? 
Dear EGM, 

A friend of mine told me that he heard 
from a reliable source that Sega is 
secretly planning to discontinue support 
for the 32X. He said that Sega had two 
reasons for this. The first was that the 
32X was a big flopola and that Sega 

could no longer afford to support it. The 
second was the fact that the Sega 
Saturn was coming out and no one 
wanted 32X games. 

Joseph Allesti 
Rockford, IL 

Your friend is wrong. Sega has many new 

games (some of which were shown at E* in Los 

Angeles) for the 32X. They include Spider- 
Man, Web of Fire, Primetime NFL, Virtua 
Fighter, X-Men and Rachet and Bolt just to 

letters column was brought to you by 

Mike Forassiepi, EGIM assistant editor. Mike is hav- 
ing a hard time handling all of the stress from the NBA 

playoffs, so he’s crawled under his desk and assumed 

the fetal position, The poor guy just lays there mum- 
bling something about Michael Jordan and Scottie 
Pippen being the kings of the known universe. 
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\ detailed view of 

World Series Baseball? 

{ figure 2 } —— 

\ detailed view of 
Triple Play'96. 



Ah, the sweet sound of 

chin music. Now available in stereo. 

Two batter/ pitcher views to choose 

from. Brush’em back in either one. 

Its your call. 

As close to the ballpark as 

you can get without a ticket, 

Lifelike animation puts you 

there whether you're diving 

down the third base line or 

caught in a pickle between 

second and third. 

Call it a head-first slide. 

Call it a take-out slide. 

Call it a balls-out-Tm-goin- 

in- no- matter- what- slide. 

Just don’t call it an “out? 

This official seal is your assurance that this 
product meets the highest quality standards 
of Sega™. Buy games and accessories with 5 
this seal to be sure that they are compatible Software © 1995 Electronic Arts. All rights reserved. EA SPORTS, the EA SPORTS logo, “IFit’s in the game, its in the 

with the Sega™ Genesis™ system, PLAY 1m trademark owned by Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. 



Get all the stats in TV style presentation. 

Updated 1995 rosters. Full season 

compilation mode. Use em to create players. 

Trade players. Edit teams. And become 

the first player/ manager in recent history. 

Whether you're pitchin'overhand 

or submarine, you've got the runner 

in the corner of your eye, He's on. 

He's off. He's out. Picked off. 

= € 
I got it. No, I got it. T got it. No, Egot it. 

Wham. You both got it. Out cold. Watch where 

youre going or suffer severe player collisions. 

SS xz ZN 
IF its in the game, it's in the game.” 

Triple Play'96 is the first baseball game ever to deliver excitement beyond an 

oversized pitcher /batter interface. We took all of baseball. Edited the boring parts. And delivered an 

action-packed game that can only be described as "playing one continuous highlight reel’ (io nuts. § ! , \ 

ame", Triple Play Baseball, 4 Way Play and the 4 Way Play logo are trademarks of Electronic Arts. MLBPA logo ® MLBPA MSA. Officially licensed product of Major League Baseball Players Association. The World Series is a 
All rights reserved. This product is not sponsored or endorsed by Major League Baseball 



DON’T COUNT O 

3D0’s NEW M2 

The gaming industry is 
abuzz about 3DO’s new M2 
technology. 

At the recent Electronic 
Entertainment Expo in Los 
Angeles, movie maker 

Steven Spielberg stopped to 
chat with Trip Hawkins and 

take a look at 3D0’s new 
technology. The entire 
industry is excited about its 
capabilities and its ramifica- 
tions in terms of the way 
games are designed, made 
and played. 
One of 3DO’s partners 

showed off a new 64-Bit 
3DO unit with the M2 tech- 
nology built in. 

Dave Needle and R.J. 
Mical, two designers of the 
original 3DO unit and now 
the M2 technology, are confi- 
dent about what the M2 will 

bring to the gaming table for 

both game players and 
designers. 

ULTRA 64 “DELAYED” 
UNTIL APRIL 1996? 

intendo has just |= America, would only say that could be due to orders from 
announced that the hardware is”... essential- Nintendo of Japan (NOW). 

“It seems as though every- the North ly complete.” His staff Every product that 

body is talking about the American and expanded on this statement Nintendo has ever made 
Sega Saturn and the Sony European launch _ by saying that everything is (Game Boy, NES, Super 
PlayStation, but many inside for their new done and that the hardware NES, Virtual Boy) has made 
the gaming industry are tak- flagship 64-Bit now only has to go through its debut in the Japanese 
ing notice of our new M2 gaming system, the typical shrinking-down marketplace. 
technology,” said R.J. Mical, : the Ultra, willbe — process to get everything to Even though the Ultra 64 is 
a vice president with the : delayed until April 1996. fit into the system case (see essentially an American- 
3DO company. “Our technol- : Citing reasons of wanting to below). made product, it will make its 
ogy will allow 3DO users to give third-party licensees Upon further investigation, first official appearance at the 
upgrade their systems with- : extra time to fine tune their EGM bas learned that it is Shoshinkai Show in 
out having to trash their ini- _: software, Nintendo has quite possible that the rea/ Makuhari, Japan. The show 

tial investments. This is : decided to take a pass on the _ reason the Ultra 64 is being is scheduled for the end of 

something that we said we _: lucrative 1995 Christmas delayed in North America November. 
would do when we first : shopping season and con- 
launched the 3DO system. _: centrate on 1996 instead. 
We said it would be back- While rumors abound 
ward compatible with future about the hardware being 
hardware upgrades and we late and not being able to 
stuck to our word.” meet their expected $250 
Some are speculating that : price point, Nintendo contin- 

the M2 technology will be : ues to say that itis”... on 
released in September fora : schedule.” In his press con- 
price of $149-199 but that : ference, Howard Lincoln, 

has not been confirmed. : : chairman of Nintendo of 

DS (EBA 



ULTRA 64 
SPECS 

(PRELIMINARY) 

CPU: True 64-Bit MIPS RISC cus- 
tom R4200 MIPS processor that 
will run at 105.9 Mhz and will 
have a through put of 500 MB per 
second. 

GRAPHICS: The Ultra 64's resolu- 
tion will exceed NTSC and Pal. The 
graphics engine will have a 64-Bit 
reality immersion graphics 
processor running at 80Mhz in its 
enhanced mode and will have a 
resolution of 1,200 X 1,200 or 
HDTV standard in 24-Bit color. 

SOUND: 64-Bit DSP chip that will 
run at 44.5 Khz and will have 64- 
sound channels—{CD QUALITY) 
PERFORMANCE: 100,000 polygons 
or 50 pixel meshed triangles per 
second ant will exceed 100 MIPS 
(millions of point operations per 
second) and the unit will allow for 
real-time anti-aliasing, real-time 
ray tracing, real-time tri-linear 
interpolation and real-time load 
management and will come packed 
ina nice polystyrene box. 

As to when the system will 
see the light of day on store 
shelves, Howard Lincoln was 

very specific when he said 
that the Ultra 64 will come 

out in North America and in 
Europe in April 1996. What 

he didn’t say was when the 
unit will be released in Japan. 

His staff added to his words 
by stating that it would come 
out in Japan before April, and 
quite possibly as early as this 
December! 

With that type of time 
schedule the system wil 
have to go into production 
within the next few months. 

“After 19 months of intense 
development, we have 
attained our two main goals 
for the Ultra 64: to develop a 
chipset capable of delivering 
the world’s best video game 
experience, and to do it ata 
price that can deliver a hard- 
ware set below $250 retail,” 
Howard Lincoln said. 
“However, we have made a 
conscious decision not to 
rush the Nintendo Ultra 64 to 
market. Instead, we've decid- 

ed to give our software 

developers additional time to 

maximize the power of this 

system in their game 
creation.” 

In addition to that, if the 

U.S. roll-out is indeed some- 
time in April, Nintendo will 

have to be handing a com- 
pleted unit over to the FCC to 
test sometime before the end 
of this year. 

The FCC tests all electron- 
ics products for RF emissions 
(that is why there is so much 
metal shielding inside U.S. 
gaming systems), and this 

process takes a few months. 
Japan does not have similar 

emission testing and that is 
why it can come to market 
over there so soon. 

Nintendo’s main competi- 

tor, Sega, was fairly reserved 
in their reaction to the delay 
of the Ultra 64. 

“We knew that the Ultra 64 
wasn’t coming out this year 
for some time now,” said Tom 
Kalinske, CEO of Sega of 
America. “We've shown in 

the past that we can take 
advantage of Nintendo’s 
delays in the release of their 
hardware units and we plan 
to take full advantage of the 

extra time they have allowed 
us.” 

By postponing the U.S. 

launch until April, Nintendo is 
taking a risk that the 
dollar/yen rate will rise from 

its present all-time low. With 
the rate currently at about 85 
yen to the dollar, a return to 
the 100 yen/dollar rate of last 
year would mean Nintendo 

could feasibly lower their 
price to under the $250 
announced price. Should the 

yen/dollar rate continue to fall 
Nintendo may not be able to 

meet their price goal. 
Nintendo has not officially 

announced any Japanese 
software licensees. This 
announcement is expected to 
be made at the Shoshinkai 
Show. Rumors have it that 
Squaresoft may bring out 
their long-awaited Final 
Fantasy 7 for the Ultra. 

Should that be true, Nintendo 
just may move from 16-Bit 
domination to 32/64-Bit domi- 
nation in that country. 

Don’t count Nintendo out 
quite yet! 

“THE BAND PLAYS ON” 
XBAND GOES NINTENDO 

band will soon be up and running on the 

Super NES and gamers will be able to experi- 

ence multiple player gaming on the Super 
NES Catapult modem. The Super NES 

| Xband network will be up and running in New 
York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta 

and Dallas in June. The rest of the country should be 
on-line in August. If you want to get hooked up to the 
service or order an Xband for the Super NES or 
Genesis, call 1-800-X4-XBAND. 

You can order the Xband for the Super NES for 

$29.99, but you'll have to pay $8.75 for shipping. That 
will get you the modem device—you still need to con- 
nect up to the service. To do that you must subscribe 
to Xband for $7.95 a month. For that you will get 32 
connections to the network, or 32 chances to play 
your favorite games. If you go over your 32 plays 
each additional play will cost you 15 cents. 

You can play against players in your local area or 
across the country. As a user you can choose to have 
long-distance play turned on or off, because when you 
play its just like a long-distance phone call. Games 
that will be up and running on the network will include: 
Mortal Kombat 3, Ken Griffey Jr. Baseball, NBA Jam 

Tournament Edition, NHL Hockey and John Madden 
Football. 

Starting next month in Team EGM the Iceman and | 
will be printing the names of Xband’s top sports 
gamers in what we will be calling Team EGM’s 
XBAND Box Score. Are you tough enough? 

EGA 27 



hiny entertainment 

and Activision 

have entered into 

an exclusive 
agreement to 
develop a state-of- 

the-art, next-generation 

action engine that will drive 
games produced for the 

Sega Saturn, Sony 
PlayStation and Nintendo 
Ultra 64 platforms. 
The engine will enable 

Activision to increase its 

development of action titles 
and develop high-quality 

products for all platforms. 
“Our video game engine 

has been responsible for 
generating over $1 billion in 

retail sales,” added Perry. 
“As consumers become 
more accustomed to higher 

quality, 3-D entertainment, 
the next-generation plat- 

forms will have to deliver 
compelling game play and 
visuals that not only com- 

pete with CD-ROMs but 
actually set new stan- 

dards.” 
Under a separate agree- 

ment with Shiny, Activision 
was given the license for 
the worldwide rights to 
Earthworm Jim for the 
Windows operating system. 

Goldstar U.S.A., now 

called LG Electronics, 
recently announced a sum- 
mer rebate for the GoldStar : 

3DO system. Consumers will 
receive $50 off the 3DO unit : 
if purchased before Labor : 

Day, bringing the price down : 
to $349.95. : 

“This is a wonderful one- 

two-three package for game 
enthusiasts of all levels who 
are considering an advanced 
CD interactive video enter- 

tainment system,” says Jim 
Lerton, vice president for the 

HiMedia group at LG 

Electronics. “You get one of 
the most technically 
advanced CD gaming sys- 

tem on the market today; 
two, top-notch titles and 
three, $50 back! This is an 

excellent opportunity for 
people to experience the 
most powerful system on the 
market without damaging : 
their pocketbooks.” : 

The unit will come bundled : 
with FIFA Soccer and Shock : 

Wave, a $129 value. 

3 QuESTIONS WICH 
EGM: What is your favorite game? 

ROB: | enjoy playing anything that has been 

done well. | like playing Daytona at the arcades 

along with all versions of MK and MK2. 

What games are you the most proud of? 

I've been in the gaming business for nine and a 

half years and I’m very pleased with the way the 

home versions of Mortal Kombat and Mortal Kombat II 

came out. As well, | was very pleased with the Quarterback Club 

game that we brought out across all platforms. 

What games are you currently working on for the new systems? 

I'm working on a boxing game for the next-generation systems that 

Acclaim nroducer will feature George Foreman. We are tying together our motion- 
capture technology with our ultimatte technology for the project. 

25000. 
The greatest number of gamers to log 

onto the Xband Genesis network in one 

day, Users log on and challenge others 

across the U.S. up to 50 times per week. By Todd Mowatt 
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SONY TO DELIVER KNOCK-OUT 
PRICE POINT TO PSX CONSUMERS 

ony is ready to rum- 
ble and they have 
trimmed down their 
price to a competi- 
tive fighting weight. 

It's round one of what will 
surely be one heck of a 
heavyweight fight. Sony 
Computer Entertainment of 
America jumped into the ring 
recently by announcing that 
Saturday, Sept. 9 is the day 
they will officially launch the 
PlayStation for $299 and 

$349. The $299 announce- 
ment made by Sony at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
in Los Angeles took Steve 
Race two seconds to 
announce and months to 
determine. At $299, the unit 
may or may not come with a 
game packed in, but at the 
$349 price, one game will be 
packed in with the unit, 
although no formal 
announcements were made 
as to what the game may be. 
Sony is keeping all of their 

options open, and it could be 
any one of three games 
depending on what their 
competition does. 

Also available at the launch 
of the system and sold sepa- 
rately, will be the Play- 
Station’s unique and highly 

innovative memory cards. 

These portable cards plug 
into the front of the system 
and will allow players to save 
their games at any time. 
Each memory card allows the 
user to swap characters, 
teams and levels with 
friends—creating an entirely 
unique game play experience 
that no other system current- 
ly offers. 
According to Sony, nearly 

1 million units of the game 
system have been sold in 
Japan since its intro- 
duction five months 
ago, and its aggres- ad 

sive pricing for the ry 
North American mar- 

ketplace should pique 

everyone’s interest. 
Third-party software 

developers are 
migrating to the Sony 

WINS: 00 a 

: PlayStation like Canadian 
: geese heading south to avoid 
the impending cold of a fero- 
cious winter. Sony has added 
a number of game develop- 
ers and publishers to their 
ever-growing PlayStation 
licensee list. The number is 
now over 300 and that could 
hinder rather than help the 

launch of the system. Too 

and confident about our 
launch.” 

Some of Sony’s big-name 
licensees include Acclaim, 

Capcom, Crystal Dynamics, 
Electronic Arts, Imagesoft, 

Interplay, Konami, LucasArts, 
Mindscape, Namco Hometek, 

Psygnosis, SSI, Time Warner 
Interactive, Viacom and 
Virgin. 

good titles in development. 
It's going to force one of the 
fiercest marketing match-ups 

in gaming history. We will be 
ringside giving you the blow- 

by-blow account of what's 
happening in the fight. 

It shouldn’t take Sony 
too long to put their punches 
together. 

many software titles could 
prove to be as damaging as 
not enough, and Sony is 

developing a strategy to stem 
the flow of games heading 
into the marketplace. 

“To become the most popu- 
lar game system, you need 
more than the best hardware. 
You also have to offer the 
hottest games,” said Steve 
Race, president of SCEA. 

“Just one look at who we are 
partnering with makes it clear 
why we are so enthusiastic 

The PlayStation is a CD- 
based game system built 
around a custom-made pro- 
prietary chip created exclu- 
sively for the PlayStation. 
Multiple specialized proces- 
sors work in tandem. 
Some insiders are suggest- 

ing an early release of the 
PlayStation at between $249- 
299, now that Sega has 
unleashed the Saturn price 
tag. 

The PlayStation is one 
powerful machine with some 

They have an exclusive win- 
dow for Mortal Kombat 3. 
They purchased the rights 

from Williams for the 
PlayStation and the game 
looks great. Secondly they 
recently purchased Toh Shin 
Den from Takara. Either Toh 

Shin Den or Ridge Racer are 
rumored to be the games 
being considered as the 
pack-in for the system. Sony 
just may send the competi- 
tion to the ropes gasping 

for air. 

A $299 price tag and some hit software like Toh Shin Den 
and MK3 could send Sony’s main comp 



SEGA HOPES TO RUN RINGS AROUND THE 
COMPETITION WITH EARLY RELEASE OF THE SATURN 

ega recently threw 
a curve at both its 
third-party develop- 
ment community 
and their largest 

retailers when they first 

announced a nationwide 
launch for the Saturn on 
Saturn-day Sept. 2, then 
launched the system on 
May 11. 

The Saturn appeared on 

some in-store inventory com- 

puters on April 17, and Sega 
tipped its hand about an early 
release. No one thought the 
Sega Saturn would be on 
store shelves May 11 with an 

impressive launch lineup of 
hit titles: Daytona USA, a hit 
Sega arcade title that has 

been converted over to the 
Saturn; Panzer Dragoon; 
Bug!; Clockwork Knight; 
along with a couple of killer 

Sega Sports titles such as 
Worldwide Soccer and NHL 
All-Star Hockey will enthrall 
sports gaming enthusiasts. 
The early launch of the 

Saturn was fueled by con- 
sumer demand and ignited 

by phenomenal sales in 

Japan, according to Sega of 
America. 

In Japan, 500,000 units of 

the Sega Saturn were sold in : 
the first month the unit was 
on sale and more than 1 mil- 

lion units have been sold to 
date. In the first seven days 
the U.S. version of the Saturn 
shipped, it was sold out 
nationwide. 
Sega Enterprises antici- 

pates more than 3 million 
units will be sold worldwide 
by this Christmas. Sega of 
merica is projectin sof : foe 

i pioleetholsale) : was a matter of servicing 
: those outlets with healthy 
supplies now, and we will be 

: adding more retailers in the 

more than 600,000 units by 
the end of this year. 
The only thing that may not 

be too much of a hit with 
gamers and parents alike is 
the price. The Sega Saturn 
sells for $399-499 and is 
bundled with Virtua Fighter. 
“Consumers have been 

extremely anxious to get their 
hands on Sega Saturn,” said 
Tom Kalinske, CEO of Sega 
of America. “Many Americans 

have gone to the extent of 
: paying $800 and more for 

: Sega Saturn units from 
: Japan. We’ve decided to 

: bring the product to market 

: earlier than scheduled to 
: meet the high consumer 
: demand, to refine our mar- 

: keting strategy over the sum- 
: mer, prior to the important fall 

: season and to get a head- 
= start on the competition.” 
: The unit is available in lim- 
: ited distribution around the 
: U.S. and Canada in 
: Electronics Boutique, 
: Software Etc., Babbages and 

: Toys ‘R’ Us. 
: As production ramps up, 
: additional retailers will be 
: added as quickly as possible 
= according to Sega. 
: “We don’t have the invento- 
: ry right now to include all of 
: the retailers. We're not trying 
+ to alienate any of them. It 

© UNPRECEDENTED POWER 

DELIVERS THE TRUE ARCADE EXPERIENCE 
© PHOTO-REALISTIC 3-D GRAPHICS 

BLAZING Doue PEED CD ROM 

near future,” said Kalinske. 

Sega is dubbing the Saturn 
the Ferrari of video game 
systems. Close to 20 titles 
are already on store shelves 
in some locations, and more 

than 80 first- and third-party 
software titles are expected 
to hit retail shelves by 
Christmas this year. 

According to Michael 
Ribero, Sega’s executive vice 
president of marketing, the 
Sega Saturn was specifically 
designed for the growing 

population of interactive 
entertainment consumers 
ranging in age from 12 to 40. 

“The Pong generation— 

now 15 to 20 years older—is 
demanding new, immersive 
gaming experiences that are 
not only entertaining, but 
compelling and challenging, 

and Sega Saturn delivers just 
that,” according to Ribero. “In 
addition, Sega Saturn casts a 
net over a broader consumer 

demographic, reeling the 
mainstream into new worlds 

The Saturn 
has been 
launched 
with Virtua 
Fighter as 
the pack-in, 
but that 
could change. 

of interactive entertainment, 
Sega Saturn will be a regular 
in-home entertainment option 
for the mass consumer along 
with watching TV and renting 
movies.” 

Some of the more popular 
titles that will be available 

later in the year will include: 
Alien Trilogy, Big Hurt 

Baseball, Mortal Kombat II, 
NBA Jam: Tournament 

Edition, Myst and Revolution 

X, Darkstalkers, Street 
Fighter: The Movie, 
Basketball ‘95, Off-World 

Interceptor, 3-D Baseball ‘95, 
The Horde, Gex, Dark 
Legends, Defcon 5, 

Minnesota Fats Pool Legend, 
Alone in the Dark, Caesar’s 
World of Gambling, Casper, 
Cyberia, Descent, Virtual 
Pool, Castlevania, Parodius, 
SimCity 2000, Cybersled, 
Water World, Monopoly, 

Skeleton Warriors, Mickey 
Thompson’s Supercross, 
Brain Dead 13, Dragon’s Lair 
Il, Kingdom O’ Magic, Virtua 
Cop, Virtua Fighter II, Prime 
Time NFL Football, Prime 

Time Baseball, Eternal 
Champions, Primal Rage, 
The 11th Hour: The Sequel to 
the 7th Guest and Spot Goes 
to Hollywood. These titles are 
scheduled to be released 
before the end of the year. 
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AIKMAN NFL FooTBaLL™ 

“Its really impressive...the Jaguar 

version is the best yet.” -EGM 

“It has tantalizing innovations 
and a well-prepared collection of 

features.” -GamePro 

SYNDICATE™ 

“Jaguar strategy fans should be 
stoked. One of the best Jaguar 
games.’—Game Players 

“More than 50 missions of 
mayhem and mob activity.” 

—GamePro 

TEMPEST 2000” 

“One of the most intense video gaming 
experiences ever.’—Next Generation 

“Further proof that the next 

level of gaming has arrived.” 

“This game sets a new standard for 
intensity.’"-Die Hard Game Fan 

“10-Editor’s Choice Gold Award.”-EGM 

“Best sound and best shooter— 
all platforms.”-Game Informer 

ALIEN Vs. PREDATOR™ 

“A masterpiece and a milestone... AVP 
\ scared the hell out of me.’-VideoGames 
\ “AVP’s graphics are stunning.” -GamePro 

\ “Best Jaguar action adventure game.” 
\ —Die Hard Game Fan 
1 “Jaguar game of the year” 
\ -Game Informer & Game Players 

“Blows Sega's 32X version away!” 

“The best version of DOOM for any home 

system.”—VideoGames 

“Doom is a gaming milestone.” 

“10-a mega hit!” -GamePro 

Zoot 2" 

“Features superior level design... the visuals 

are truly gorgeous."—Die Hard Game Fan. 

“Zool has everything... 
once you play, you’re hooked.” -EGM 

VAL D’ ISERE SKIING AND SNOWBOARDING™ 

“My adrenaline is pumping-l’m blown away!” 

“The best skiing and snowboarding game 
ever created.” 

“The speed at which it moves is what 

makes it so freakin’ fun.’-VideoGames 

“Graphically, the art is right on.” 
—Die Hard Game Fan 

THEME PARK™ 

“...a sardonic strategy game 
that honors the unique design 

of SimCity and Populus.” 

“It's worth the price of 

admission."-GamePro 

“Anyone who enjoys designing 
things is gonna love this game.” 
—Game Players 

“Recommended.” -VideoGames 

WOLFENSTEIN™ 

“The best on any platform, 

including the PC.” 

“If you want riveting action, 

intense graphics, lots of 
blood and tons of glory, 

Wolfenstein delivers.” 

“It's candy for your senses.” 

~GamePro 

AVATAR Game tips and hints: 1-900-737-ATARI. 95¢ per minute. If you are under 18, be sure to get a parent's permission before calling. A touch-tone telephone is required. USA only. Atari Jaguar information is available in the Atari Gamir 

Siaceimrneusa Forum on CompuServe. Type GO JAGUAR to access this area 24 hours a day. Atari Jaguar information is available in the Atari Roundtable Forum on GEnie. Type JAGUAR to access this area 24 hours a day. “Includes Jaguar ar 

one controller. ATARI, the Atari logo, Jaguar, the Jaguar logo, Burn Out, Fight for life, Iron Soldier, Tempest 2000, Hover Strike are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari Corporation. Copyright 1995, Atari Corporation, Sunnyvale, C 
94089-1302, Made in the U.S. of domestic and imported components. All rights reserved. Troy Aikman NFL Football © 1994 Williams Entertainment Inc. Tradewest™ and Troy Aikman NFL™ Football are trademarks of Williams Entertainment In 



IRON SOLDIER™ 

“The best game of its kind.” 

“Simulation game of the year, among all hard- 
ware platforms.’—Die Hard Game Fan 

“Gripping first person game with edge-of-the- 
seat excitement.” -GamePro 

As if it weren’t enough having 

the most killer system on 

the face of the earth, we 

Ce head-exploding games in 

the universe. All you have to 

do is take one look at what 

the magazine critics have 

been saying and you'll 

HoveR STRIKE™ 

“Hover Strike should blow you away.’"-EGM 
“With 30 fully texture-mapped 3D levels, 

and two-player co-op mode you simply 
cannot lose with this game.” 

know that the Atari Jaguar 

is where it’s at. 

CANNON FODDER™ 

“Detailed and ultra colorful...original and just 

plain fun to play."-Die Hard Game Fan 

“War has never been so much fun!” -EGM 

INTERACTIVE 

6o0e90o 0 @ 
MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 

Rayman™ 
“The control is perfect and the artwork 

is phenomenal.” —Die Hard Game Fan 

“The whole game looks like 
a cartoon.’-EGM 

ULTRA VORTEX™ 
“The graphics in this game are mind 
bending...the detail is unbelievable.” 

—Die Hard Game Fan 

FIGHT FOR LIFE™ 
“Its super smooth graphics... texture- 

mapped polygons... gives Virtua Fighter 
a one-two punch.”-VideoGames 

BurnoutT™ 
“Redefines the term hi-octane. 

The fastest motorcycle racing game, 
bar none.”-VideoGames 

liams ® is a trademark of WMS Games Inc. All rights reserved. Team names, logos, helmet designs, uniforms, Super Bowl and NFL™ are trademarks of the NFL and its member clubs. Ultra Vortex is a trademark of Beyond Games Inc. Val 

sere Skiing and Snowboarding™ is a trademark of Virtual Studio. Doom™ and Wolfenstein 30™ Copyright by id Software. All rights reserved. Alien™ and Predator™ © Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved. Used under 

license from Activision. Zool is a trademark of Gremlin Interactive Ltd. Cannon Fodder is registered trademark of Virgin Interactive Entertainment. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises Inc. Theme Park and Syndicate are trade- 

rks of Electronic Arts. Game Programs © BULLFROG Productions Ltd. Manufactured under license by Ocean of America. Actual screen shots may vary. All other trademarks and copyrights are properties of their respective owners. 
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| Ed's been suffering from all of the par- 

=u 
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THE REVIEW CREW 

Current Favorites: 
Arnie Morton's 
three-Ib, steaks 
Company freebies 

ties while in California for the E*. He was 
quite surprised to see the other EGM 

editors get revenge by eating him out of 

house and home. 

DANYON 
carpenter 

Killer Instinct models 

Batgirl models 

Dano has finally realized that he really 

doesn’t like flying after all. After being 

crammed next to Paul and Cyber in 
a space meant for two for almost four 
hours, he’s been drooling profusely. 

Current Favorites: 
PlayStation shirt 
PlayStation hat 
PlayStation 

Al recently fled to the E* so he could 

gather his summer wardrobe of shirts 

and hats. What about work, you ask? It 

seems that Al has just plain forgotten 

about games. “What are those?” 

SUSHI-X 

Stolen Ki jacket 
LA. babes 

ummm ... chicken 

Sushi joined the rest of the Review 

Crew staff at the show. Sushi’s got a 

new set of wheels, finally! All the better 

to pick up women. Now if only he would 

show his face. ... 

HOW GAMES ARE RATED... 
The reviews that are published in EGM 
are created after each gamer on the 
Review Crew staff plays through the 
game in its entirety. The Crew then 
independently writes their reviews 
based on the quality of the product, 
originality and challenge (how long it 
takes to complete) and bases their 
numerical scoring on a 1 to 10 scale in 
relation to other titles available for the 
same system. 

EGM 
See c cece cece cecccccecccec ese eceee eee e eee cesses ences eee e esse ee seeesseese cece eee sees eect este eee eee eee eee eee e coer eee eee eee esse crore eee eeee cece cece ese eeesesescccs, 

PANZER DRAGOON POWER RANGERS 

category: release date: category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: challenge: back-up: 

[ Moderate [None 
Panzer Dragoon is simply the best game for the Power mangers is a simple side- Sissel The 

wonderful visuals, a: game p 

ae has it all. Almost a perfect game. 

Here we © go with yet another Final Fight ete that 

i he quality of jites 

erms a = and eavonirel 

Saturn owners should not pass this up. 

sa ! e Brmined path, but that Can be easily 
overlooked Somes the ney of the game. 

andc anging views. ever, thi 

er, full of great top-notch graphics. 
ontrol, but ifs nothing 

average side-scroller. 

Best Feature: Great visuals Best Feature: Kiddies will love it 

Worst Feature: Seems limited Worst Feature: Kiddies will love it 

Time To Complete: Medium Time To Complete: Medium 

Also Try: Space Harrier Also Try: Final Fight | & Il, etc. 



super nes 

STAR TREK: 
DEEP SPACE NINE 

playmates 

e 

KIDS TO ADULTS: 

AGES 6 B28 NOW 

cipuaary: release date: 

| Adventure | Now | 
challenge: back-up: 

[Hard | NA 
I'm not a Hol fan of the show (though | neal its 

show should definitely try it out. 

Best Feature: Kinda like the show 

super nes 

JUDGE DREDD 
acclaim 

=e S Ae CAMA 

|: 
4 
E 
t 

release date: category: 

Act./Shoot. | Now — | 
challenge: back-up: 

If you liked Stargate or Alien 3, then vu ‘Il love 

music is very repeti 

to find your way ar Ome of the 

Bosses are just murder. Good game though. 

This game reminds of Alien 3, which was also a 

actionigame. ove ne Nga e 

that 1 really 

good blend of hunt and shoot! 

Best Feature: 

“ter 2 ake a toll OM you. Otherwise, it is a 

Lots to kill 

super nes 

SECRET OF THE STARS 
tecmo 

AGES 

category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

Secret of the Stars is no Final rae but it is a 

fe) faces with 

other fighters fale This wee worth Hoesen 

lasted Spe your libra y 
you'd do well to check out Secret of the Stars. 

players may 

want to check it out. Not a great RPG but still fun. 

Best Feature: It's an RPG 

Worst Feature: Slow pace Worst Feature: Impossible Bosses Worst Feature: Too simplistic 

Time To Complete: Long Time To Complete: Long Time To Complete: Long 

Also Try: Flashback, OOTW, etc. ... [iy Also Try: Alien 3, Stargate [i Also Try: FF: Mystic Quest 
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JUDGE DREDD 

category: release date: 

accisnoot [Now 
challenge: 

Judge Dredd doesn’t come off all too well on the 

Genesis. Like thenother two gamesithatusedsthis 

m engine, hitting enemies on the ground is difficult, 

although it isn't_as bad here. Judge Dredd is a 

good/Side-seroller With lots of missionSitoraecom- 

plist: The graphicS)are much darkef than they 

should bene Bossespare preallyeeheap, and 

instead of Using” skill to defeat them, your must 

trade hits Until one of you dies. Judge Dredd is an 

okay game. Play the Super NES one instead. 

Judge Dredd offers the same thrills and chills on 

the SupenEGeassitydoes on this Genésis,ver- 

sion. The action is nonstop, and there is always 

someone osomething to shootfat; The Bosses, 

although pt bigy thankfully, are areal painin the 

neck toil While not frustrating/@nough to.Ssend 

the controller on angumexpectedmflight, teal 

patignee and timing afe required, The levels are 

large, and alas, do repeat themselves. As it 

stands, this one is decent. 

Cool comic! Cool movie! So-so video game. 

Acclaim takes.asmajor license and createsiapfair- 

ly good gamieifromifThe graphics@re good; and 

the soufid is Standard Genesis fate, Nalso like the 

overly large levels and the cleverly hiddeny out- 

of-th-Way areas in'each level All'are yery cool 

features, buisthe problemplies Withinythie game's 

play ‘control’ Its” rather difficulttattimes»to get 

Dredd to do what you Want. A button configura- 

tion would have been nice. 

This is very similar to the Super NES version with 

an equaksensejofigame play. The hugedevels are 

filled with tricky areas to reach as Well as puizzle- 

like situations; The graphics and sounds are 

slightly inféfiof te the Super NES but still doa 

good jobs Where this one diffefsiis in the playa- 

bility. just Seemed tomenthat if Wasiasbit difficult 

to get the character to/perform the Way I)Wanted 

him to. That is not to Say the gamé didn't play 

well. It's just a bit harder to control. 

genesis 

STAR TRE 
DEEP SPACE NINE 

KIDS TO ADULTS: 

AGES 6+ 

category: release date: 

navencres | Now 

Star Trek: DS9 should be a treat for Star Trek 

fans. The,graphiesare fairly simple butadequate. 

The sodnd needs alittle work, buf the gamekis 

pretty ool; (m/notall that familiar with DS9, so | 

was a fittle lost If took some tim@ to find my Way 

around, andthe control was juStto0!loose: Still, | 

think DS9\will appeal tovanyone Who watches’ the 

shoW, ItS one of the better side-scrollers I've 

seen this year. Star Trek: Deep Space Nine is fun 

once you get into it. 

Basically, I'll have to reiterate my Super NES 

reviewsbeeausesthisyone is very closedosthabyer- 

sion. Aside from minor graphic differences, Which 

we've comedo expect these day$; DS9 also/has 

nicely detailed "backgrounds fight from: the 

show—all the eharacters in great detail and mis- 

sions dhat are downrightafun. The Control could 

havg Usedva bit more tweakings but it isn’t horri- 
ble. Again, this game Isn't only for Star Trek fans: 

Any adventure lover will dig it. 

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine is pretty much like 

the Super NESaversion in terms ofyplaysmechan- 

ics. The snovements and tasks are slow and 

tediousgand they, made it difficulffor me to really 

get intuit, resultingjin my losing interestailihe dif- 

ferehees betwéenithis and the Super NES areithe 

graphics; which take asslightadropsif Color and 

clarity? think thet anyone) who is into the’Series 

will get into this game. But if you Want nonstop 

action, | suggest you move on. 

This is very close to the Super NES version with 

the usual dropsin color that is associatedawith 

some Supéf NES-to*Genesis versions, Basically 

the gamie is idéntical, filled withyadVenture-type 

missiOns Using the\characters and Scenes,from 

Stag Tek? Deap Space Nine. Fans of the seties 

with}@ bit\more patiencesmay find itamore enjoy- 

able, “out got alittle tired of it; perhaps due'to the 

lack of involvement in the show. If is a good 

adventure game, but it would appeal to fans. 

EXO SQUAD 
playmates 

Exo Squad starts off with some cool cinemas but 

quickly changessiosa poor first-personsperspec- 

tive shootes@This element of thefgame needs 

work. Thefside=scrolling level isat that bad) but 

the play mechanics really need tWeaking, For 

exammplemyou Havesto press back to crouch, Not 

the AWay-it should" be. Exo, Squad isyc6ol i’ the 

aspect thatit has different typeS of gameplay to 

it, but they really aren’fall that good? Jack of all 

trades, master of none. Rent this one first. 

I'll tell you one thing: | was really excited about 

Exo Squad whemugheard it would havedh@imechs 

from the Robotech) series. Sorryéto Say, that's 

about the#best part of Exo Squad: The graphies 

are thelfitst thing to strike your eye as being bad, 

almOst 8:Bit, if youwwill. The opening/cingmas are 

nic@andiget you hypedsor the\gamepbut its just 

a letdown When the gamevhits. ‘A trip back’to the 

drawing board Is seriously in order for this game. 

Sorry Playmates, this just doesn’t work. 

Uh ... NO! | wasn’t pleased with this game at all. 

Exo Squadis@hampered by somethingglpalso 

complain=about every month: bad play control. 

This i$ quite evidentin the stage Where you are in 

a first-person perspective. You fly throughjabom- 

bardment’of Shots and enemies. The poor control 

makes, it difficult to dodge, janc_youl have’ no 

chaiee but to take some hits / Unfair! The-graph- 

ics are also done poorly resembling that of an 8- 

Bit game. Not a good action game. 

Well, from the start of the intro screens, | wasn’t 

expectingstoojmuch. The graphicssonsthescinema 

and game=sereens are pretty plain and simple. 

Once’you agtually get into the game,/! found it 

frustrating)to play-and simply not enjoyable, The 

controPtook @ While to get used to, butit still was 

clumsy. Jikeé the Storyeline andthe mech-type 

games, but this*gameé simply Wasn't fun to play. 

There are tons of mandatory hits Where you don’t 

feel like you are in total control. 

Intro 
Worst Feature: Everything else 

Also Try: Any other side-scroller 
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Imagine the wildest, most twisted race track you 
can. Full of hair pin turns, snakin’ “S” curves and out- 
landish loops. Then actually build it! You can, with 
Kyle Petty’s No Fear® Racing”. 

Now, see if you’ve got the guts to race the 
monster track you built. Go split screen so you can 
be up close and personal when you run your buddy 
into the wall. Go head-to-head with Kyle Petty himself. 
Then race down victory lane with your choice of 13 
pedal-to-the-metal hard rockin’ hits screaming in 
your ears. 

If you_can think it, you can live it— but only if you 
have No Fear* 

Kyle Petty’s No Fear® Racing” 
It's Never The Same Game Twice. 

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

Y ‘Miams® 

PO. 1097 
Create all the curves, hair pin Split-screen views of exciting Corsicana, TX 75151-2097 

turns and loops you want. head-to-head action. (903) 874-2683 

©1995 Williams Entertainment, Inc. made under license from No Fear, Inc., Motorsport Traditions Limited Partnership, Kyle Petty and Sabco Racing, Inc. KYLE PETTY'S NO FEAR® RACING’ 

trademark of Williams Entertainment Inc. Williams® is a registered trademark of WMS Games Inc. No Fear® is a trademark of No Fear, Inc. All rights reserved. Phot 

Motorsport Traditions. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Super NES™ and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 
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Exclusively 
for Super Nintendo 

Entertainment System® 

hs ©1995 No Fear, Inc., ©1995 
191, Nintendo of America 



VIRTUA FIGHTER 

category: release dat 

Pighcing | Now 
challenge: back-up: 

[Hard | Baceery | 
I've played the arcade game extensively and con- 

sider myselfgamfaifly good player. Thesgraphics 

don’t cémpare'to the arcade, andthe controhis 

sluggish. You'll/doa@/move and @ while later, it'll 

happen On Sereen. I'd like to/Aavey it be more 

responsive. The computer caf do unbelievable 

combos, Ones that rio human candonitisan okay 

tranSlation from the coin-op, andthe audios top- 

notch. VF’should have fad endings added. Virtua 

Fighter is okay, but it's certainly not the best. 

| must admit that | despised the arcade version 

when | firstetrie@dpit,. but after playingsitponsthe 

Saturngl've grown tollike it. First off, this is anear- 

perfect translation from the arcade. All the char- 

acters “moves and techniques have Deenpinclud- 

ed. Being able to play as Dural is a)bonus, It’s 

also @ Donus thai it'ssbundied_ with the: Sega 

Satitm. Either way you win{ This Sega’Saturn 

version IS°a little more glitchy, but you never real- 

ly notice. Don't leave this one on the shelf! 

Fans of the arcade original can finally start saving 

those quastersybecause Virtua Fightergfon the 

Sega Satum*has arrived! At first¢glance, you'll 

notice that the visuals are nearly identical to the 

arcades All the moves are her¢y along with their 

lethal combos: and the lifelike ‘animation’ that 

made the,game Stand,out!, The options corifig- 
ure the game to-yourtiking is anadded bonus— 

even a neW mode after you beat the game! This 

is a leap above the arcade! 

Basically, this is the arcade game on a home sys- 

tem. | wasmeversthatsbig on Virtua Fightemwhen 

it was ih the areadey’ | don’t parti¢ilarly like the 

slow fighting/Stylé: prefer the fast-paced MK and 

SF gamesf Yet this game has 4 lot of moves and 

combosdif youygive it a change, There/is Some 

breakup in the gamewatetimes, DUtsit isnt’ too 

mugh, | just can’t help but think this isvold hat 

when you compare it {0 VF2, Tekken’ or Toh Shin 

Den. It's good but old technology. 

Best Feature: Good translation 

Worst Feature: Tons o' glitches 

‘Time To Complete: Medium 
Also Try: Any other fighting game 

CLOCKWORK KNIGHT 

category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

Clockwork Knight is a first-generation game and 

it shows. Jistriesitopshow off a little toosmueh,with 

lots of 3*Dieffects and polygons galére: The Video 

is rath@f boring, and the quest itself Seems pretty 

relaxed, The Bosses, while big aren't animated 

all that Well"The Colors are bright; and/most/of 

youF Opponents 100k cool Knight's Control Could 

have‘been tweaked 4 bit, but it plays Okay-"t’s an 

average game, but | do recommend picking this 

one up—give it a chance. 

Welcome to round one of Sega Saturn games. 

Clockworkelnightemust have been insdevelop- 

ment jas the Sega Saturn was being developed 

because it seems’ everything the Sega) Saturn 

can do isdn this’ game. The 3D perspective is 

practically shoved down your/throat: There are 

enought Colors here tosblind yOu forslife and’ the 

contfol Could use sOme tightening, The” game 

gets repetitive almost'immediately, but at least 

there are some secret areas to check. 

Clockwork Knight tries too hard to impress with 

all the Sega Saturn’s new capabilitiesmitsalmost 

worked, exGept thatthere were a few things that 

could have made. that game bette Forone thing, 

it would be logical'to have youf Charactemmove 

into/different Scrolling planes like the enemies 

and\backgrounds. Anothenis better control, espe- 

ciallythe jumping, which was difficult attimes. 

Outside of that, it's am okay action game.. But 

stay away from the music. Eeeww! 

At first glance it looks very impressive, but the 

problem is yousean’t actually gogintosthesother 

fields. Thef@-D perspective is /Sort Of Wasted 

becaus@ of thisdimitation. The graphies/ are good, 

and it Ras a Very few and clean tendered,|ook. 

The/game play is Sort of Mario-like, bub jumps 

and\controls:4 bit Sloppilyalt’s full of6ye-catching 

effects and plays more fo the eyes than the 

hands. Overall, it’s a good game With some cool 

graphics that try to show off the system’s stuff. 

Best Feature: Opening cinema 
Worst Feature: Way too easy 

3do 

VIRTUOSO 
data east 

category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

With the recent interest in first-person games, 

some poorlysfashioned games weresbound to 

come oUt VIRUOSO)Is one such game, The visu- 

als ar@ Somewhat choppy, and Objects are) diffi- 

cult to'S@e, Titeygame play suffers a lot from hits 

coming froma plaGe you can’t react fast enouigh 

to see. The alidio doesnitdit, and it isnit'very con- 

sistent in the types of levels it has: The D0 can 

do much better than this. Virtuoso [sat best only 

an average game. 

Whoa. Virtuoso tries to jump on the bandwagon 

Of first-person games, but this one doesnityeome 

close. The sheer Choppiness of she movement 

when youlWalk is @nough to drive you batty. It's 

also yéryannoying the way your character ducks 

whe hesshoots; which adds a delay in the reac- 

tiontimesRepetitive isaiso a word that‘comes to 

mind. Granted) this style of game isn’t the most 

creative, but at least others were fun. Not so with 

Virtuoso. Sorry, it’s not the game for me. 

This is a very good example of how not to make 

A GameeeW/intWOSOptries too hard to besDoom, but 

falls wayeShor: The, most significant boo-boo\is 

the game’s choppy Scrolling. You/tum around and 

becaus@ 6f the’ehoppiness, you Can't tell/how far 

you tufn’sometimes, so you end up tuyning too 

mugh»Adddo that Dad_animation andypoor music, 

and you've gota game that really suffers. The 

only redeeming quality of the game 1s that ... well 

| can’t think of one, but I'm sure it's there. RIGHT! 

Aweird sort of Doom wanna-be. This game adds 

characters to thesfirst-person perspeetivemand | 

don't like it,al/get feally tired of seeing the rock 

star/cowp6y/ duck and shoot all the’time: The 

biggest drawback Is the fact that you can’t see 

anythinguinuiront Ofgyou and youjmust rely onthe 

Map: Sereen to golanywhere. Also, thé music is 

corny, but if does go along with the game’s 

theme. There are better Doom rip-offs out there. 

For the desperate Doom fans only. 

Best Feature: Umm, let me think ... 
Worst Feature: All of the above 

‘Time To Complete: Short 
Also Try: Any other action game Also Try: 

Time To Complete: = Medium 
Another game 



Grab This! promotion. 

Buy GEX plus any one of the — od 

d CF products listed below, including 

SLAM 'N JAM"'95, Crystal Dynamics" 

in-your-face basketball game with a 

new 3D "fast break“ perspective and 

receive a FREE GEX teshirt. / ae 

5 ON 5 FAST BREAK ACTION puts you courtside for 

all the 3D breakaways and thunder jams. 

Dynamic camera angles follow up close and personal. 

PLAY LARGE! Rotoscoped players, twice as large as 16-bit games, give the twine 

scorching three-pointers an incredible sense of realism. 

Make roster substitutions, call plays, set screens and picks. 

¢ Replay the highlights from multiple angles 

Track players, teams, games, and season stats 

¢ High-octane commentary by CNN Sports™ ~ favorite Van Earl Wright 

Off-world Interceptor™ Samurai Shodown™ The Horde™ Star Control 1I™ 

Just purchase GEX and any of the Crystal Dynamics titles listed on this page between 4/1/95 and 6/30/95. Place your original dated sales receipts and copies of 

the UPC bar codes from each of your software packages, along with your name and address in a stamped envelope and mail to: Crystal Dynamics, GRAB THIS! 

Promotion, 87 Encina Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301 

The UPC codes and the ORIGINAL dated sales receipts must accompany your T-shirt request. (Note: sales receipt may not be reproduced in any manner.) 

Crystal Dynamics assumes no responsibility for lost, late, illegible, incomplete or postage due mail. No rain checks. Offer valid in the USA only. Offer void where 

prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted by law. T-shirt request must be postmarked by June 30, 1995. 

Crystal Dynamics, the Crystal Dynamics logo, GEX, the GEX character, Slam 'n Jam '95, Off-world Interceptor, and 

€ The Horde are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics. Samurai Shodown is a registered trademark of SNK Corporation of YY K any. \ 

B} D O America. Star Control Il is a trademark of Accolade, Inc. 3D0, the 3D0 logos and Interactive Multiplayer are si Ss ZANLL, 

trademarks of The 3D0 Company. © Crystal Dynamics, 1995. All rights reserved. eA AN | ics 

Call 1-800-771-3772 for information on Game Ratings. 



game boy 

KIRBY'S DREAMLAND 2 
nintendo 

Ka Be at LEPEERY Na be Pa Ps 
category: release date: 

game boy 

JUDGE DREDD 
acclaim 

category: release date: 

7 acton [Now Jil Accishoot. | Now 
challenge: back-up: challenge: back-up: 

[tay | None |i Moderate | None | 
| loved the first Kirby, and the second game total- 

ly beats thesoriginal. The graphics apesthesbest 

you cam/expect on the Game Boy, afd the contro! 

is topenoteh. The alidio is standard /8-Bit fare. 

Ther@iS/@ lot.of technique to Kirby's Dreamland 

2. Kirbyieansuck and blow, using/all’of thé Oppo- 

nents’ attacks: Kirby is.one of thé better carts’out 

ther@<for the’ Gamé Boy. Hatd-core gamers 

shouldn't pass this one-up. While you're at it, try 

the original as well. 

When Nintendo likes something, they sure stick 

with itgitinbyisslatesteadventure igywellgiustalike 

his firstone; Thereyare loads of little tidbits ‘to 

learn and techniques to master) Interacting with 

the enemiéS 16 give you new abilitieSsisyalways 

cool, and ifS something you don’t ses 160 Often 

these days: The musicsssstandard GB fare, with 

simple Beeps and pops, but there is a definable 

tune. Kirby is a blast, But you find’that you can 

beat this rather quickly. 

Kirby 2 is a continuation of Nintendo's immense- 

ly sucgessfulegamesfeaturing the cuteslittlespink 

guy. Like the original’game, Kirby 2#jas awesome 

levels and good graphics. Gredf game \play, a 

Nintendo trademark, is also incjtidedvas you con- 
trol Kirbyandyhis eating habiiss AS far as the 

audio goes; they're justsbleeps and blips—=noth- 

ing 40,gO Crazy abouts | highlytecommend this 

first game. This is good stuff! 

Okay, | guess I’m just a softy for the little cream 

puff, Kiroymhactuallysgot into this gamesbelieve it 

or not/}@uess Old Sushi may havedO Te-evaluate 

his stance onitheyGame Boy. What/made this 

game worthiit, Beside the added/benefit of being 

@ portablefWas the cute charactérs, Kirby and his 

friends/Maveva bunch ofseute attacks midust found 

myself playing more dnd more to'see Kirby’s next 

friend and what his poWers might belt is a sim- 
ple game but really cute! 

Judge Dredd translates surprisingly well to the 

Game Boy. Thewgraphics are a bitydingysandyyou 

can’t see attacks before they hit. This Version has 

pretty much the same flaws ag the 16-Bit ver- 

sionsf with some problems in control, andyeheap 

Bos§@s, Dut it StilliSa good game. The audios a 

little Weak) and more workeshould have goneyinto 

it. If Were was Jess emphasis on backgrounds, 

the characters would be easy to See. The clutter 

hurts the game play. 

You just gotta love cross-platform gaming. I’m 

surprised this.game isn’t available opsthesNES! 

Judge Dredd's attention to detaiéon the’ small 

screen@iS quite_impressive. Although it) seems 

most@f the levels ate here, they are Considerably 

shorter Again) the Sounds aré trully weak, But it 

has\alWays«been 2 problem\on theéGB. The 

actions all here-and (there are plenty of things to 

blast at. TFyou can livé with the problems, you 

might enjoy it. 

Judge Dredd knows no boundaries as he is now 

headed for multiplesplatforms. Unfortunatelygthis 

portable isnit aS good as the A6-Bitters: The 

graphics «have been hampered with the small 

screengsize /and it’s difficult to)See themenemy 

shot§ Sometimes: The sound is just a8 expected 

—blippyfor lack Of'a better word. Tie play ¢on- 
@ trol is tolerable, but suffers a bit because’of the 

game if you want any more of what You got in the fim 

Mm option to use the Super Game Boy. 

screen blurring. Thank’ goodness We have the 

Judge Dredd seems to be all over the home mar- 

ket. FrompiiG=Bitstoyportable, youjressurestosiose 

some graphic quality, but surprisingly this game 

does Have a lot of the effects andgame play ele- 

ments Of itSsbignMeg counterparts, tieplevels 

aren't quiteyas impressive or as fun On the little 

screen,but they Still ave aplotio! Offer The 

biggest drawback is the shooting controlyespe- 

cially when trying to duck. It's a decent game but 

mm nothing special 

game gear 

~ EARTHWORM JIM 
playmates 

cts 036 1199 
category: release date: 

challenge: back-up: 

J Moderate [None | 
Earthworm Jim doesn’t translate well to the small 

screenmNotesimplysbecause of the blurring, but 

because) having Only’two buttons diurts the con- 

trol. Compound that with the anount of damage 

enemies dO; and you have yourself a severely 

frustratigg@ game. It's too hard) SO/even if you 

mastered) the other versions) YOU imget stuck 

heres Theylooks an@) Sotinds Nare: Surprisingly 

good, and closely resemble their 16-Bit counter- 

parts. If it was easier, it would be great. 

Earthworm Jim made a nice transition to the 

portableyscenesbutthere are a few shortcomings. 

As always, there is some blurring when Jim tins 

because hesSprints’ quite quickly Also, tWo bult- 

tons can puta iamper on the Options,/but it's 

something youycan get used to, The musi is bet- 

ter tumied Off, if you knowewhat timeant The/lev- 

els afe pretty close(tO the 16-Bit edition, too. 

Earthworm Jim is a great game for those trips 

and is a worthy purchase. 

Earthworm Jim has finally gone portable for Sega 

and I’m sorry togsay that it just doesnitsoutpit, the 

way its 168Bif courterparts do. A will Say, tof 

course@that the graphics are pretty/good, but 

that'sf@boutthe extent of the brownie paints im 

m gonfla give. Or) the other side of the coin/the play 

control isnitwhatit Shouichbe, namelybecause of 

the limmitOf OnlystWo blittons onthe Game”Gear. 

Maybe if the game were simplified jUst'a tad. The 

game was a bit hard. 

Earthworm Jim looks pretty good on the portable 

platform, considering the great detail ofdiem6-Bit 

versions. AdOtofthe’game play andSignature Jim 

stuff have/made:it over. The only problem Was the 

combination/Of tWo-button contyolland the difficu- 

ty, making’ it eVen Harder to really get into i For 

veterans ofthe Game.Gear, it) May be"no prob- 

lem, ‘but htouindit awkward to play and abit too 

much of afiassle. Still, {does look good and may 

be worth it for big fans of the 16- Bit ve version. 



In the Darkest Hour, 

Hope Springs Eternal. 
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OFFICIAL 

SEGA 
sSEAL OF 
TQUALITY 

The incredible sequel to the best- 

THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR AS- 
SURANCE THAT THIS PRODUCT 
MEETS THE HIGHEST QUALITY 

STANDARDS OF SEGA™. BUY 
SAND A SORIES WITH 
EAL TO BE SURE THAT THEY 

ARE COMPATIBLE WITH THE SEGA 

CD™ SYSTEM. 
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Our games go to 11f™ 

EGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD: ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Original Game ©1994 Game Arts/Studio Alex. 

_UNAR" is a registered trademark of Game Arts/Working Designs. English Translation ©1995 Working Designs. Another production in glorious 3B! 

icensed from Game Arts/Studio Alex by Working Designs. For a dealer near you, call (916) 243-3417. 



Afraid you may have missed 

EGM*'ss review of your 

favorite product? Curious as 

to how good that game in 

the bargain bin is? With 
more and more new game 
releases hitting store 

shelves every week, that 

could be a bad thing. Never 
fear, because the EGM 50 

details the Review Crew's 

rankings of the highest- 
rated softs from the past 

year. The games on this list 
are in alphabetical order 

with the top eight titles 

featured in the sidebars in 

numerical order. 

RANKING: #1 
Nintendo 

Super NES 

Donkey Kong Country 
This game outperforms a lot of 

the 32-Bit games out there. It 

also toasts all of the 16-Bit 

competition. DKC really shows 

what the 16-Bit systems can 

do—both in sheer graphic abili- 

ty and a killer soundtrack that 

makes you wonder if there’s a 

CD inside your cartridge. It's a 

winner. (Nov. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 9.25 

RANKING: #2 

Sega 

Genesis 5 

Sonic & Knuckles 
With fantastic graphics, sound 

and game play, this is one of 

the best games around for the 

Genesis. The use of loc 

technology even helps you 

drag out those dusty, old Sonic 

1 & 2 carts! So enjoy playing 

as Knuckles in both Sonic 1 

and 2 and also experience new 

levels. (Dec. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 9.25 

44 EM 

mic al 

3D0 Interplay 

Alone in the Dark 
Another excellent PC translation for the 3D0, 

featuring excellent graphics and sound. Also, 

it's much more strategy-oriented. Playing as a 

man or woman is a nice touch. (Sept. ‘94, 

Super NES 

Animaniacs 
If you love the cartoon, you'll love the game. It 

has everything: great graphics, killer sound, 

challenging levels and of course, Yakko, Wakko 

and Dot. (Nov. ‘94) 

RANKING: 28 AVG. RATING: 8.0 | 

Interplay Super NES 

BlackThorne 
This is the perfect blend of mystery, strategy 

and action. The animation is excellent and the 

graphics are superb. The dark background 

adds to the mystery. 

RANKING: 36 AVG. RATIN' 

Philips CD-i 

Burn: Cycle 
Burn: Cycle is a great interactive mystery that 

must be seen to be believed. It’s hard-core 

cyberpunk with nothing left to the imagination. 

(Nov. ‘94) It's a must for the CD: 

Taito Super NES 

Bust-A-Move 
This is a thoroughly enjoyable, addicting puzzle 

game that relies on reflexes and timing. Bust-A- 

Move contains solid play instead of flashy 

| graphics and effects. (March | 98) 

‘RANKING i | 

Computer West 

Cannon Fodder 
As one of the best games out for the Jag, 

Cannon Fodder is a humorous look at war. The 

graphics are better than the average Jag 

Jaguar 

Genesis 

Crusade of Centy 
Crusade of Centy is one of the best action/RPG 

games for the Genesis (like the Zelda series on 

the other system). The control is less refined, 

and there are many plot twists ‘95) 

RANKING: 45 = AVG. 

T 50 
Demon's Crest will probably be one of those 

sleeper games. The graphics are beautiful and 

the game control is top-notch. Also, the back- 

Capcom 

ground music really draws you in. 

Nintendo 

Donkey Kong is back in this Game Boy varia- 

tion that gives you more levels, cool cinemas 

and color using the Super Game Boy adapter. 

Takes you right back in time. 

Playmates 

Earthworm Jim 
One of the coolest games of the year, EWJ has 

it all. The warped jokes and stunning visual 

effects place this game in a field of its own. Its 

Playmates 

Earthworm Jim 
Super NES 

Earthworm Jim is a totally unique character, 

with plenty of animations and characteristics. 

With huge, challenging levels and hilarious 

Bosses, this is a must-have. (Oct ‘94) 

Crystal Dynamics 

Gex 
Gex is for the 3D0 what DKC was for the 

Super NES. The animations are excellent, and 

the voice-over by comedian Dana Gould adds 

some great one-liners. 

Super NES 

Ghoul Patrol 
Aworthy sequel to Zombies Ate My Neighbors, 

the game play is the same, but a few new 

options are included, like Boss characters and 

the abili (Dec. 20 

‘RANKING: 50 

Jaleco Super NES 

Ignition Factor 
In Ignition Factor, you play as a firefighter trying 

to rescue people. IF is both a strategy- and 

action-oriented game with decent music and 

effects. (March ‘95) 
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RANKING: #3 
SNK — 

SOKGRALLENGER “a ger ae iy CHALLENGER 9 OA, Be] 

| camera 

ah 

NeoGeo 

Samurai Shodown Il 
As the only fighting game in our 

top eight, Samurai Shodown II 

earns its ranking. It is a total 

improvement over SS1. The 

graphics and sound are simply 

amazing, while the playability is 

unmatched. (Jan. ‘95) 

AVG. RATING: 9.0 

RANKING: #4 
Squaresoft 

ie 

WEDGE 
LICKS 

Were -Rat 

Super NES 

Final Fantasy Ill 
Undoubtedly the best RPG on 

the market, Final Fantasy III 

has caused insomnia in some 

of our editors. RPGs with this 

much depth and realism come 

once in a blue moon, so don’t 

pass this one up. (Oct. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 9.0 

RANKING: #5 

Acclaim 
mus 

=== =e : 
Super NES 

NBA Jam 
As one of the most popular 

games in the arcades, NBA 

Jam has made its way to the 

home systems. NBA Jam offers 

great graphics and cool soun 

See if you can hoop it up wi 

the best of them! (Feb. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 9.0 

46 EM 

SNK Neo-Geo 

The King of Fighters ‘94 
Another totally awesome fighting game from 

SNK. With 24 characters and tons of special 

moves, this game is bound to keep you up late 

on many occasions. (Nov. ‘94) 

RANKING: II AVG. RATING: 8.5 

Psygnosis Super NES 

Lemmings 2 
Those lovable critters are back for more action. 

This title adds some nice twists, like Lemmings 

with different skills and better-looking graphics. 

It's a must for Lemming fans. (Feb. '95) 

RANKING: 48 AVG. RATING: 7.75 

Virgin Genesis 

The Lion King 
An excellent movie-to-game translation, and 

once again, this one does the animated feature 

justice. It has knock-out graphics and sound 

plus challenging game play. 

RANKING: 29 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

The Lion King by Virgin) ~ Metal| War, hy Konami 

Konami Super NES 

Metal Warriors 
Mechs, mechs, mechs. Metal Warriors offers up 

a mech lover's delight. Lots of Mechs to choose 

from, lots of weapon power-ups and huge chal- 

lenging levels. (April ‘95) 

RANKING: 24 AVG. RATING: 8.125 

Sony Imagesoft Sega CD 

Mickey Mania 
This game was totally unexpected. Its graphics 

and effects will blow you away. It has good play 

mechanics and great sound. If you love old 

Disney classics, get this (Nov. ‘94) 

RANKING: 30 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

Acclaim Super NES 

Mortal Kombat Il 
This is the version of Mortal Kombat II to get. It 

plays almost the same as the arcade with all of 

the secrets and combos, and most of the audio 

included. (Oct. ‘94) 

RANKING: 18 AVG. RATING: 8.25 

« 

Electronic Arts 3D0 

Need for Speed 
Drive any one of eight supercars like the Viper 

or Diablo. Race on three types of track from the 

mountains to the congested freeways of a city. 

This game is action-packed! (April ‘95) 

RANKING: 25 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

Enix Super NES 

Ogre Battle 
One of the best RPG/military sims out. Ogre 

Battle offers large maps, lots of units, and 

excellent sound and graphics. The interface is a 

little peculiar but easy to work. (May ‘95) 

RANKING: 41 AVG. RATING: 7.75 

rae FS 
Namco Super NES 

Pac-In-Time 
Pac-In-Time has the makings of a great game. It 

combines fast-paced action with puzzle-solving 

abilities. The graphics and animation make this 

the best-looking Pac-Man yet. (March ‘95) 

RANKING: 44 AVG. RATING: 7.75 

Sega Genesis 

Phantasy Star IV 
This is the fourth installment in the Phantasy 

Star series. It features an improved magic sys- 

tem that allows you to combine magic spells for 

more (April. ‘95) 

RANKING: 42 AVG. RATING: 7.75 

Pieces) ly Atlus 

Super NES 

Another excellent puzzle game, this one’s 

unique ploy is putting jigsaw pieces together. 

The Two-player Mode really makes this game 

shine. (Jan. ‘95) 

RANKING: I5 AVG. RATING: 8.25 
se 

Natsume Super NES 

Pocky & Rocky 2 
This is one of the best adventure sequels out. 

The graphics are really good, and the music is 

cool. The new people are a nice touch: Finding 

out what they do is half the fun. (July ‘94) 

RANKING: 39 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

£ 
Working Designs 

Popful Mail 
This is a side-scrolling action/RPG. The story is 

very humorous with the help of spoken text. 

Sega CD 

The animated cinemas are excellent and quite 

funny. (March ‘95) 

RANKING: 46 AVG. RATING: 7.75 

Super NES Jaleco 

R-Tyne Ill 
R-Type III is one of the best shooters ever 

produced. Huge levels, deadly Bosses and 

an overall difficult game make it an excellent 

(Sept. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 8.0 

purchase. 

RANKING: 37 



You’ve perfected the art of begging. 
Don’t waste it by making your 

parents drive you all over town 

to buy our titles. 

USE IT TO HAVE THEM BUY YOU ONE. 

Oy 
{0} 

hh; af 

WG 

$29.99 #JM921 $29.99 #JM947 $49.99 #JM944 $49.99 #JM945 $49.99 #JM933 

(RPG) (shooter) (€tcor-(el-Milelaldale)) (Clcer-e(-mitelaltiare)) (shooter) 

$29.99 #JM941 $64.99 #JS955 $47.99 #JS953 $47.99 #JS954 
(RPG) (action) (EXettola)) (action) 

JVC ORDER FORM 
Name = ____ Shipping Charges: 
Address ; : Peer 

Cit = ___ State Zip 

Home Phone(__) __Daytime Phone ( 

Item# |__ Item Description 

UPS 2 Days Air 

O 
Discover 

[ ] 

CA RESIDENTS SALES Visa 
POSTAGE & HANDLING | ] 

TOTALENCLOSED | | Mastercard 
Important! Send all orders to: 

JVC Musical Industries P.O. Box 66-1235 Los Angeles, 

Game Counsel CA 90066 Call for Orders Only 

1-800-JVC1FUN  1-800-582 1 386 
(213)655 0110 

Credit Card# Exp. Date 
JVC MUSICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 



RANKING: #6 

Capcom 

Z 4 

44 

Mega Man X 
As the first Mega Man game for 

the Super NES, this one blows 

most other action games out of 

the water. It has 13 mind-bend- 

ing levels and lots of secrets to 

find. If you’re a fan, don’t pass 

this one up. (Jan. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 9.0 

RANKING: #7 
Interplay 

Sega CD 

Earthworm Jim: SE 
The special edition of 

Earthworm Jim contains new 

levels, new music and more 

great animations. If you don’t 

already have EWJ or just love 

it, this is the version of EWJ to 

get. (April ‘95) 

AVG. RATING: 8.875 

RANKING: #8 

Titus 

Prehistorik Man 
Prehistorik Man has excellent 

graphics and sound. The con- 

trol is excellent and the levels 

have lots of secrets. The hang 

glider scene is one of my 

favorites. The opening scene is 

hilarious, too. (May, ‘95) 

AVG. RATING: 8.875 

Prolific Software 3D0 

Return Fire 
Return Fire is a great game that has it all: mass 

destruction, driving, flying, a classical sound- 

track and still more mass destruction. It's a 

great buy for the 3DO. 

RANKING: 26 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

Konami Sega CD 

Snatcher 
Snatcher is a great title for older audiences. An 

adventure game with nice graphics and an intri- 

cate plot, this one is sure to keep you rooted to 

your seat. (Dec. ‘94) 

RANKING: I7 AVG. RATING: 8.25 

Konami Super NES 

Sparkster 
This one has it all: huge levels, large Bosses, 

outstanding graphics and excellent music. 

There is plenty of technique to learn, and you 

(Oct. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 8.0 

won't master this in one sitting 

Bullet Proof 

Spike McFang 
Spike McFang is a huge adventure game simi- 

lar to Zelda. The twist is that you can pick up 

Super NES 

partners along the way, but the perspective 

takes some getting used to. (June ‘94) 

RANKING: 22 AVG. RATING: 8.25 

Crystal Dynamics 3D0 

Star Control Il 
One of the best games out for the 3DO, Star 

Control Il is a transition that surpasses the PC 

version. Excellent graphics and sound make 

this an absolute must-have. (Oct. ‘94) 

RANKING: 20 AVG. RATING: 8.25 
net 

jvc : Super NES 

Super Return of the Jedi 
All of you Star Wars fans look out because 

Vader’s back. This game has excellent graphics 

and sound plus some very hard levels that you 

can't just run through. 

RANKING: 32 ANG. RATING: 8.0 

SRotd by JVC SSK2 hy SNK 

RY 4 Neo-Geo 

Super Side Kicks 2 
Here’s another great sports game from the 

guys at SNK. The control is dead-on with 

intense action. Soccer fans won't be disap- 

pointed. Listen to the crowd roar. (July ‘94) 

RANKING: 40 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

Panasonic 3D0 

Super Street Fighter Il Turbo 
Anear-perfect translation for the 3DO with 

arcade-quality graphics and sound, near-perfect 

control even on the normal 3DO controller, and 

yes, you can even play Akuma! (Jan. '95) 

RANKING: 27 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

A P 
Atari Jaguar 

Tempest 2000 
The best game out for the Jag, Tempest 2000 

takes you back to your arcade-hopping days. 

With a cool, techno score and great graphics, 

it's a must. (April 94) 

RANKING: [3 AVG. RATING: 8.5 

Nintendo Super NES 

Tetris 2 
More of the same Tetris fun. If you loved the 

first, then this is the sequel for you. The Two- 

player Mode is an absolute addictive blast and 

(Oct. ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 8.0 

will keep a pair up all night. 

Natsume Super NES 

Wild Guns 
One of the best shoot-’em-ups for the Super 

NES. The Two-player Simultaneous Option and 

very challenging levels make this one a real 

blast. It’s a good product overall. (Oct. ‘94) 

RANKING: 34 AVG. RATING: 8.0 

SNK/Alpha Neo-Geo 

World Heroes 2 Jet 
This is another great fighting game for the 

NeoeGeo. The tons of special moves, excellent 

graphics and top-notch sound make this one of 

the best fighters around. 

RANKING: 22 

(July ‘94) 

AVG. RATING: 8.25 
#3 

WH2J by SNK/Alpha X-Men by Capcom 

Capcom Super NES 

X-Men 
Quite possibly the best X-Men game out there. 

The characters are detailed and have Street 

Fighter-type control for their special attacks. 

This game requires lots of skill. (Jan. ‘95) 

RANKING: 49 AVG. RATING: 7.75 

Sunsoft Genesis 

Zero, the Kamikaze Squirrel 
Zero has great graphics with vibrant colors, 

cool sound, awesome play mechanics and all 

the moves of Bruce Lee. This is one of the best 

action carts out for the Genesis. (Dec. ‘94) 

RANKING: 16 AVG. RATING: 8.25 

Average ratings are based on the combined scores of all four Review Crew critics divided by four. Games with identical 
average ratings are listed in alphabetical order. Please remember that any resemblance to people living or dead is purely 
coincidental. 48 EM 



THE MAGAZINE OF MOVIES, TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA ON THE EDGE 

GET 12 ALL-COLOR, ACTION-PACKED ISSUES FOR 

—— £ 19.95 
Save i Off the Regular Subscription Price! 

The coupon below is your VIP pass to 

y special savings on a charter subscription 

to the only full-color monthly magazine 

of science fiction, action, and adventure 

movies! Save big bucks and get the first 

word on the hottest new movies and TV 
B every month! 

SAVE BlG BUCKS! WARP INTO GIESCAPE TODAY! 
Get 12 full-color issues of CINESCAPE for only $19.95! You'll get the 

hottest previews of upcoming movies and TV shows, plus special 

interviews and behind-the-scenes reports that can’t be found 

anywhere else! 

Send payment to: CINESCAPE, P.O. Box 1733 Lombard, IL 60148 
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Payment Enclosed _ Bill Me 

To receive this 
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Non-Stop Video 
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SuPer TOUR 
Play All New, Mind-blowing 
Video & Computer Games - See ‘em before your 

friends do * Test Outthe COO lest Game 

Systems Around : 3DO™, Jaguar™, 

Sony PlayStation™, Sega Saturn™ and mores Meet Your 

Favorite COMIC Artists and Creators © Win 

Incredible prizes * Battle in video game competitions ° 

Get a FREE Official Super Tour Magazine jam packed with 

video game news, tips and more! 

Join the Hottest Video 
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Drive Possible... Sega Names New 
- ‘Spdate...3DO0's Secret Portable... 
0) Band Tekken 2 In The Works... 

3 litkaxCD-ROM.Drive Possible... Sega Names 

New Color P .. MK3 Home SystemuUpadate ... 3D0’s Secret 

- Portable ... Nae Gaiden Trilogy ... Ridge Racemp2) and Tekken 2... 

It's showtime in the Q-Zone and the inaugural Electronic Entertainment Expo has closed its doors in the City of Angels. With all of the 

majors in place to show their wares, the Q-Mann has scored some of the coolest gossip in the galaxy for your eyes only. In the immortal 
words of that guy who wears a shirt: | Love L.A.! ... Stepping into E°, the Q was on a mission to find info on the now-delayed Ultra 64. In 

addition to holding off on their big gun until at least April ‘96, Nintendo seems intent on bringing the system out for less than $250. While 

some financial papers have reported the U64 hitting stores at the $300 benchmark, yours truly just may have overheard someone close to 

the Ultra’s development speaking about a price tag a full 100 beans lower. ... While we all know the Ultra is caught in a tractor beam of its 

own creation, the Q has the inside skinny on the real reasons behind the delay. Originally Nintendo had planned to release the Ultra 64 on 

Dec. 1 worldwide with three titles: Cruis’n USA, Killer Instinct and Final Fantasy VII (working title). Nintendo of Japan, however, has yet to 
launch a new system outside of Japan before serving up the big bits to the Land of the Rising Sun, and they weren’t about to start. Seems 

the big “N” also wanted to give Dream Team licensees time to get their games together. The Q is now hearing that the Ultra 64 will officially 

be unveiled at the Shoshinkai Show in Japan in late November and will hit the street in Japan just before the end of the year with a small 
selection of titles. ... 

... The show was abuzz with rumors that the Ultra 64 chip set was too hot as well, causing unwanted melting in test units. The Q is here to 

tell you that this is not the case. Yours truly got a sneak peek at the system and it looks great. Other rumors were circulating that Nintendo 
plans on changing the Ultra 64 from a cartridge-based system to a CD-based system, but the white shirts at Nintendo deny this plan. After 

doing some digging, the Q discovered that although it is possible, no one looking to live should start holding their breath waiting for Nintendo 

to make the big change. However, my Q-sources have revealed that while Nintendo of Japan isn’t comfortable with current CD technology, 

they are rumored to have someone working on a CD-based peripheral in conjunction with a readable, writeable optical drive peripheral that 

we talked about in a past episode of the Q. Yours truly hears from these same sources that you won't have to play Galaxian or Space 
Invaders while the game is loading, but such enhancements won't come cheap. ... 

... The Saturn went on sale May 11 in certain retail outlets and took everybody in the gaming world by surprise—except the Q-Mann. On 

April 17 the Saturn appeared on the computer terminals at one toy store in particular and their store policy dictates that any item that 

appears on the computer can go on sale anywhere from 14 to 60 days later. In this case, the Saturn went on sale 24 days later in limited 
quantities across the United States and Canada. Q hears that 50,000 units sold out in less than a week. The unit is priced anywhere from 

$399 to $449 and is packed with Virtua Fighter. Did anyone notice that the Virtua Fighter logo is only a sticker on the outside of the box, 

suggesting that Sega may change the pack-in and the sticker at any time. Could be! ... The gaming public weren't the only ones taken by 

surprise with the early launch of the Saturn. Several Sega third-party licensees had planned to have their products ready for the original 

system launch on Sept. 2. ... 

... RARE was at the show in force with Killer Instinct for the Super NES and Donkey Kong 2: Diddy Kong’s Quest showing on the floor. One 

game that they didn’t unveil included a Donkey Kong game for the Ultra 64, as well as a Battletoads adventure suiting up on the U64 some- 

time next year. ... Ninja Gaiden fans will be rejoicing as Tecmo intros all three Gaiden 8-Bit classics on one 16-Bit Super NES cartridge! Be 

forewarned Gaiden fans: This may be the last Gaiden game to hit the market, with another upgrade or sequel showing up only if interest in 

this cart is strong. If it does well, you could see a Ninja Gaiden game for the Sony PlayStation, so go out and relive what has to be one of 

the best gaming adventures of the prefighter era. ... 

... The Q also saw an all-in-one 64-Bit 3DO with the M2 technology built-in as well as info on a portable 3DO in the works for gamers look- 

ing for a real experience when hitting the road. ... Speaking of handhelds, Sega’s project Venus has been officially named the Nomad. The 

Nomad will be a portable unit that will play Genesis games, but won’t be compatible with 32X cartridges. It looks similar to NEC’s Turbo 

Express, and it will have a high-rez screen. The Q also hears that Sega is working on a Super Game Boy-type device that will allow users to 

play Game Gear games both on the Nomad and on their Genesis systems. ... Mortal Kombat fans get ready! MK3 on the PlayStation looks 

incredible and plays like a dream. As we speak, Williams is getting the Ultra 64 version of Mortal Kombat 3 and Doom ready for that sys- 
tem’s spring ‘96 U.S. launch. ... 

... In the Sony corner, everyone was drooling over the PlayStation. While the unit looks impressive, here’s a little bit of inside info straight 

from the Q: There won't be a pack-in game, but don’t be surprised if you see a demo sampler packaged with the machine! ... | love the 

Demolition Derby game from Psygnosis—a flat-out racer where the only objective is to absolutely destroy the competition. ... The Q has also 

heard that a version of Mega Man is in the works for the Ultra 64 and the Sony PlayStation. ... In other news, Namco is working on versions 

of Ridge Racer 2 and Tekken 2 for the PlayStation. They wouldn’t give the Q much in the way of details, but a few more tracks, some new 

cars and all-new fighters are expected to be added to these two great titles. ... As for the goings on off the show floor, the Q and about 

5,000 other attendees of the Sony party got to moonwalk with Michael Jackson. The real one. He walked around the Sony lot shaking hands 
and playing Tekken and Ridge Racer with partygoers. People competed with the Great Gloved One (who made his own video game intro 

on, ahem, a Sega system), although his competition was hand selected and played like they wanted to lose. ... At the Spectrum Holobyte 

party at the Paramount lot, | brushed up on my Klingon as real actors dressed up as their Star Trek characters made their rounds. As far as 

other celebrities are concerned, Kevin Costner, Steven Spielberg and Geena Davis were spotted at the show. The Q even overheard Steven 

Spielberg chatting with 3DO President Trip Hawkins! One 3DO game caught Spielberg's eye and he asked who the designer of the game 

was. Just as Trip told him, Spielberg told his assistant to write his name down and hire the person immediately! So there was some big-time 

cherry picking going on. ... All in all, the first E* was a great show that may just have finally put the stake in the heart of old CES. Tune in 

next month for more inside info from the show floor from the one and only ... 

- QUARTERMANN 
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Acclaim Entertainment presents : SOON ) YY 

SPECIAL 
PEAT ORE =. 
= = 

Batman Forever, a new game based on 
the much-anticipated movie. Shown here are pic- 
tures from the Super NES version of the game. Plans are 
in the works to release this game on Genesis, Sony PSX, Sega 
Saturn, Game Gear and Game Boy. 
Harvey “Two-Face” Dent has escaped from the mental asylum and is 

bent on getting even with Batman. He robs the Gotham bank, joins the 
circus and manages to plant a bomb on the main tent before making — 
his escape. Dick Grayson, gymnast and circus performer, foils the 
attempt by throwing the bomb into the water. In the process, his par- 
ents are killed. Grayson then seeks out Batman to help him track 
down Two-Face. reas wa 

The efforts of Ed Nygma, a brilliant scientist and inventor of a a 

mind manipulation device, are spurned by millionaire Bruce Wayne, 
aman Ed Nygma truly admires. Nygma turns the 

device upon himself, thus the Riddler is born with | | ita i= V i=4 A 
a vendetta to destroy Bruce Wayne. 

— — aay aces 

There are over 60 stages You only need one of the 125 
of action-packed game play. moves to pulverize the enemy! 

! lian » 

oy aA, 

You can play this game in either One- or Two-player Mode as 
Batman or Robin. There are also more than 125 moves, attacks 
and weapons. 

. a
 : 

i 

BATMAN and all related elements are property of DC Comics ™ and © 1995. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a 
registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment Inc. © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment Inc, All Rights Reserved, 



HEY LOOK— 

There are ren- GAME BOY! 

dered interactive All of you Game Boy junkies out there 

backgrounds and can rest assured that Batman will be 
scenarios includ- making an appearance on that system as 

ing the Batcave, well. So get ready to be the Bat! 

the Riddler’s 
“Claw Island 
Hideout” as well 
as Two-Face’s 
hideout. Over 60 
stages of 
action/fighting 
through eight lev- 
els are sure to 
keep you playing. 
Batman is back, 
and this time it’s 
forever! 

EGM 55 



You've played it... 
You've watched it... 

Now live it... 
David Fishof Presents 

i bl Natal 

THE LIVE TOUR 
Executive Producers: Larry Kasanoff & Danny Simon 

On Sale Now! 
New York - Radio City Music Hall Sept 14-17 Chicago - Rosemont Horizon Sept 15-17 

Cleveland Sept 22 Dallas Oct 1 

Pittsburgh Sept 24 Los Angeles Oct 21 

Cincinnati Sept 30 Anaheim ne 74 

Philadelphia Oct 13-15 Many more cities!!!! 

Tickets available at your local Box Office and all Ticketmaster locations! 
©1992 MORTAL KOMBAT® is a trademark of Midway®Manufacturing Company. 

All Rights Reserved. Used Under License. 



ON XBAND, YOU NEVER KNOW WHO 

MOR WHAT YOU'LL BE MATCHED WITH. 

The XBAND” Video ‘Game Modem and Network for Genesis” and Super NES® 
'=You"ver beaten the computers— you’ve trashed your little brother — your best 

friend won, t play with you anymore cuz’ We doesn’t like losing to you. You 

think you're the best? Well, your tender little ego is about to get fried. 

Get an XBAND Video Game,Modem, sign on to the Network, and soon you'll be 

competing against. the toughest opponents you’ve ever faced. Play against 

someone across town or across the country. Right in your living room (where 

no one will see you cry).,Want to know more? Call 1-800=-X4-XBAND now! 

Quit Whining — We’re Giving Away Free Stuff! 

Read on and enter — and you could be one of 10 people to walk away with a 

FREE XBAND Video Game Modem (choose GENESIS o¥ Super NES) and 3 FREE months 

on the XBAND Network! Hey, as an added bonus, we’11 even get your best friend 

the same prize pak (maybe he’21 start speaking to you again). Now you guys 

can battle it out no matter where you are! With the XBAND Network, you can 

send X=-Mail™ to your friends and opponents and keep up with the latest game 

and entertainment info with our on-line news in BANDWIDTH™ + and XBAND News. 

2 Put The “X” Back in XBAND Contest! 
Heyy put the “x” in the right spot and you could be a winner! Here’s the 

dealp*if yo can find the hot pink ok an thats magazine (it could be 

anywhere), cut it out and paste it in the spot below. Fill out the 

entry form and send it in TODAY. 

ENTER NOW! 
ON eG a ai a aaa 

e e 

¢ Name Keo ee : 
e e 

¢ Address - 

e e 

e e 

e = e 

; Phone Number BYND : 
e e 

$ Game System: Sega Genesis Super NES (circle one) : 
e e 

c : 
$ Send this entry form to: i 
$ Catapult Entertainment, Inc. 2 

© Dept: “x” — EGM : 
e 20823 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 300 e 

; Cupertino, CA 95014 One entry per person 5 

Pare era laheve aie eae ere ea levera tare lelSie e sisieleielele eis bie oiais 6 siole.oinvelsiaicisicieleieielercieiorere 

XBAND, X-Mail and BANDWIDTH are a trademark of Catapult Entertainment, Inc. Genesis is a trademark of SEGA Enterprises Ltd. Super 
Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America, Inc. Catapult Entertainment is not responsible for 
lost or misdirected mail. Drawings will be held on September 10, 1995. Ten winners will be randomly drawn from among all eligible 

entries. Winners will be notified by phone on or about September 15, 1995. Winners are responsible for all phone charges (XBAND 
Nationwide) they incur through the XBAND Network. Upon completion of the 3 free months of network subscription, winners may cancel 
their XBAND Network subscription or continue as a paying subscriber. Employees of Catapult Entertainment and EGM are not eligible. 



Let's break tradition here 
and start with a disclaimer: 

The games featured on the 
following pages are not the 

best games as rated by the 
Review Crew. These pages 
are a compilation of the 

favorites from the show as 

determined by the EGM edi- 
tors who attended. As of yet, 
there are no official endorse- 

ments by the Review Crew 
praising these games as the 
best. Got that? Good ... on 
with the show. 

If this show is any indica- 
tion of what the future of 

video gaming has to offer, 
you might as well pack up 
your 16-Bit systems now. 

They're dead, baby! Aside 
from a few notable standouts, 
the 16-Bit market is getting 
pummeled by the incredible, 

new 32- and 64-Bit 
machines. 

After a hot and sweaty 
flight on a ‘vacation’ airline, 

sans airvents, no less, we 
arrived in Los Angeles on 
May 11 with visions of bad 
airline food dancing in our 

stomachs. 

Everyone was anxious to 

see what the PlayStation had 
to offer, and we're glad we 
weren't let down. Many 

impressive games like Mortal 
Kombat 3, Razor Wing and 
Twisted Metal from Sony; 
Legacy of Kain from Crystal 
Dynamics; Project: Overkill 
from Konami and many oth- 
ers were displayed. For those 

Dark Stalkers from Capcom 

This popular arcade game is 
coming to the PlayStation. 

ELECTRO Nak 
ENTERTAINMENT 
E 

who thought the PlayStation 

could never make it, Sony 

was ready and willing to toss 
every bit of that doubt out 
the window. 

Sega was proudly showing 

off their wares, notably the 
Sega Saturn. With numerous 
titles up and running, Sega 

had one surprise after anoth- 
er. Games like Bug}, Astal, 
Virtua Cop and Grand Slam 
Baseball are ready to take 

you beyond the next level. 

Where was Nintendo dur- 
ing all this? Well, not showing 
the Ultra 64, that’s for sure. 

Instead, they were happily 
showing Killer Instinct and 

Donkey Kong Country 2 for 
the Super NES. There was 
plenty of attention paid to the 
Nintendo area with the in 

credible Killer Instinct models 
strutting around. (I think I’m 
in love.) 

Atari had quite a showing 
as well. The latest fighting 
game for the Jaguar, called 
Thea Realm Fighters, stars 

pacar = 
FRA TraDete eTRAATTSANT inacer esa see I 

many of the cast members 
from Mortal Kombat | and Il. 
How will it compare? Stay 

uned for more. Also in the 

works were Nerf, Highlander, 
White Men Can’t Jump, 
Battlemorph and Flip Out. 
As always, 3DO had a 

large display area to show off 
heir wares. Many of the 

hird-party companies had 

some spectacular titles to 

show off like Ballz: The 

Directors Cut from Crystal 

Dynamics; NHL Hockey ‘96 
and Foes of Ali from 

Electronic Arts among others. 
Where does all this leave 

the 16-Bit systems? Based 
on the rather slim showing of 
titles for the Super NES and 
Genesis, it looks like compa- 
nies won't be supporting 
them for too much longer. 

The E* show was truly a 
howcase of what the future 
as in store for video gaming, 
nd that future looks good. 
njoy the following preview 

of your future. 

azo 

m 2 

Virtua Cop from Sega 

Blast the bad guys in true virtua-style 
with Virtua Cop for the Sega Saturn. 

'yber Sled for Saturn 

Free-Cam Qh * 

The hyper exciting Cyber Sled will 
arrive on the Saturn from Namco. 

¢ The Mortal Kombat crew live it 
up in this new game from Atari. 

137.11 Fa W BLO Coy aK 4 BLO} 

ohh! 

* that's (R , ‘ Pisses ome 
“y* a 

é 

¢ This version from Crystal 
Dynamics offers even more fun. 

X-Men for 32X 
' 

¢ In this early demo from Sega, 
Wolverine searches for evil. 

Take over the world in this 
awesome sequel for the PSX. 



ELECTRONIC 
ENTERTAINMENT 

° 

BEGUUL 

Yes! Here it is. Killer Instinct for the Super NES. This con- 

version looks pretty good and appears to have all the same 

moves as the arcade version, but will it be able to match 

it ... or beat it? According to information 
acquired at the show, players can 
expect it to be the closest conver- 

sion from the arcade possible. Will 

1 the home version draw in as many play- 
\ ers as the arcade version did? Do you 

want to see the finishing moves, humil- 

iations and the killer combos that made 
the arcade game such a 

the date when this game 
comes out in the stores 

_on your calendar and 

B reserve your copy! 



Welcome back all you 

kombatants! No sooner had Mortal 
Kombat 3 hit the arcades, when play- 

ers asked: “Will this be converted for 

any home systems?” That question was 
answered at E*. The arcade smash is 

going to rocket itself onto three sys- 

tems: the Super NES, Genesis and 
most notably the PlayStation. Other ques- 

all the graphics be ported over?” and “Will 
all the moves be included?” The pic- 
tures shown here were from an earlier 

version of MK 3 that didn’t have all the 
special moves (like Sub-Zero’s old ice 

blast), but you can be sure that all the 

moves and secrets will be transferred to 
the home systems as much as the hardware 

can handle. The home version is supposed to 
have a few things that will separate it from the arcade 

and vice versa! 

The Super 

NES version 

had several of the 
backgrounds and all of the characters. 
Fatalities and such were not the same as 

the arcade (or may not have been in this 
preliminary copy). Still, it looks very 
impressive when you consider the amount 
of information you need to store MK 3. 
Super NES fans won’t be disappointed. 



etary wy yk eee < 
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This particular version of Mortal 
Kombat 3 had all the stages and 
most of the moves in incredible 
detail. It was such a close reproduc- 
tion that you could be easily fooled 
into believing this was the actual 
arcade game! From the sights and 
sounds, it was extremely close. 

3 piTs 
21% DANABE 

The Genesis version only 
had two levels when we played 

it, but the characters had their 

moves and combos. Although this version may be a little behind 
the Super NES, it still shows promise for Genesis fans. 



ELECTRONIC —— 
ENTERTAINMENT ~~! 

DIDDY HONGS QUEST a 
Nintendo’s got a hot new Super NES sequel to one of their most impressive titles ever: 

Donkey Kong County. DKC2: Diddy Kong’s Quest will blow you 

away. Donkey Kong has been captured by Kaptain K. Rool, 
and now Diddy must save him. Along with his new friend, Bo 

Diddy must face all-new dangers. There are more secrets, Uf S ¢ 

Mg 
= 

different enemies and brand-new animal friends. 
After a little time playing, | was pleased to find that this 

game is even harder than the first. The traps are deadlier, 

and you'll need a lot of technique. s 
If you enjoyed the first Donkey Kong Country, you're 

sure to love this one. Check out a future issue of EGM or 

d that Cum berbnd 
ong andsyou wil 
him again. 
har-har! 

The first level Diddy has to get 
through is called Pirate Panic. In 
this level, you will have a chance 

to get used to the control, as well 

as the new play mechanics. Did 
you know you can throw the other 

character at enemies and icons? 
This level is relatively simple. You'll 
have a chance to find your Ram 
buddy here. There are lots of rats 
and Krocs hidden in barrels. Don’t 
let them surprise you. Have fun. a 

Kaptain K.Rool 

Look for secret areas everywhere 
in the game. They’re all around! 

Can you get the bonus? 



Diddy must brave a terrible 
storm, plus learn how to climb up 
and around ropes. Watch out for 

the bugs that take several hits 
before they die. If you’re smart, i 5 j 

you'll use them as weapons. You b , A 
can get the snake in this level. . A 

Can you find the secrets strewn Climb up ropes and dodge 
throughout this level? enemies in a whole new way! 

In this level, the pair of pri- 

mates must negotiate careful 
jumps using the hooks that are 
scattered about. One wrong 
move, and you'll end up ina 
watery grave. You'll meet some ; 

nasty new Krocs who will try to : S . 
mess you up. Your best bet is to Diddy and his pal can han 
avoid them altogether, if you can. from hooks. More techniques! 

This new adventure is even 

_ more elaborate than the first 
game. Here’s a sneak preview of 

some of the levels yet to come. 
You will find new friends and 

_ deadlier enemies. Nintendo went 
all out to make this the best side- 
scroller on the Super NES yet. 
Are you ready for what lies ahead 

A friendly parrot will give you a lift 
through the honeycomb. 

Giant Bosses will challenge you throughout 
the game. Look for their patterns. 

Swanky’s Bonus Bonanza will give 
you an opportunity to win 1-Ups. 



. , 2 . 

PP REONNOES Dracula X, 
eee Renee the popular 

fe] Japanese 
PC Engine 

game, is finally 

making its way 
to the Super 

NES. It 
is still very early in development, but we 

managed to get a hold of a sneak pre- 
view! Check out some of these pictures. 
The game looks and sounds great. If 
you’re interested in seeing more, check 

out next month’s issue of EGM for a lot 
more coverage on this long-awaited title 
from Konami. 

Does this enemy look familiar? Many of Just like the other Castlevania games, When you run into the half-decapitated 
the characters from the previous games you can gain hearts and weapons by bull, don’t bother trying to defeat it. Just 
are back! using your whip on the candles! run as fast as you can! 

EARTH IS URTH: MAN 5 GRUB. 



Before try- 

ing to cross 
the water, 

grab the 

invincibility 

potion, then 

hop on the 
log! 

These ene- 

mies may 
take awhile 
to defeat. 

= Be careful, 

they can 
attack from 

above, too. 

On the log 

you'll be 

safe from 
the attack- 

ing bats. 
Make sure 
to duck for 
the spikes! 

The whip 

isn’t as 
strong as 

the special 
weapons, 

but it 

e works great 
nonetheless. 

Richter has When leap- 
a new back- ing from 
flip that will the stone 
help you get pedestals 
to those don’t waste 
difficult, any time— 

hidden they will 
areas. collapse. 

(PRIMAL RAGE, COMING To YouR House AuGust 29, 4795.) 

Sega Genesis 
Seqa™ Gaine Gear™ 

Super NES™* 
Nistendo® Ganre$oy@ 

#C-Ch Rom 

Pripal Rage & ©ussst Afan| Games ConPoration 
Licensed 40 Tine Warner Interactive, Inc. Al PightS reserved 

‘Soga, Genesis, 32X and Saturn are trademarks of Sega EnferPrises, Ld, All Rights Reserved. 
Ristendo Entertainment System. Nintendo, Gamedoy and the Official Seals are registered 

“rauawares of Nisfendo America, Znc. All Rights Reserved 



VECTORMA 
In this game for the Genesis, play as Vectorman, humanity's 

last hope to save the planet before the “re-arrival” of the 
humans. The story goes like this: Humans polluted the 
Earth so completely that they fled to outer space. They 
knew that Earth needed to be cleaned so they left “orbots” 
to repair the planet while they were gone. An accident occurred, 

though. One of the orbots was hooked up to a salvaged nuclear 
missile. This caused a malfunction in the orbot and it 

began turning the Earth into a military surprise for 
the returning humans. But there is hope: Making a 

routine load dump, Vector- 
man returns to find Earth in 

a state of military upheaval. 
This, he realizes, cannot be 

permitted. He charges forth 
to meet their leader in battle. 
But it is a long battle and 
you must remain diligent and >< oooe 68:0 
determined. Good luck! 

ttendant 

Warhead” is born 

ang he stanas fot 

yranny, hatred 

HistrumMent OF Gea 
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WARNING! 
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IN A WELL 

VENTILATED 

AREA. 



newfound strengths. * And help you'll need. If you thought 

enough already. Now 

you've got to be prepared 

for EarthBound™*—the first Role- 

Playing Game with B.O. * Imagine ° stench of monsters roaming the 

the horror—in the aftermath of a terrible meteor strike countryside. * To make it easier to ima 

‘t button, a $10 coupon is attached. When the 20" scratch here if you're 
hungry. Call for delivery wherever 

game arrives, a free Player's Guide will be included to help — and whenever you're feeling tired 

(or was it an evil alien invasion?), burping, belching, gaseous 

monsters roam the streets of your home town. * Your only 

chance to survive and avoid their nasty smells is to learn the you find your way around town. Inside the 
Scratch here and 

dive in. You might Guide are six Ident-A-Smell playing cards 

Because This Game Stinks. that give you a brutal whiff of some of 

the characters, as well as 

about everything from PS! Powers to Items. * But powers that can counteract their deadly forces. 

Luckily, every day that you manage to stay alive, even with all the powers, friends, and tips in the 

your powers improve. As you venture into world, it isn't gonna be easy. That's because you, 

the neighboring towns, you make some Ness, a mere thirteen-yearold boy, are the 

i i 
| i Just passing through? This 128- 

friends, including a girl only one who has a fighting chance of ; F ) 8 page Player's Guide, free with 
The most brutal thing about this 

who has amazing psychic — guy is his stench. Scratch here. c ' every game, will prove a strong finding and defeating Giygas, an eee g ; 
is it helps vol 

if you dare. Yuck! You'll find him 
ally as it helps you find your 

Powers, a boy-genius capable in the Zombie camp, bebind the 

waterfall. Hey, plug your nose 

before the fight 

interstellar warrior who is out to “#4” around any town 

of repairing anything broken, destroy the entire universe. * And to be perfectly 

and a prince from an exotic eastern land. honest, the odds are against you. Find one of the burger joints, scratch 

here, breathe deep, and scarf some : 
. These friends help you take control of your 

tasty grub. It'll replenish your strength 

Don't forget the salt 
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specified Game Pak upon, Consumer is 

Manufacturer’s Coupon Limit one coupon 

in conjunction with thi inted expiration date at the time of purchase in 
pro} 

‘in’ connection With the purchase. Good in the U.S.and Puerto 
reimburse the face value of “Cut this coupon not the cheese. 00 OFF 

CONSUMER: Coupon is only valid toward the purchase of the specified Game Pak. Coupon must be 

$e 

submitted to an authorized Nintendo re 

‘copied or altered and where prohi 

ilated. Coupons submitted become our 
li be made only to authorized Nintendo ret 

$I0 
0481, El Paso, TX 88588-0481. 





EarthBound™ 
It’s like living inside your gym shoes. 



The various areas 
you will have to pass 
through are beautiful 
graphically speaking, 
but are extremely 
long. You will travel 
through a number of 
different terrains rang- 

ing from a hydropon- 
ics lab to the polar icecaps! Each area poses a threat that must be overcome. No one 
else can take on the challenge, so it’s up to you! Start with three lives, but there are 
1-Ups hidden in each level. There are also the various items Vectorman can pick up. 
These items can be very helpful in a time of need. Watch out for those baddies, 
though. They just get rougher and tougher as you continue in the levels. 

eter 

ene 

Do you have what it 
takes to save humanity? 

ha You'd better, because 
you are their only hope! 

B) Use the jump rockets 
installed in the base of 

your legs to leap great 
distances. With your 
onboard weapon sys- 

tems, you will be able to 
make quite a dent in one 

@ particular baddy’s plan. 

§ Shoot the overhead TVs 
for hidden power-ups. 
Get ready to charge up 
your guns and go in blaz- 

g ing. That may be what it = eeee ‘i 
takes to reach your goal 19: 3 
of saving the Earth! 



Welcome to the won- 
derful world of insects! 
Bug! is the first fully ani- 
mated 3-D character for 
the Sega Saturn. He’s an actor 
with a huge ego. Help our tiny 

friend make it through all six 
kingdoms and 18 levels of Bug 
Island. Here you will encounter 
a wacky cast of creatures like 
Daddy-O-Long-Legs, Bee-52, 
Fire Ant and some of the most 

ferocious dung beetles you have ever 
| crossed. Whew! Your ultimate task is to 

stay alive long enough to defeat 

the evil widow Cadavra. She is [7 ~ 
spinning a sinister web and must 

m be stopped at all costs. Jump and 
spit your way through without get- 

ting squashed if you want to save 
2 all of Bugdom. 



Sometimes, 

the way to go 

ELECTRONIC 
ENTERTAINMENT 

will need to be 
opened by 
pulling a 

switch on the 

wall or lower- 

ing a suit of 
armor’s hand. 

, Ai elt 

If you look care- ie pa 
fully at Casper, 
you can see 

right through 

fe him. This a very 
| cool aspect and 

is just what the 
ghosts will look 

like in the movie. 

Search everything 
thoroughly. The 

answer might be 
hidden right 

under your nose. 

Sometimes it 

could be as easy 

as hitting a switch 

on the wall to get 
you moving 

through the level. 

Other obstacles 
might not be so 
obvious—keep your eyes peeled. If you find yourself getting 

stuck, do everything you can think of, because even the most 
absurd action can produce grand results. Keep tabs on what 

keys you have at any given time so you know what doors can 
and can’t be opened at the present time. Is Casper really a 

friendly ghost? Let’s find out. 

A- Examine B- Drop C - Blueprint '"° 

This is your ltem Screen 
where everything you collect 
is kept. This game definitely 
has an RPG element because 

you must find certain items. 

A-Examine B-Drop C -Blueprint ‘°° 

This game is something that has to 
be seen to be believed. It is graphi- 
cally intense and animates smoothly 
right down to the pixel. The detail 
on every item is very cool and 
sound effects are top-of-the-line. 
The music has an eerie feel to it 
that adds to the overall enjoyment. 
With the summer movie and the 

video game coming out simultane- 
ously, it is a double whammy for 
Casper fans. 



This game has definitely seen its run on a 
lot of platforms. It originally appeared on the 
NeoeGeo and then was found on the 
Genesis. Now, we get a texture-mapped ver- 
sion of it for the Sony PlayStation. It has the 

same game play that we (who have played 
the game) have all come to love. This game 
is pretty tough, which is good because many 

=qy games nowadays don’t pre- 

} sent too much of a chal- 
lenge. Control on the 
PlayStation is pretty darn 
good. Shooters come and 
go—most go pretty fast, 

purely out of stupidity. This 
is one that has weathered the test of time and still is a favorite among many 
of the EGM editors. The enemies have been redone well, and with the new 

look, it almost feels like a new game. This may be new to a lot of people and 
it is great that it’s being brought out on the 
PlayStation. If you have not had the chance to 
play it and are a fan of shooters, then this one 
is definitely worth your time. The music and 
sound effects weren't in yet, but you can bet 
they'll be great! 

Press and hold 
your Fire button 

to charge it for a 
second or two. 
Then, when 

released, your 
§ ship will project 

a more powerful 
blast. 

This is a 
map of half of 
the first level. 

You will find these stationary 
turrets throughout the level. 

Don’t “ They fire slow bullets and are 
let ene- al? , pretty easy to spot. Don’t pass 

mies get away. z them by, because they will 
If there is a string of ~ ie shoot at you from behind 

them, press the Fire button (aja _ ; é (unbeknownst to you). 
rapidly to beat them all. 



Hey, Superstar. 
You've done just about 
everything there is to do in 
basketball. Except TWO things. 
You haven't played NBA JAM TE 
on 32X and GAME, BOY. It has 
all-star teams! Rookie teams! Full court dunks 
(Can you do that?). 9 pt. shots (you'll love that). 
3-5 players per team! Stereo sound* Arcade player scaling*! 
The fastest gameplay ever*(a lot faster than you). Updated player 
rosters! 5 speed juice mode (Drink plenty of fluids). 8 player attributes! 
Tournament and practice modes (you need all the practice you can.get). Same team match-ups! Injuries 

and fatigue factor! And variable shot clock, overtime (game winning shot at the buzzer, baby) and timer speed! 

= 
SCORCHING CROSS-COURT REALISTIC ARCADE BIGGER PLAYERS AND 

SUPER JAMS! PLAYER SCALING*! BETTER GRAPHICS*! 

*32X only 



DESTRUCTION 
derby 

Some people like to make things ... some people like to 
break things. The latter will be found playing Destruction Derby 

on the PlayStation, yet another title from the geniuses at 
Psygnosis. The object of the game? Run your opponent into 
a barrier wall! Ultra-smooth, realistic explosions, dents and 

smashes will keep your adrenaline pumping as you search for 
your next victim. This is stock-car racing on steroids! 



THE OFFICIAL CONGO™ MOVIE MAGAZINE IS 4, 
YOUR GUIDE TO THE SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER! Me %, 
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FX Blowout! : 
stan Winston's Killer ran : ‘ Plus: W'S ig Volcanic Graphic: , SEND ME THE OFFICIAL 

fay = CONGO COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE! 
™ 8 Don't delay! Reserve your copy of the 

Official Congo Movie Magazine today! 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
city 
PAYMENT ENCLOSED _ 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS: a 
CARD NO. = EXP. DATE 
SIGNATURE ee eee 

Please include $6.90 ($4.95 plus $1.95 postage & 

handling) for your magazine and mail to: 

Congo Movie Mag, PO Box 1733, Lombard, IL 60148-8733 
For faster service call: 708-268-2498 

7 ™ & © 1995 Paramount Pictures. All RightS|Resenvedif'Sendai LicensingMinc. authorized user. 



Air Combat 22, the latest offering 

from the folks at Namco, is an 
impressive new flight sim that should 
have virtual pilots pumping in credits 
left and right! Take a seat, pick your 
mission then choose your plane ... 
it’s then on to the vast blue skies for 
a little target practice. Your oppo- 
nents are not so cooperative, howev- 

er. They'll bob and weave, dive and 
drop and just generally avoid you all 
together! In later stages, they'll even 

fire off a flare in order to deceive your 
heat-seeking missiles. Each plane 
you shoot down earns you extended 

time. Should you run out of time, 
you'll need to pop in more credits to 
continue. You won't get that option 
on the Dogfight 
Stage, however. 
Once you're out of 
time, your game is 

definitely over! 
Overall, this is an 
excellent offering 
from Namco. 

—dJason Morgan 

The opening sequences for each mission are quite 
impressive. Depending on which mission you 
choose, watch your plane take off from an aircraft 
carrier or finish its midair refueling and prepare 

for combat. Fasten your seat belt, here we go! 

Air Combat 22 has impressive 
graphics, clear sound and is easy 

to sit down and start playing. 
Things get a 

little monoto- < 
nous, howev- 

er, as your 
only objec- 

tive is to 
hunt down 

enemy 
fighters. 

AMERICAN AMUSEMENT 
MACHINE ASSOCIATION 

Therefore, | 
give ita... 



yyo Midway Manutacturing Company. All ignts Feserved. 

The awful —_ 

shadow of some 

unseen Power 

floats though 

unseen among us. 

-Shelley 

A 
od MK3. The Arcade Game. 
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You have four skill levels to choose from. The first Cadet level is geared toward rookies. Pop-up help will appear often. The 

second Cadet level encourages gun usage. You'll have to use them if you run out of missiles, which is likely. Top Gun level is 
for veterans who are ready for a stiff challenge. The enemies make a concerted effort to fire back, and they are now much 
harder to tail. Dogfight level is for the truly skilled—only ace pilots will survive. Your opponents will use flares, causing you 
to use more than one missile. Good luck! 

2 Sars 

CRE SSVANN feumion SA) Air Combat 22 “ 

TO RESUME'GAT 
AE! is easy to learn but hard to 

master. You have some 
heat-seeking missiles that 
usually get the job done 
quite nicely. Should you 

run out of those, you have 

cannons, Your guns are rapid 

fire but don’t do much damage and are hard to target on a fast-moving foe. You'll 
need to use them eventually, because your opponents will divert your missiles with flares, leav- 
ing you with just your twin cannons. Lead your opponents in the direction they are flying, and 
maybe you'll succeed. Also, you have a throttle control, allowing you to speed up or slow down 
rapidly. That helps a great deal in chasing that last bogey. You can even have fun with barrel 

rolls and upside-down flying. Remember 
to take care of the bad 

a] rZ guys, too! 

So you couldn’t quite catch the last fighter, and you ended the mission a missile short and a second late. At least you'll get a 
chance to see how well you really did. You'll be presented with a list of what you shot down and how (missile or gun) plus 
what you missed. You get more points for a kill by cannon rather than by missile, and then you'll get your overall score. A 
brief cinema will be shown depicting your escape via parachute from your plane, and then you'll get a ranking. Anything 
from a sergeant on up is pretty good. Are you officer material? 

Mastey Sergeant 

Technical Serveant 
Airman First Class 

Airman Second Class 

Arar basic 



~ Watch for the 

Fi sia wackiest roundball game 
ever! Looney Tunes B-Ball features every- 

one’s favorite “cwazy wabbit” playing two-on-two 

with Taz, Sylvester & the whole Looney Tunes bunch! 

Choose four player slam dunkin’ regulation action 

or crank up the Wacky Meter and watch the ball turn 

into a cream pie or a time bomb! So don't drop the A 

ball...it just might explode! “That's all, folks!” ang 

“ 
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Street Fighter: The 
Movie is quite possibly 
Co) a= Mol tal=¥ of=1=) 0 @r-| oLex0) 40) 
games to date! Your 

favorite characters’ moves 
have been put together for 

you in this strategy guide. 
There are tons of special 
modes to play in, as well 

as some kick-butt combos! 
Part one is shown here, 

the second part in EGM?! 
For a complete list of 
moves check out 

Quatermann’s Cheat 
Sheet in this issue! 

SPECIAL MODES 
Activate before selecting fighter 

UP > START 
Random Fighter Select 

START 
Hidden Strength Meters 

START => STRONG 
Inviso Tag (2) 

START => FIERCE 
No Throws (2) 

START=> ROUNDHOUSE 
Tag Team Mode 

START => FORWARD 
No Standard Moves (2) 

> Means No Standard Moves 
(2) Means Available only in Two- 

player Mode 

Charge Fierce Punch 

howd \ ey 

BET] team is just onevef the 

specialiplay modes. 

Move List: 
The moves and com- 

bos are pretty self- 
explanatory, with the 
exception of : 

o 

Bc - Button Charge 
Br - Button Release 

seeBlue Super aes 

Flaming Dragons, 

a Ce 



qBlue;Hadoken™ 
Projectile 

—Blue, Supelco 

Burst Fireballs 

Bc 6, Bc 4 Br 4, Shadow Hurricane Br 6, 

Dragon Punch 6- HiT COMBO 

a = 
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Charge any kick & ; ‘ “Ch any punch 
Bt Es aes. AY np ae 
Y @ <q Release kick Ma» F & Close i>’ > Release 

Axe Kick, Rising Kitana, Jump kick 

(short) 7 +4, Jump kick (R. House) 7 +6 
Repeat Jump kicks, or Air Flash Kick 5- sdal | T COMB oO 

A 79 
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Spinning Bird= 
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INTERNATIONAL 

NEWS 
Yow gang, let me tell 

you | was blazed and 
amazed that Nintendo of 
America actually granted 
us a peek at the hump- 
backed Ultra 64 during F. 

Why? Because Nintendo 
hasn't come close to talk- 
ing about an official 
release date for the sys- 
tem in Japan, let alone 
showing us a mock-up like 
the one they have on their 
Internet Web page 
(http://www.nintendo.com). 
That's really strange since 
it used to be that Japan 
always got priority for a 
look at their new systems. 
Oh well, at least they're 
Still sticking to their guns 
about a year-end release 
in Japan, even though they 
Claim the stateside and 

European release won't be 
until April. We shall see, 
but until then, satisfy your 
tastes with what we have. 

By Nob Ogasawara 

Edited By Mike Vallas 

Stay tuned to the next issue 

of EGM? for a most excel- 
lent Fact File on Mystic Arc, 
the sequel to 7th Saga! 

Sony Computer Entertainment of Japan 

Beyond The ond 
PlayStation Unknown Release 

—_> 

Sony held a major press confer- 
ence to announce this cool RPG 
with full 3-D graphics. The team 

putting this title together is Camelot, 
a new group headed by Shugo 
Takahashi, one of the key figures at 

Sony who developed the Shining 

Force series for Mega Drive, Mega 
CD and Game Gear. Manga artist 
Ami Shibata, best known for Tropical 
Boy Papuwa TV anime series, lent 

her artistic skills to design the char- 
acters for this epic adventure. 
The greatest feature of this game is 
its astounding looks. By relying on 

3-D graphics, battle scenes between What’s an RPG without a huge landscape to traverse? 
the hero’s party and rampaging mon- 

sters are depicted 
with amazing ani- 

mations and special 

effects. Even better, 
the views automati- 
cally change to cap- 
ture the action in 

the most exciting 

way possible. 

When high-caliber 
RPGs like this 
come out, look for 
PSX to surge for- 
ward in a big way! 

Expect to see many beautiful sights like this one. 

During the 3-D bat- 
tle sequences you 

will be attacked 
from every angle, 
so keep your party 
well organized for 
the many strikes 
you will endure. 

Pa— 
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Caves—always great things to 
search through and get eaten in! 

tated that Imagineer of Japan v 
‘the inconvenience—and we have raked a cheese grater across the culprits face. 

a 
Zar Ibe pigs 

Much more powerful creatures (like the 
undead) lie in the shadows of the caves. 

inn 
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The year is 2055. Music and virtual 
reality are the only escapes in a world 
gone mad. Transform yourself into a 
rock superstar on a 3D virtual quest 
through treacherous worlds: the 
angry red planet of Mars, an eerie « 
haunted house and a mysterious \ 

underwater biosphere. d 

You'd better turn up the volume, LE 

load your weapons, and get 
ready for a mind-blowing 
game experience with 
Virtuoso’s unique 3rd-person A 
perspective, fully digitized 
player graphics and real- ‘ ‘’ ° 

time texture mapping. 
Music video clips and a a 
pounding rock ‘n’ roll 
soundtrack set the 
stage for this head- i a 
banging cyberfantasy //"VIRTUOSO PROMISES TO BE ONE 
adventure! \ /# OF THOSE GAMES THAT KEEP ME 

“a7 PLAYING LATE INTO THE NIGHT." 
DG DATA j * — —R.J, MICAL of The 3D0 Company 

SINS d SOUNDTRACK PROVIDED BY UK MODERN ROCKERS 

ae : ~_ Thai Dyed Suicide yn greet ic of wan : 
sed tee ist Nene? = | ‘3 ¥ 

00 Es G0 
* & 

4 

T & : 

ne" 

ws 
pices annie sue ii \ 

Lo VIRTUDSO™ © 1994 MOTIVETIME LTD. USED UNDER LICENSE BY ELITE SYSTEMS LTD. AND/SUBLICENSED’ 1 . © 1995 DATA EAST USA, INC. 1850 LITTLE ORCHARD ST., SAN JOSE, CA 95125. 

nen ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 300, THE 300 LOGOS AND INTERACTIVE MUI ER ARE KS AND/OR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THE 3D0 COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

East oe ate aoe 



Bandai of Japan 

Mo Suit Gunda 
PlayStation P | june 
3-D Shooting | san 

The first series of the long- _ rebel Zeon forces. All the 

running sci-fi robot animes fighting is done from within 
returns as an eye-popping Gundam’s cockpit against all 
3-D combat simulator. Play the classic mechs of the pio- 

as Amuro Ray, a rookie pilot neering series. There’s alsoa |FReem uINAR DS 

of RX-78 Gundam to take on _ fantastic 3-D database of all Secs - a 

the highly advanced mobile the mechs that appeared in ss sioer// 
5 mobile armor of the _ the year-long series! 

Heavy action takes place . 
on Earth and in deep space! 

Imagineer of Japan Hudson of Japan 

GB Bomberman 2 

Ey 
| RPG | | Unknown Price | 

Hey, an RPG that’s not time not far from the pre- 

set in a fantasy setting of sent day. It stars a young 
swords and sorcery! Similar boy who triggers an incident 

to Nintendo’s Mother 2 that comes back to haunt 

(Super NES Earthbound), him 10 years later with dis- 

G.O.D. takes place in a astrous consequences. 

You don’t need me to 
write about this do you? 

If you’ve never played 
B-man, well here’s an 
excellent, inexpensive 

way to get acquainted 
with one of the most 
exciting and hilarious 
multiplayer games avail- 

able. Using a tap, up to 

four players can join in a 
massive blastathon pret- 
ty much anywhere. Or 
play at home on a Super 

Game Boy adapter for 
partial color. New traps 
should keep fans happy. 

ie ee tee de ie 
> Go» Gi» Pi» BE = 



He made you immortal: 

Nove its pack ime e cS, a f = a 
HS) OY om Ss ow. Its payback time/Z— 

bb. HDBYAK— 
PEN SD BA 

Soe 2 ‘ Y °F AS AHNE. 
eee ee HEM E BCs HIE 
INT ARE DVR TS es ! 

“Our prayers have been answered, 

my friend. Hagane has come 

5 to save the day!” 

“Oh yes, my brother... The Koma Clan is 

no match for Hagane’s masterful 

Ninja technique and spectacular 

25 RAN ARIES ST 

wes" 

in Fil the land has invaded’ the Super NES. ON A TEREOD 5 

. a Z 

, it | Re 
Ancient mar ings. Futuristic"Sfaphic technology. Black magic-powerddIcybe- 1) cg 
Ninja clans... iiais ens: iend, This is a wicked adVenture. A full color; ee. 

100%, chaot adventure. 

The 

This offigialyseal is your assurance that Nintendo has ay f Wed the quality of this.product. Always look for this seal when buying games and 

* accessories fo ensure complete compatibility. Nintendogs jintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of 

Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America . ayia reserved. © 1995 Red. © 1995 Amamiya. © 1995 Hudson Soft. All rights reserved. 



ADK of Japan 

World Heroes Perfect 
NeoGeo CD 

The global warriors have 

been summoned once again 
in another contest of sheer 

brutality. It appears all the 
characters of the preceding 

WH games are back with 

some added new fighters 
including mysterious Bosses. 

However, the game system 

Hudson of Japan 

Super Famicom | pay [__ Angus 

® 
has undergone many 
changes, such as the addi- 
tions of new special attacks, 

mid-air blocking and the abili- 

ty to swat away projectiles. 
Although the game might look 

familiar, it will play much dif- 
ferently than past WH titles. 

You'll be happy to find more dynamic moves, like 
this flaming shuriken attack performed by Fumma! 

Kadokawa Shoten of Japan 

Tokyo Dungeon 
PlayStation Pp 

PlayStation 

Unknown Release 

[action | BM [~~ vo000 || rrc_— 
Hudson brings the cast of the popular Asian fantasy dere ee len reset IV and 

anime series to life in this side-scrolling action game. ima IV game designer) teams 
5S ghee: 

Zenki, a legendary demon, is raised from the deep and up with the producer of the huge- 
ly popular Megamitensei series 

(released by Atlus) to present 
PSX gamers with a 
dense, harrowing 

look at Tokyo in the 
future. You play as 

a detective hired to 
unravel a sinister 

plot that spans the 
real world and 
cyberspace in the 
year 2020. 

darkness of the 
wicked netherworld 
to fight an army of 
mystical enemies 
that has been sum- 
moned by an evil 
warlock. Zenki has 
a wide repertoire of 
special moves that 
will help lead him to 
complete victory. 

23000 Tree 200000 

Many mystical 
moves will be 
provided for your 
pleasure. 

Expect lots of chilling 

events to happen. 



look around? Ca 

say anybody will stop 
you from looking 

around, mister. Except 

the last man who came 

here looking for kin is 

peared over there on 

be that hill. 
[| \\ 



The ever-popular 

anime series is finally 
coming to SFC! The 
story is based on the 
first book of the novel 

series. This game's 
story line will be simi- 
lar to that of other 

RPGs, only with a 
more tactical fighting 
system. 

Yeesh! Talk about feeling 
like a rat trapped in a maze! 

The game is not just a 
remake of the PCE version. 

Dragon Ball Zz 
PaySiation [wy 
The hyper-popular SFC fighting game series (based 

on the monster manga comics) is heading to the 
PlayStation! Because it’s on CD, Bandai has been able to 

cram in 22 char- 

| acters! Plus, the 
animation has 

been made 
smoother by 

using at least 
three times 
more movement 

graphics than 
the SFC ver- 
sions for 
extremely fluid 

movements. Add in 
texture-mapped poly- 
gon backgrounds and 

tons of cinemas from 

the TV series and 
movies, and you get a 
fighting game 

Toriyama fans cannot 

afford to miss! 

PlayStation 

Don’t be fooled by this screen! 
There will be a complete cast of 22. 

Caravan Shooting Collection 

Shooting 

Every summer, Hudson 
conducts a tour of video 
game contests throughout 

Japan called the Hudson 
Caravan. Hudson used to 
develop original shooting 

games for these Caravans on 
which video game hot shots 

¥6,800 

tried to prove who was top 
gun. Now as a show of appre- 

ciation, Hudson is bringing 

together Star Force, Hector 
’87 and Star Soldier, three 
of their popular Famicom 
Caravan shooters in this 
reasonably priced collection. 

TDSIICARAUAN OFFICIAL SOFTWARE ses) 

Sih FORGE 
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World Wrestling Federation and its logos are registered trademarks of TitanSports, Inc. © 1995 All rights reserved. Sega and 32X Jd Collen] 
are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. @ & © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment, / 
Inc. All rights reserved. cnterlaimment! inc 



PLAYER’S NOTES: 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
It's Gunstar Heroes with the addi- ; : eee pair) | iO: | The way your gun works is that it porietantiea saps 
tion of hundreds of sprites and bul- £ i i s i ; i: t}|=. power out of its main energy source. You have to 

lets flying in your direction with no ; ad "||| keep it charged up! Also, should you find the 

slowdown! c : #"/. “Boost” item, you will have a mega-gun for a while. 
BEST FEATURE 

They keep the screen full of things I ang i)", Si ~~ “ er CO Sua pi Rope ; 
to shoot at! y ‘ 7 hes an f * F r ee = 

WORST FEATURE yr ve 
A two-player capability would have 3 p : Li f i 

been nice, as well as some real = - 2 é cue i a. cassie j 

cinema displays! 

WHAT'S MISSING 
Cinemas. All of the time was spent 

‘on the game (which isn’t necessari- 

ly a bad thing), and the cinemas 

really are a bit of a letdown—with 

| Axel has a normal fir- 
__ ing pistol,.a three-way 

wave beam that arcs homing jase; bounc- 
just the character standing there _ out when it touches a ing bubble shots and 

Not moving, and you hear the _ surface, a fireball SK a her most deadly 
voice. w@, / blaster and a cool ; weapon is a nifty 

IS IT AS GOOD AS y Ws Pam flamethrower 

GUNSTAR HEROES? 
Well, yes and no. Yes, there’s a lot 

to shoot at, but it doesn’t have the 

personality of Gunstar. Overall, it is 

more than enough to challenge 

anyone! —Mike Vallas 

FACT-FILE | © 
PTHEME 

were 

Hard ee GUI ISS | 
FSA Veh None Kae 

# OF PLAYERS If you can’t wait for a 32-. ‘come with four A au- Ny 
I Bit Gunstar Heroes, then ly Settings. You have 

grab this title for PS and to keep this gun 
AVAILABLE rock on! Gunners Heaven. pumped, of your 

Now is.precisely that—huge lev- . shots will grow 
% COMPLETE els filled to the absolute weak—meaning 

% brim with tons:of enemies... you'll be diced up a4 
100% You have a choice of two no time.at 

DEVELOPED BY: characters: Axel and Ruka. _ all! 
Media Vision (Sorry, no Two-player 

PUBLISHED BY Option exists.) Both have 
Sony Computer Entertainment of Japan| very different s that 

() (') EGM Oopsie #2!!! in EcM #11 we stated that Gunner's Heaye el to Gunstar Hetdes for Genesié, ws ize 

A) both to Sony and to Treasure forthe mishap. 

i ial vais ili 



LEVEL ONE Sth LEVEL Two LEVEL THREE 
Do yourself a favor, and just practice It’s a marsh land filled with fish, natuli Don your pair. of slicked-up skates and 
your abilities in this level. The enemies and other water-born creatures. Beware zip through a massive cave system blast- 

come in a simple formation and pop on of the Chameleon Eire} Manis Boss. ing mine cars and other fast-moving vehi- 
cles. Once you are out, you must travel 
alongside a train and blast the several 

holders 

the screen in mass quantities. Learn to 
dodge, throw and perform other skills in 

this 
hangar contain- 
level so ing ene- 
you are mies 
prepared ™ and 
for later _ other 

levels. weapons. 

Watch your Giant turrets 
and huge back in this 
armored level! You'll 
mechs get pum- 

| appear fre- meled from 
quently in every corner . 
this level. possible! i cy) 

[ipgsamnso8° eit « Asa Boss 
ezezenizzzaz 

ae 
Terr czy, Wie 2 yy 

/; ; ON us 
wT ay a ty 

Pe acres 

é There are thes Bossa per Bana: Two 
= subs and a mega-kill. Boss at the end. 

NUD stem wm cblCyamy tye 
If you hold down all four top If you also do the below code i 
LR keys of controller one, and ~ on the Secret Code Screen, ~ 
then press Select onthe Press you can then use.controlle 
Start Screen, you will get a two during the game to give. 
special Screen to enter atwo- your character different stuff, 
digit code: like bombs, invincibility, etc. 

MA MK QB_ TY Enter “MA” 
UT .HT MV. SS Press “Select” F PET 

2 way” Use controller two for special 
RH CM YI +» Enter “SV” then Start! _ stuff withiiiese codes! 

a= * © Bay gil 

“QB” lets you: olay asa huge 
‘character! Try out the others. 



WAYNE. You Could Win: 
A trip to Los Angeles AND VIP tickets to a 
Kings game AND Special entry into a Kings 

iWimudsmes practice session AND meet Wayne Gretzky! 

One Grand Prize: 
A trip for two to Los Angeles (for 3 days and 

2 nights including airfare and lodging), VIP 
tickets to a Kings game, special entry into a 

Kings practice session PLUS A SPECIAL MEETING 

WITH WAYNE GRETZKY! (valued at over $5,000). 

Two First Prizes: 
Exclusive, Authentic, Limited Edition Wayne 

Gretzky “Ninety-Nine” European Tour Jersey — 
autographed by Wayne Gretzky! (valued at 

$1,000 each). 

Ten Second Prizes: 
The official, authorized Wayne Gretzky pictorial 

biography autographed by Wayne Gretzky! 

(valued at $50 each). 
and print your nam 

TIME WARNER 

INTERACTIVE 

Mail your entry to: WAYNE GRETZKY SWEEPSTAKES 

P.O. Box 4032, Grand Rapids, Minnesota 55730-4032 

Name. 

Address. 

City, State, Zip code 

Age Phone number. 

ANSWER THE QUESTION: Name two gameplay modes found in Wayne Gretzky 

and the NHLPA All-Stars and what gaming/computer system these modes apply 

to. The answer to the question may be found on packages of Wayne Gretzky 

and the NHLPA All-Stars video game. 1. 2. 



Each big full-color issue of EGM is 
packed with In-Your-Face information 
and exclusive coverage of the hottest 

\/(o[-TeMe [o]an{-meler (ela cel) mere/sMilsle h 

EGM is the only mag loaded with 

Cel-erel MoU elmielice\ mace Umm | 
maps, and super secrets that will send | 
your scores soaring! 

NolUM/Miinte el Mintmelenslerneah Ailein> 
I:J(efe [=X me]ple f= mVle[=teNefe]pal=wanlele le fe 
zine! Be the first to get every action- 

jefeles(=Je fj elele(=Mel=iV=)(sJehi en Yolu|melese)/ 
ley Vrs erresfleyiglepiceyelej VJ 

SPECIAL  _—s 
OQUARTERMANN 
CHEATSHEETS 

FREE!! 
Now’you can leafn moreibout 
the-video-garhe-industry-than 
ever befote with a subscription to 
EGM!-Bound-in-with-your-special 

edpy of EGM.you'll find incredible 

game_cheats from_theuru_of 
gossip—®Quartermann—at no 
additional chargel/As a 
subscriber-you'lijhave-access 
fo informationso provocative it 

can't even gét into EGM! Only 
Quartermanrcarrdetiverthis 
kind of info. Don't miss out! 

©1994, Sendai Publishing Group, Inc. All Rights Reserved. EGM and Electronic Gaming 
Monthly are trademarks of Sendai Publishijig Group, Inc. 

IT'S SLIME TIME 
| FARTHWORM Jibs, LIED Ty 

INSIDE EGM: < HGHT Fonts _ > GREENIUANTEAN 4 SEGUT OF MaNa'2 y, PP MYSTIC/A SoRlERNAL CHAMPIONS 5 _AB0T GcES To HoLLYWoo DRACULA xX. sintcity 2099 

“DOOM DrEXctusive 
: +PICSINSIDE! | ek, 

[ ro % ca] 

BECOME A VIDEO GAME V.I.P. 
& GET 12 ISSUES OF EGM & Q-LETTER! 
Get 12 issues of EGM plus Cheat Sheets for the special reduced price of $28.95! 

Send payment to: EGM, P.O. Box 7524, Red Oak, IA 51591-0524 

Name 

Address 

City 

State ZIP 

Payment Enclosed 
Credit Card Orders: 

VISA MC 
Card No. 
Exp. Date 
Signature 

Bill Me 

ELECTRONIC 
caAMriG 

For Faster Service Call: 

708-268-2498 
add $10.00. All foreign subscriptions via 
nust be drawn on an American bank. 
yy order that would go through a U.S. 

HEGG9 

ing Group, Inc. 
0 must be payable 

(American Express money order, 
branch bank.) All foreign orders must be prepaid, 



| CLONE WARS 
ER- ; Publisher 

RICKMAN 
= 

While playing the game, Do the code and you will Do more codes to choose 
press the START button. skip to the next level! characters and be invincible! 

These tricks will let you ters. (Magneto is not includ- 

CHEAT SHEET: cheat to win the game! ed in the character select; 

A First, start your game and you must capture him when i 

Stage Skip, Character in any level press START to you fight him.) For invinci- as 
Select, Invincibili pause the game. Now bility, pause the game and | 

F . press LEFT+C simultane- press UP+B simultaneous- 
While playing the game, J os) UP, UP, LEFT, ly, UP, RIGHT, DOWN, UP, 
press START to pause. DOWN, DOWN, RIGHT+C RIGHT, DOWN, DOWN, 

Now enter any or all of simultaneously. You will UP, B. You will hear another |} 
the codes. hear a sound and warp to sound. Unpause the game 

the next level. Unpause the —_and pause it again. Press 
{ game, then pause it again. UP+B simultaneously to 
ie THEI Now, press RIGHT+C to be invincible! 

i a 
! = 

i La oc UO 

skip levels or press Brian Benigno 
LEFT+C to change charac- Pembroke Pines, FL 

ES CHIR 4 f i F AA 

‘ ; SCORE Everyone who sends in tricks to the 

Trickman has a chance of winning either an 

BIG POINTS Bree oemcie mentaan 
WITH THIS i a few aT, a : you Gar ate ‘ 

wi ; e eligible n our Trick oj 
AWESOME the Month sweepstakes! lf T we: youl 

CONTROLLER or ror come cin chon) ern 
FROM STD your choice! Contests like this come, well, 

—b' ‘Il only find it in th 
AND EG  Gacosottne Biggest and Best Video Game 

Mag, Electronic Gaming Monthly 

(OFFICIAL RULES AND CONDITIONS 1 P 



System 

CHEAT SHEET: 
Play as the 

Secret Horse 

You must place first in all 

three tracks, then you will 

get to choose the horse 

from the Mission Select 

Screen and race it. 

To race as the horse in 

Daytona USA, go to the 
Options Screen and choose 
Normal difficulty level. Exit 

on the Mode Select Screen. 
You must win first place in 

the Beginner, Advanced and 
Expert tracks. After finishing 
first place in the third track, 

go to the Mission Select 
Screen and scroll your way 
through the cars until you 
see the word, “Horse.” They 

loping and whiny noises! 

This trick will let you play 
with a floating rider and no 

dragon! Pop open the 
Saturn’s Data Memory Menu 
(with no CD inserted) and 

CHEAT SHEET: 
Harrier Mode 

Change the language to 

Deutsch and enter UP, X, 

RIGHT, X, DOWN, X, LEFT, X, 

UP, Y, Z You'll play as a 

Harrier with no dragon! 

EN Ne 

LIILI1 
{4 

eT eT ae Sa 

and choose the Saturn Mode 

come fully equipped with gal- 

DAYTONA USA | 
Publisher 

NORMAL=GRANDPRIK “ENDURANCE 

BASS EASY NORMAL HARD MaRS 

EHENY LEVEL E5S% EASY NORMAL HARD Marc 

SOUKD MODE STEREO 

MUSIC TEST seca toco 

SOUHD TEST souns estect crear 

REY ASSIGH 

EXIT 

GANE=NODE 

DIFFICULTY 

NONAURAL 

In the Options you must have 
the difficulty set on Normal. 

Make sure to place first 
in each marc uaty track. 

The brown horse is the 
“Automatic” shifting one. 

change the language to 
German (Deutsch), then load 

the game CD. When the Title 

Screen appears, press UP, 
X, RIGHT, X, DOWN, X, 
LEFT, X, UP, Y, Z. You'll hear 

a sound like the dragon get- 
ting hit. When you begin the 

first level, your dragon will 
be missing! 

On the title, press START and 

here, enter the code. 

After winning the third track, 
scroll until you see “Horse.” 

TRICKS. 
a aE poaes 

ARCADE (8) 8) 5 
SATURN MODE 

RANKING 
OPTIONS 

In the Mode Select Screen, 
choose the Saturn Mode. 

ECELERATION ERIBLERATION 

SELECT z 
MISSION [aioe 

aa Wy 

The grey horse has manual 
transmission. He's fast! 

On the Data Memory Menu, 
choose Deutsch language. 

You will be playing the game 

without your dragon! 

EM 95 



TRICKS 
prATE TRADE 

TOUGHMAN |, 
CONTEST 

System 

These incredible tricks will 
give you the ultimate advan- 
tage for the fun platform 

game, Clockwork Knight! 
Each one of these tricks can 
be done separately. But if 
you're quick enough with 

entering the commands, you 
can put in the Stage Select, 

Final Stage and 999 lives 
code to use all in the same 
game! This will help you 

defeat the last Boss by warp- 
ing straight to it, with 999 
lives, making it much easier. 

The codes are as follows: 

Stage Select: At the Title 

Screen (while “Press Start 

Button” is showing), press 
LEFT, UP, RIGHT, DOWN, 
DOWN, RIGHT, RIGHT, UP, 

R button. The stage name 

CHEAT SHEET: 
Stage Select, Final 
Stage, 999 Lives 

All tricks (except for 
Million Point Bonus) 
must be entered at the 

title while “Press Start 

Button” is showing. 

will appear in the middle of 
the screen. Press Up or 
Down to choose the stage 

you want. 

Final Stage: After entering 
the above code, press LEFT, 

RIGHT, RIGHT, UP, RIGHT, 

RIGHT, UP, DOWN, RIGHT, 
RIGHT, UP, R button. After 

you do this, press Up two 
times to find the stage that 
says, “Last Boss.” 

999 lives: At the Title 

Screen (while “Press Start 

@ SEGA ENTERPRISES,LTO. 1994 

When “Press Start Button” 
is showing, do the codes. 

a Last poss 

@ SEGA ENTERPRISES,LTD. 1994 

Combine two codes to warp 

to the last Boss of the game! 

~ CLOCKWORK KNIGHT 
Publisher 

Button” is showing), press 
UP, RIGHT nine times, 

DOWN six times, LEFT 
seven times, Z, X, Y, Y, Y, Z. 

You will know the trick 
worked if you hear the open- 

ing theme song play from 
the beginning again. 

Million-Point Bonus: Finish 

stage 2-2 (the train stage) in 

under 30 seconds. Make 
sure you get the clock item if 

you want to make it, and 
time yourself. 

Be 
AS, “AN 

Beat this stage in 30 
seconds for 1 million points! 

“Tou CONTEST 
System Publisher 

CHEAT SHEET: As soon as you begin your 
game, go to the Game Setup 
Screen. Press and hold but- 
tons A, B and C on controller 

one. While holding these, 
press DOWN. The Sound 
Test Screen will appear! 

Justin Ramey; Franklin, NY 

Go to the Game Setup 

Screen. Press and hold A, 

B and G. While holding 

these, press DOWN. The 

Sound Test will appear. 

Reel 

Exhibition 1P 
Enter Yoush siSh, 
Gastomvable Tooknanent 
Restore Fron Passuord 

When you reach the Game 
Setup Screen, hold A, B and C. 

Sound: 98. 
Dane: Sharp Ponch 

While holding these, press 

DOWN. You'll get the sound test! 



System 

[| Genesis Electronic Arts 
CHEAT SHEET: 
Play a Practice 

Golf Game 

Pick any team. When you 

get to the Player Setup 

Screen, press DOWN. Choose 

“Start New.” Enter for 

your name, Press Start. 

Here are some great 
passwords that will give you 

some new options in the 
game! From the Title Screen, 

choose Option. Then, get to 

CHEAT SHEET: 
Boss Rush, Time 

Attack, Onchi System 

At the Title Screen, pick 

Option. From Option, 

choose Password. Enter 

any one of the codes {in 
red) for different results. 
; CS WLAN Tet Mech Ca 

NBA LIVE ‘95 

Start an exhibition game 
and pick any team. When 
you get to the Controller 
Screen, choose “Start New” 

H I 
RS 

PC DEL >= 
DELETES LAST LETTER 
SELECTS LOWER CASE 

© SELECTS UPPER CASE 

6 
a 
1 

SHOCKWAVE 

You must play all the way 
through the game until you 
reach Level 10. There is a 
huge moon base (bigger than 
the others) right at the begin- 
ning of the level. Blow it up 
and then fly over it again. 
You will see Elvis with his 

yellow cape waving his arms! 

the Password Screen from 
the Options and enter any of 
these codes (in red) for 
many various results: 

: You will fight only 
the Bosses. 

: Onchi System 
Setup (Tone deaf sounds). 

: Time Attack Mode 

where you'll get the treasure! 

Publisher 

from the options given. Enter 
your user name as REFLOG 
to get a secret golf game! 

Jess Recinon, Gresham, OR 

| Ao S 
Par 3 

139 yas 

Publisher 

This sure isn't Graceland! 

FRistarS 
SS cane star 

+ OPTION. 
At the Title Screen, choose 

Option and press START. 

ew passworD- 

3 
BOSS RUSH a 

MODE. 

_ maseam > 
You can initiate Boss Rush 

Mode and many others! 

= 

TRICICS 
OF HIE oe 

CONTRA: 
THE ALIEN WARS 

> en 97 



OF ATE PRADE 

PANZER 

DRAGOON 

98 BGM 

TRICKS HOVER STRIKE 
Publisher 

CHEAT SHEET: 
Access Secret Mission 

Start your game and at the 

Mission Select Screen, 

press 2+3+6+UP on the 

keypad. Now you can 

access the secret mission. 

j Press button A for a new Choose any difficulty level 
game at the Title Screen. and press B to start. 

YL A fauna 

At the Mission Select 
Screen, take your control 
pad and enter the following 

sequence simultaneously 
with the numerical keypad: 
2+3+46+UP. You will hear a 

sound. Now, scroll through 
the available levels until you 

reach the one that says, 
“The Drive for Five.” You will 
see many people standing in 

the background. Choose this 
level to play a secret mis- 
sion! Also, press 4 or 6 to ry P 

rotate the planet. You will get this Collect ammo and missiles 

Benjamin Brathwaite; Miami, FL “Congratulations” Screen. before you complete it. 

Hold the correct buttons Scroil through until you see 

the screen with many people. on the keypad. 

At the Title Screen, press at the Record Keeping 

START and enter the code: Screen, just enter the initials, 
Y, UP, DOWN, B, LEFT, A, JAM. You will have beaten 

RIGHT, DOWN. Choose the __ all 27 teams, plus you'll get 
game you want to play. Now, an expanded roster, be able 

to play as the All-Stars team, 
secret characters will reveal 

themselves, and the game is $2 Sales s 

much more difficult to play! At the Title Screen, do the 

Joe Mikenorie Belleville, Ml code with controller one. 

When the Title Screen ail es cas ta, 
appears, press START. Hic Pay | Si fence cis 
Then press Y, UP, DOWN, Dest) i i esl ers 
B, LEFT, A, RIGHT, DOWN { i d | 1 a] 4 

Put in JAM as the initials. 

tua CMTE MIE La 

Just put in your initials You'll have 27 teams beaten, 

as “JAM” on this screen. and a more difficult game! 
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Fusion is 

dedicated to covering the 

Changing face of interactive entertainment. Taking 

you beyond the simple fun and games of yesterday's 

software. FUSION energizes the pages 

With information on applications of today while looking ahead to 

tomorrew. FUSION Will transport You to the 

places where only computers and technologies are responsible for 

what you see, hear and play. FUSION digs deep to set one- 

_ on-one with the people and personalities behind this state-of-the 

y art change in entertainment. A true Cyberspace magazine. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip Sex: M/F 

Phone ( ) Year Born 19 

Q 2 year - $44.950) 1 year - $23.95 

OQ) Payment Enclosed 0 Bill Me 
For faster service on Visa or Mastercard orders call: 

Please wait 6-8 weeks for your first issue to arrive. Enclose U.S. Funds Only. 
Canada & Mexico add $12.00 per year. Foreign rate $80 per year. JJUL7 

Fusion is a ™ of Decker Publications, Inc. © 1995\0eeken publications, inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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the only place to go on the Web to find the hottest info on video games, Computers 

Mortal Kombat 3 TM & © 1995 Midway Mfg. Co. 
All rights reserved. 

Options Navigate Search Tools Help 

} Document Title: [Joystiks Home Page 

Document URL: [http://www.nuke.com/egm/egmhome. htm! Ani 

Star Trek: Voyager 
© 1994 
Paramount Pictures. 
All rights reserved. 

* Check Out New Reviews In the Review Crew 
* New Mortal Kombat 3 Pix In Press Start 
“Complete MK3 Tips, Codes, and Strategies In 

WINS: 08 (sot, 3 

| Kombat 3 TM & © 1995 Midway Mfg. Co. 

All rights reserved. 



et the inside scoop with tons of exclusive info you won't find anywhere else g yw 

Mortal Kombat 3 TM & © 1995 Midway Mfg. Co. Doom 2: Hell on Earth TM id Software © 1994-95 Batman Forever TM & © 1995 DC Comics Babylon 5 © 1994 Warner Bros. 
(All Rights Reserved.) All rights reserved. 

packed 

for the 

you won't find anywhere else, a 
on scorching new games. You c 
demos, see what the editors c 

es. Plus, you can get the inside 
scoop at more...only with NUKE! 
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INTERVIEW: 
TALKING WITH VAN 
EARL WRIGHT OF 

CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 

PREVIEW: 
NBA JAM:TE (32X) 
WWF RAW (32X) 

STRATEGY: 
WINNING BIG IN WORLD 

SERIES BASEBALL ‘95, 
HIDDEN TEAM; ACCESS A 
CODE AND PLAY WITH 

THE BLUESKY TEAM 

SPRING TRAINING: 
THE SEASON IS IN FULL 

SWING, CHECK OUT WHO 
DESERVES TO BE ON TOP 

INSIDE LOOK: 
NHL ‘96 (3D0) 

ROAD RASH (PLAYSTATION) 
ESPN EXTREME GAMES 

(PLAYSTATION) 
MLBPA BASEBALL 

1 LTS VOUGE OF SLAIN & JAG 

Time to go deeeeep over 
the wall in left field with one 
of the greatest sportscasters 
of our time. This month we 
chatted with the king of 
sports one-liners, Van Earl 
Wright. 
We probed into his past 

and got his views on.some 
of the most pressing issues 
facing sports today. 
Team EGM goes from the 

top of the rim to behind the 
plate to give you some 
insight into the man behind 
the voice of Crystal 
Dynamics Championship 

Sports brand name. 
Crystal Dynamics is build- 

ing a sports dynasty and Van 
Earl Wright will bring you 
along for an exciting ride. 

102 Bow 

We've just come back from 
seeing some of the sports 

games that will be offered 
this fall. We'll give you an 
exclusive first look at NHL ‘96 
for the 3DO. This game 
should be just what the doc- 
tor ordered for 3DO users. 
Can you say FIFA Soccer 
boys and girls? | know you 
can. NHL ‘96 for the 3DO will 
be a landmark title for EA 
Sports. 

Road Rash fans won’t want 
to miss our inside look at 
Road Rash for the Play- 
Station with some new tracks 
and bike features that will 

leave you playing long into 

the night. 

Sony Imagesoft had some 
interesting games that they 

let us see. One we will be 
talking about in this month’s 

Inside Look is ESPN Extreme 
Games. 

If you love sports gaming 
as much as we do, you won’t 

want to miss our cool fea- 
tures and inside strategy on 
some of the most popular 
games on the planet. Next 
month we'll hit the hard court 

and let you know who will win 
this year’s video game bas- 
ketball championship with an 
“Around the Rim” look at 

some of the best basketball 
games of the year. We'll also 
shed some light on what 
companies are working on for 

next year. 
Here we go with this 

issue’s intense Team EGM! 



Tournament Edition has 
finally hit home. In this 32X 

version, you'll get to see the 
closest translation straight 
from the arcades. Acclaim 
has finally done it right; it’s 
never too late for the best. 

If you have played the 
other platforms, you'll notice 
that the new tournament 
rules allow you to juice-up 

your players and speed up 
the action 

Let’s get ready to rumble! 
You've seen the WWF Raw 
on the earlier machines, now 
take a look at the new-and- 
improved WWF Raw for 
your 32X. 
The animations have been 

enhanced to bring you 32X 
quality. Digitized pictures of 
wrestlers are more vivid than 

before. Animations of 
wrestlers in the ring come 
alive with more realistic 

of the game. With icons 

turned on, there will be icons 
lying on the basketball court 
that you have to pick up. 
Some will give you defensive 

and offensive advantages. 
Thinking of shooting a nine- 
point layup? Look for the 

hotspots on the ground. 
More players are involved 

in this one as well. You'll 
have at least three players on 

your team. After each quarter 

has expired, you can substi- 
tute fresh players for injured 
ones. You can even pick a 

M a! rookie team that consists 

Si = entirely of rookies. 
? Another feature that stands 

out is being able to 
play against the 
same team. 

The one thing 
that will really 

— . a Sh! he) 

moves 
and attacks. As 
for the sound 
department, there aren’t any 
big changes at all. However, 
this is not a big factor, con- 
sidering the game is well 
done in the long run. 

Be prepared to see the 

bone-crushin’ killer moves the 
game is filled with. Each 
wrestler has his/her moves. 

THEME 

DIFFICULTY 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

MEG SIZE 

BACK-UP 

# OF PLAYERS 
catch your eye is the scrolling 

of the players on the field, 
just like the arcade. This is 
the closest thing you can get 

to the real thing arcade-wise. 
The team Iguana from 

Acclaim has seriously out- 
done themselves with this 
cart. What's next? Sega 

Saturn or PlayStation plat- 
form? Maybe Ultra 64! 

AVAILABLE 

% COMPLETE 

DEVELOPED BY: 
Iguana 

PUBLISHED BY: 
Acclaim 

The hotspots and the icons 
increase the chances for you to 
score as well as defend against 
your opponents. 

FACT-FILE 
THEME 

There are even special 
moves you can access. 
These do not mean it’s 

smooth sailing from here, 

because there are many 
other wrestlers who can 
use special moves against 
you. Jump on the ropes or 

an opponent, scratch some- 

one’s face, body slam, throw 
someone out of the ring, 
knock down the ref—these 
are just a few of the things 
you can do in the ring. Enter 
tournaments and team up 
with a friend, or have a brawl 
with up to four players at one 
time. This wrestling game 
has it all! 

DIFFICULTY 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

MEG SIZE 

BACK-UP 

# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABLE 

% COMPLETE 

DEVELOPED BY: 

| Acclaim 

PUBLISHED BY: 

Acclaim 
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ou may remember 
him as the voice of 
late-night sports 
from the time when 

he worked the graveyard shift 
at CNN reporting on the 
sports highlights of the day, 
all the while adding his own 

flavor to the sports news he 
was reporting. 

He is best known for calling 
deep fly balls when major 

league home run kings swat- 
ted the ball deeeeep over the 
wall in left field or when the 
NBA's dunksters took the 

rock and were slammin’ and 
jammin’ on the hard court. He 
had a dedicated late-night 

following and garnered more 
attention from sports fans 

than any other U.S. sports 
announcer. 

From “He gets the roll” to 
“A beautiful dish with an even 
prettier finish,” Van Earl is 

well liked and a big hit. He 
took his show from CNN over 

to WDIV TV 4 Sports in 
Detroit and was an instant hit 
there as well. 

Now Crystal Dynamics has 
started their Championship 

Sports lineup and gamers 
can hear some of Van Earl’s 
sayings first-hand in Crystal 
Dynamics’ games such as 
Slam and Jam for 

the 3DO. 
Van Earl Wright 

is now the official 
voice of 
Championship 
Sports and you 

won't be disappointed by the 
results. He’s a great guy and 
one heck of an announcer. 
We had a chance to chat with 
him about sports and a few 
other related issues. 

TEAM EGM: What’s your 
favorite sport? 

WRIGHT: My favorite sport 
has always been NBA bas- 
ketball, but after following the 
Red Wings during my first 
year and a half in Detroit ... 
I’m now proud to call myself 
a hockey geek. 

Who was your hero as you 

were growing up? Which 
sports celebrities did you 

look up to? 
Julius Erving was my 
number-one sports hero 

growing up. Gale Sayers and 
Dale Murphy come in a close 
second and third. 

In broadcasting, who did 

you enjoy listening to as 
you were coming up 
through the ranks? 

My broadcasting heroes have 
been Bob Costas ... Chris 
Berman ... and Fred 
Hickman. Dick Enberg and 

Marv Albert have always 
been my favorites as well. 
Along with the immortal 
Howard Cosell. My dad dis- 
liked Howard. | thought that | 

was supposed to hate him, 

but | eventually realized that | 
really liked the guy. 

Some of your critics say 
that your flamboyant calls 

on home runs and incredi- 
ble dunks distract from the 
sport itself. How do you 
respond to that and what 
do you try to do witha 
sportscast? 

My response to any type of 
criticism | might receive for 

my particular style of sports- 
casting is ... there is 
absolutely no way you can 
please everyone, especially 
in this type of job. If people 
don’t like it, they can change 
the channel. It’s sports! I’m 
just trying to have a good 
time when I’m on the air. | 
love sports and that’s why I’m | 
so enthusiastic when | talk 
about sports on the air. 

How do you look upon 
your stint at CNN Sports? 
My four years at CNN were 
great in that | received a lot 
of exposure not only national- 

ly, but worldwide as well. It 
definitely helped me develop 

a style that | am now well 
known for, but it was also 

very limiting because the 
atmosphere there was very 

conservative. In the end, | 
realized that if | wanted the 
opportunity to grow and take 
on new challenges in broad- 
casting ... it was going to be 
somewhere else. 

Do you play video games? 
If so, which ones? 

I’m embarrassed to say that | 
haven't been that involved in 

video games in the past. 
However, Crystal Dynamics 
has added a level of realism 

in their games that has defi- 
nitely piqued my interest. 

Who is your favorite athlete 
and why? 

| don’t really have a favorite 
athlete. There are many peo- 

ple here in Detroit who are 
| good, fun people to be 
around ... Joe Dumars, Grant 

| Hill, Shawn Burr, Paul Coffey, 
Steve Yzerman and Barry 

Sanders are among them. 

Who was your best 
interview? 

Favorite interview? The 
| impossible question. My 

favorite is a person who 

VAN EARL WRIGHT BRINGS THE THUNDER WITH 
AUTHORITY ON CRYSTAL DYNAMICS’ SPORTS TITLES 

| 

treats me with courtesy and 
isn’t scared of me just 

because | have to ask some 
| questions. 



Tecmo® 16 bit Sports games are unmatched in the true-to-life control you have over every 
aspect of the game. 

You've already played Tecmo® Super NBA® Basketball™ and Tecmo® Super Bowl.™ 
But just in case you’ve been on an extended vacation to 

ORDER SEASON 
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You have complete control over Team control modes include Coach, Season Schedule displays games Select a Pinch Hitter with 

Computer, Manual and Skip batting order played, in progress and to be played 

ee 
all pitcher stats displayed 

Select your swing, give a sign Select your pitch, choose your 
or use Manager options defense or use Manager options 

Sasi esses 
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BATTER STATS blames 

PITONER STATS fF if 
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Change your defensive formation All the game stats you could want, Comprehensive stats for all 700 Regular, Reduced and Short seasons 

for any situation with battery back-up! MLBPA players 

We would show you more but 

stk BASEBALL 
ECMO SUPER BOWL Il 

FINAL EDITION 
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© Tecmo, Ltd. 1994 TECMO® is a registered trademark of Tecmo, Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Sega™ Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. Licensed by Nintendo for play on the Super 
Nintendo Entertainment System. Nintendo, Super NES and official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. The videogame Rating Council, its rating system, symbols and indicia are trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. © 1993 Sega 

Tecmo, Inc. * 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 
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Stealing can be tricky and here are some sure-fire ways to 
succeed. First, take a look at the opposing team’s roster to find 
out what type of arm the opposing catcher has. If he has from a 

six to an eight rating, his arm is good. With these types of num- 
bers, he will be very hard to steal against. In terms of speed, any 
players who have a rating of seven or above are fast. Below a 

seven, they’ll have John Olerud’s (Toronto Bluejays’ first base- 
man) snail speed and they’ll have a hard time stealing second 
base. To access the numbers, hit left and C and you'll be able to 
look at your teams and your opposition’s numbers. To steal when 

your player is on first base, press the B button to get him to lead off and press the directional pad toward first base. Then press 
B again a couple of times, but be careful, because the artificial intelligence of this game is quick. If you take too large of a lead, 
you'll get picked off. A sure way to not get picked off is to press the B button to get a good jump as soon as the pitcher chooses 

the speed of his pitch. Quickly press the B button again to send the runner and press the directional pad in the direction of the 
desired base. Then you'll be on your own to try and conquer the base paths. 

HY mt OM U AR 
If you start the runner, it 

looks as though the outfielder 
will catch a fly ball and you 
want to get all of your run- 

ners back to their bases safe- 
ly, push down on the direc- 
tional pad while pressing the 

A button. That will control all 
of the runners and get them 

If you think your opponent 

won't be able to catch the ball, 

run to the next base. 

back to the bags they started 
from safely. 

If the ball drops unexpect- 
edly, all you need to do is 

hold down on the directional 

pad and press the B button. 

Everyone will advance to the 

next base. Be aggressive on 
the base paths. 

Got back just in time. Always 

watch your men on the bases 
when there’s a flyball. 

When playing a two-player 
game, there’s a way you can 

hide the location of your pitch 
from your opponent. BlueSky 
has built a pitch-hiding mech- 
anism into the Al of the 
game. 

Pick the pitch you want to 

throw, then move the cursor 
around to the location you 
want to throw the pitch to. To 

hide the location, all you 

need to do is keep your fin- 

ger on the D-pad while mov- 
ing the ball cursor (pitch loca- 
tion ball) around. If you move 

it up to the left-hand corner 
that’s where you'll throw the 

pitch. As the ball goes over 
the left-hand corner, press 
the A, B or C button to 

choose the location, but don’t 
let up on the direction pad. 
The ball cursor will keep 
moving and you've already 

selected your pitch, but your 
opponent won’t know where 
the ball is going to go. This 
will trick your opponent into 

thinking he knows where the 
pitch will go, and you can 

cross him up using this sim- 
ple controller trick. 

a Side Sate LOE SIC YEA )( Es 
At the beginning of the game, wait for the Stadium Fireworks Screen to begin fading out. Then, press A, B, C and Start simul- 

taneously. This puts you in the BlueSky Zone. The first screen is a controller function check that also includes the software ver- 
sion date. Press the Start button twice to move on. The next screen is a developer’s “cheat area” where you can modify vari- 
ous start game parameters, such as number of innings, Visitors’ score and Home Score. Make the screen read Inning: 3, 
Visitors Score: 1 and Home Score: 3, then press and hold A, B, C and Start, (the BlueSky Zone Controller Screen again), then 
press the Start button twice to get to the cheat area. Now access the line that says “BlueSky’—off.” Use the controller to select 
this line and change the “off” to “on.” At this time you will see photos of the BlueSky World Series ‘95 development team, (aka 
the BlueSky Team). To PLAY BALL! Hit the Start button to make the game restart. Choose “Exhibition Game,” then select either 

to play as the BlueSky team or against them. The BlueSky SS 
team is composed of BlueSky artists and programmers; 
their statistical attributes are the best in the game—never 
below a “7.” Look out for the following team members: Try to 
hit against Chuck Osieja. His 40mph knuckleball is literally 

@ unhittable, especially when it’s followed by his 9Omph fast- 

ball! Jay Panek’s offensive attributes are all “9” or above. 
Use him to put a hurt on the ball! Or you can discover your 
own favorite BlueSky all-star player. 

-- WELCOME TO THE BS ZONE --- 
62-15-95 02229557 
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SPECIAL 
TECMO §S 
This fall, Tecmo will be releasing TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION for both Super Nintendo and 

Sega Genesis systems. 

Because of the unusually high demand for Tecmo Super Bowl II last January,Tecmo would like to assist you in 

obtaining a copy of TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION from your favorite retailer. 

In order to avoid the shortage problems which occurred with Tecmo Super Bowl II,Tecmo is making a special 

priority shipment program available to retailers and distributors, who choose to participate, fromJUNE 15, 1995 TO 

AUGUST 1, 1995. 
Tecmo encourages you to go to your favorite participating retailer and reserve a copy of TECMO SUPER BOWL 

II: FINAL EDITION by placing a non-refundable deposit between JUNE 15, 1995 AND AUGUST 1, 1995. 
In order to assist you, Tecmo suggests that you fill out the reservation/deposit form below and drop it off at any 

participating retailer. 

TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION 
CHECK OUT SOME OF THE NEW FEATURES: 

¢ New, updated player rosters 

¢ New character edit mode 

¢ New NFL expansion teams 

¢ New Free Agency mode 

¢ Better graphics and sound 

TSB II: FINAL EDITION - THE PERFECTION WILL BLOW YOU AWAY! 

'TECMO SUPER BOWL Ill: FINAL EDITION | 
Dear Retailer: I 

The customer whose name and address is liste below wishes to place a non-refundable deposit on Tecmo Super 
Bowl Ill. Please contact your local game distributor and/or your central buying office for specific instructions. 

Name 5 see Amount of Deposit $ 

Address : Store Stamp or Receipt 

City State Zip 

| Phone Number 

' Reserve me copy(s) of Super Nintendo ) or Sega Genesis L]} 

TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION should be available in October of 1995. 
Watch this magazine for late breaking updates regarding game features and when 

Tecmo Super Bowl III: Final Edition will be in stores near you. 

UNNI (@ If] GENESIS @ 22 
Be cmos wih he 
Sega™ 

KIDS TO ADULTS} 
© Tecmo, Ltd. 1994 TECMO® is a registered trademark of Tecmo, Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. for play on the Saga” Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 

All rights reserved. Licensed by Nintendo for play on the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Nintendo, Super NES and official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. This product has 
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System, 

Bit not yet been rated by the Entertainment Rating Software Board. For information about the ESRB ratings, please contact the ESRB at 1-800-771-ESRB. 

SPORTS Tecmo, Inc. * 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 Fax (310) 787-3131 



It's part two of Team EGM’s 
Spring Training baseball fea- 
ture. We've been scouting 
the big leagues for all of the 
baseball news that’s fit to 

print. Let me tell you—there 
are some very cool baseball 
games coming down the 
pipe. 

Frank Thomas “Big Hurt” 
Baseball from Acclaim will 

be throwing strikes on a 
number of systems including 
the Super NES, Genesis, 

Sega Saturn, Sony Play- 
Station and the Nintendo 
Ultra 64. 

A few other game compa- 
nies are stepping up to the 

plate as well, with upcoming 
baseball products. Konami, 

Interplay (with their new VR 

Sports brand name) and 

Crystal Dynamics will all be 
swinging for the fence. 

Just as BlueSky continues 
to set the standard with 
World Series Baseball ‘95 for 
Sega Sports, new games 
featuring full SGl-rendered 
baseball diamonds and poly- 
gon players will make base- 
ball even more exciting on 
the next-generation gaming 

systems. 

The Iceman and | hope you 
enjoyed our innovative look 
at gaming’s Spring Training: 
Baseball edition. 

Sporting News Baseball 
Hudson Soft/Super NES 

Get ready to take on the 
rest of the league for the 

168-game pennant race with 
real-time players and their 
current stats on hand. Cool 
zoom effects bring the hits 

to you. 

Sporting News Baseball 
has some unique features. If 
you're having problems on 
the plate or at the pitcher’s 
mound, take some time off 
and practice your swinging 
ability and your throwing arm. 
This is not all that’s here. If 
you like slugging it out 

against the computer or a 
friend, you can enter the 

Home Run Derby to see who 
can whack it out of here. 
Sporting News Baseball has 
other features and options 
that you'll enjoy. 

Super RBI Baseball 
Time Warner Interactive/Super NES 

Ever since the first RBI 
game came out, the game 
play and Al (Artificial 
Intelligence) have gotten 
better every year. Also with 
newer technology being 
used on these systems, the 
graphics and sounds have 
greatly improved. 

RBI Baseball, a very popu- 
lar game, comes alive again 
in this year’s Super NES 
version. Many features have 
been tweaked to bring you 
the very best baseball has to 

Select Your Limeup 
Baltimor 

w o 

brings the game alive. 

Crowds cheering along with 
manager and player cinemas 
add some nice touches to 

what's taking place on the 
field. Toss in the real players 
from the league and you 
have a complete game of 
baseball. These are only a 
few of the great features that 
make up this game. RBI 
Baseball has been one of the 
most popular video baseball 
games money can buy and 
this one will continue to show 

you why. 
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Look at all of the stats that 
this game has to offer. 

o 

offer without leaving your 
house. The animations have 
been enhanced dramatically: 
batters swinging, players 
throwing the ball and pitching 
have all been reworked to 
give the movements realistic 
perspectives. Fast-paced 
action on the field really 

Fast-paced action on the field 
sets the tone of the game. 



a THE MOST 
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RETURNS FOR 
ANOTHER 
SEASON. 
Step up to the plate and drive one into the cheap seats! 

Crisp color graphics and realistic gameplay make! RBI) 

Baseball 95 the latest, greatest installment in the best- 

Selling RBI Baseball video game series, Improved|artificial 

intelligence enhances computer opponent strategies like 

asestealing) bunting and runner pick-off attempts, 

Experienceian incredible) view of those fasthalls, curve- 

balls; and'sjiders with the large, realistic batter/catcher, 

playing view, State-of-the-art digital video, displayed'in 256 

colors, provides a fantastic look and feel at the plate, 

Jumping and diving catches, stolen|bases;,powersal|ome 

yins,,,youl find it alljand mye IRB) Baseball ey) ; 

A Whole Season : RBI 
Just fill out the form below and retum to; A Whole Season of RBI 

Sweepstakes, PO. Box 8095, Grand Rapids, MN, 55745-8095 and you 
could be a winner of one of the following prizes: 

(1) GRAND PRIZE: An auographed baseball and bat from your favorite big league play- 
ef featured in RBI Baseball 95 for the Sega Genesis 32X, or Super 
BI Baseball for Super NES, and your favorite protessional baseball 
team's “uniform*,” 

(8) FIRST PRIZES: An autographed baseball from your favorite big league player fea 
tured in RBI Baseball '95 for the Sega Genesis 32X, or Super RBI 
Baseball for Super NES, r Replay 

(25) SECOND PRIZES: RBI Baseball '95 hat and watch, 
(100) THIRD PRIZES: RBI Baseball '95 hat 

NAME 

‘RODRESS 

PHONE 

RBI: TM and @ Atari Games, Licensed to Time Warner Interacti All rights reserved, ©MLBPA 1995, Olffcial Licensee ~ Major League Baseball Players Association. Sega' Genesis™ and 32X™ are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, 
Lid, All produc rate names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective owners, 



TEAM EGM STARTING LINEUP ... THE REAL SCOREBOARD 
TITLE (SYSTEM #OFPLAVERS LICENSE(S), | _ SPECIAL FEATURES 

1 World Series Baseball ‘95 1or2 MLBPA, MILB i ‘Choose Hall of Famer lineup; all 28 rendered ball- 
| parks; Classic Home Run Derby; Draft and Trade 

| players; Free agents; Maitiptayer leagues 

2. Triple Play Baseball 1t04 | MLBPA | 26-, 52-, 104- or 162-Season Mode; Injuries; 
| | Trade players; Create, sign and release players; 

| Hot and cold streaks; Multiplayer capability 
| Wiser es! play); ae Goel oat or eee 

1or2 | MLBPA Batting Practice; Eit Teams and Players; 162. 
| | 81- or 18-game season; All 28 authentic ball- 

| parks; Pitcher andl hatter views 

4 Snorting News Baseball MLBPA 26-, 52-, 78-, 162-season schedule; H Home Run Super NES | 1or2 
| Der 

5. RBI Baseball ‘95 1or2 Full 162-same season, = Playoffs and World 

| Championship Series; Large batter/catcher's 
| playing views; Actual footage from spring train- 
| ing; Challenging computer intelligence; 28 actual 

|_major Ie league s Stadiums ae 

MLBPA Full 162-game season, Playofts an and World 

| Championship; Home Run Derby; Create Teams; 
| Practice Defense; Game Breakers; Over 800 ball 
| players from all 28 major league teams 

6. Super RBI Baseball 1or2 

I’m sorry to say Super 
RBI Baseball comes 
out last on our list. 

Despite having the 
MLBPA license and 

over 800 ball players 
from all major league 

teams, there weren’t any 
big changes to this Super, 

NES translati 

RBI BASEBALL 

95 

Updated graphics and 
H a unique view from 

behind the catcher 
adds to this year’s 

RBI experience. This 
game tries to stretch 

a single into a double 
and gets tossed out in dramatic 
fashion at second base. 

SPORTING NEWS TRIPLE PLAY 
BASEBALL BASEBALL 

Hudson This game 
Soft, not is a definite 
well known contender 

for their sports games, surprises This year’s is one great for this year’s baseball crown. 
this team with their Sporting World Series game that The game play is incredibly tight. 
News Baseball. The “flyball” Baseball looks Bf stands out and is a must-play for any serious 
zoom perspective will really catch better than u ———— above the baseball fan. It’s the bottom of the 
your eye. All of your favorite play- ever. The WORLD SERIES crowd of base- ninth inning and there’s going to 

ers are here going ateach other © uniquezoom BASEBALL 985 balltitles.The bea play at the plate to determine 
for the pennant. batter’s box game features this year’s winner. 

view makes it a realistic both the MLBPA and major 
baseball experience. This league team licenses. 

WO [er 



y—— BASSMASTER BLASTER ote 

TWO YOU CAN KEEP! 
BASS ENDORSES FIRST VIDEO GAME 

B ASSIM ASTERS CLASSIC PRIDE CATCH USA The best software developers, 
working with the Bass Anglers Sportsman 

‘MOST RE ALISTIC 3) Society®, have put together the world’s 
finest bass fishing simulation! Players hone 

_ FISHING G AME FVER’ their casting skills on the practice pond, then 
compete in four tournaments and the BASS 

HITS STORE SHELVES! Masters Classic! Inside sources say ‘Don’t let 
this one get away — it’s a trophy catch!’ 

This videogame tour consists of five three-day tournaments at five lakes. The first. on oss) Wall 

bait shop is a local landmark, and from there,anglers campet + y anf 
“they'll need to take care of a fewethé : = es : Nie 

oe 

Local Anglers GET YOURS TODAY! | 
Catch Their Limit —  - § 
Enjoying the fine seasonal $6455 $5955 ee 

weather and the finest fishin’ Super NES Genesis 

game this side of the Panama 
al fust-cateu@lyde Available at your local retailer or order by phone! 
Casey, Cory Crispen and Zoe 

Shelby show off their prize- for orders 

winning catches. only, call: 
(1-800-227-7061) 

as always. 
Perfect for fishing, 

Order by phone and receive a free gift while supplies last. 
Tis cl our pouneabet : a. 
rt ei For Game Hints & other information, call: vd 501-3241 
Piss wsscsooie 
with his sel obo sure that |ASS Maste c® and Bass Anglers Sportsman Soci nd Genesis 
they ate conpale wih age a: endo Enter and the Official 
Boe Ste Sistas Seal are registered trade! io of America Inc, Black Pearl Software is a trademark of T+HQ, Inc, Malibu Games 

isa division of THQ, Ine © 1995 T+HO, In 
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LAU PANEER 

Time to hit the ice with 
what should be to hockey 

what FIFA ‘95 was to soccer: 
a landmark game that all 
others are measured 

against. 
EA Sports has created a 

32-Bit wonder. Although the 
version we saw was not 
anywhere near complete, it 

was playable. It was on dis- 
play for all who ventured into 
the EA Sports booth, and it 

looked very impressive. All 
of your favorite NHL teams, 

actual players and logos 

have been included to add to 
the realism of the game. 

EA Sports’ popular slogan 
is, “If it's in the game, it’s in 
the game.” They aren’t kid- 

ding! NHL ‘96 has everything 
a hockey fan could want. It is 

EA Sports’ first 32-Bit hockey 

Ae apelale L\PCS2 

NEIL °O6 

title and if it is any indication 
of what hockey fans and 
sports gamers can expect, 
EA has a bright future in 

hockey games. The realistic 
sound effects and a great 
perspective of the rink almost 

make you feel as if you are 
actually on the ice with the 
players. 

In this version sprite drop- 
out was a problem, but that 

will be cleared up as the 
game nears completion. 

We'll let you know when EA 
Sports launches this game. 
Look for more coverage in 
the future. 

{pie 

{ 

Surprise, surprise, 

surprise—Road Rash on the 
PlayStation. This game has 
all of the spills and thrills of 

the other Road Rash titles. If 
you love fast-action motorcy- 
cle racing, then this game is 
for you. 

It will be available for the 
Sony PlayStation when the 

system is launched Sept. 9 
in North America. 

The game has all of your 

favorite bikes and some new 
weapons (five of them in fact) | 

-[Jeccromic Arese 
ROG RasiN 

that will help you get back 
at the guy who just knocked 
you off your bike or rudely 
cut you off. 

If you’re a Road Rash fan, 

you'll want to kick start your 
PlayStation library with this 

game. It’s a translation of the 
3DO Road Rash with some 
new tracks and a few new 

twists and turns. 
There are no rules. In this 

version you can buy 
upgrades to improve your 

tires, performance and sus- 
pension. These kits will give 

you quicker acceleration and 
help you finish in the money. 

There’s also a new Snitch 
Mode that allows you to rat 

| on another biker and de- 

crease your own fine at the 

same time. When you rat on 
someone, you'd better have 
eyes in the back of your head 

because they'll get you for it 
in the end. 

This is no traditional racing 
game. In ESPN Extreme 

Games, players compete 
against each other in true 
3-D worlds using the hottest 

new sports gear or vehicles, 

like in-line skates, mountain 
bikes, skateboards and street 
luges over friendly and not- 
so-friendly terrain. 
Sony Imagesoft plans to 

introduce the PlayStation 
version close to the launch of 
the unit in September. 
Gamers will be able to 

choose from six unique 
courses from around the 
world, such as San 

12 eA 

Somy Ui 
ESPN EXUIREW 

Francisco, Lake Tahoe, 
South America, Rome, 
Hollywood and Utah. The 
game will have four levels of 
difficulty taking gamers on an 
incredible journey through 
many challenging scenarios. 

Konami will be swinging for 
the fence with a polygon- 
based baseball game that will 
feature all of your favorite 
players from the Major 
Leagues. 

Some unique game play 
perspectives add to the look 
of this game. Remember, this 
is just a first look and be- | 

MLBRA BASEBALL 
Akonanmie 

cause the game was in the 
early stages of development, 

we didn’t get a chance to 
play it. But we just had to 
show you these pictures from 
the tape we saw. 

Watch for a more complete 
look at Konami's MLBPA 

Baseball for the Sega Saturn 
and PlayStation as well as 
the inside scoop on a new 
basketball game they are 
currently working on. 



DU. 

Pelle 
Loox For your $5 oF Batter Up™ 

COUPON INSIDE THESE GAME CARTRIDGES: 

For real video baseball action, forget about pressing buttons on a boring controller. Get your 

™! hands on the new Batter Up" electronic bat. Batter Up is compatible with the most popular 

baseball games around. So you can take your swings against the toughest pitchers in the 

majors. Chances are, they're all well-rested by now. Batter Up is also available for IBM° + Wortp Series BaseBaLi® ‘95, 
+ Harppaut “95™ 

° TRIPLE PLay™ BASEBALL PC games, so look for it at your favorite video game or computer stores. 

SPORTS Interactive Baseball Accessory for SEGA" GENESIS. SUPER NES,” and IBM PC’s. Software not included. 

Sci ENCES Batter Up™ is a trademark of Sports Sciences, Inc. SEGA™ and GENESIS™ are trademarks of SEGA Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. SUPER NES™ is o registered 

INC. trademark of Nintendo of America © 1991. All trademarks are the property of ther respective owners. All rights reserved 
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Triple Play Baseball touches all the bases 
and EA Sports has knocked one into the 
bleachers. Avid fans of baseball will have 

tons of fun controlling the runners. The 

advanced Al in this game will keep you on 
your toes. There’s no fooling around on 
the base path in this game. Even in the 

One-player Mode, the catch- 
er will pull the trigger on you, 
so watch it as you lead off. 

The frame rate isn’t quite as good as it is 
in the arcade for obvious reasons. But the 

game burns rubber in a big way and deliv- 
ers the same type of exciting racing expe- 

rience. This is a good translation of the 
arcade classic, and it plays much better 
than the Japanese version that was 

rushed to market. Sega of 
America polished up the 
game and it really shines on 

the U.S. Saturn. 

It's time to hit the links, drive for show and 
putt for dough. The seven different play 
modes and the ability to create your own 

players and the three different golf views 

including the ball cam add to the enjoy- 
ment of this game. You can even track 
your hole-by-hole scoring averages and 

custom select your clubs. If 
you're a golf fan you'll be 
teed off at yourself if you 
don’t try this game. 

The unique penalty kick perspective and 
the large player animations will have you 
bicycle kicking your way to big-time suc- 

cess. You can perform volleys, flying 
headers and you can watch a replay of 
your spectacular goals from a variety of 

angles. This game is so realistic you'll 

come away with grass stains 
on your hands from pounding 
away on the controller. Give 
this one a try or two. 

How close can you get to the real thing? 
This is one complete baseball game. You 

get some amazing animations that you 
don’t normally see in a video baseball 

game. Cool commentary on the plays as 
well as crowd reactions are among the 
many features. | never knew you could 
put so many in one baseball 
game! Electronic Arts has 
seriously outdone them- 

selves and it has paid off. 

It’s finally here, a surprise for everyone 

stateside. The quality of the game, mainly 
in the graphics, is quite noticeable from 

the arcade version. The scaling and 
scrolling of the tracks need more anima- 
tions. It was disappointing to watch at 
first but when you get started you won't 
want to get off the wheel. 
The overall performance of 

this translation is well done. 

It needs some tweaking. 

The Saturn shows off some of its 
capabilities with this new Pebble Beach 

golf game. The cinemas (video clips) are 
superbly done, even the overview of the 

courses (rendered) are vividly displayed 
to give you the very best in a video golf 

game. Lots and lots of features are in this 
one, so you can play golf at 
home without spending a 
bundle for some clubs. Good 
start for Sega. 

This is truly next-generation gaming. It’s 
really hard for a game to capture my 
interest, but this is one awesome soccer 
game. The rendered field and players are 
top-notch; | have never seen such fluid 
polygon graphics on a.video system. 

Great rotation and zoom effects on instant 

replays. Cool radar feature. 
If you’re looking for a soccer 
game that has some guts, 
this is the one for you. 
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IN PRIZES! 

draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of 
skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Lath have what it takes. It looks simple, 
but its only the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this time it's 
all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours. 
With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win! 

Computer Contest. Win a blazing fast Compudyne with Pentium 90 
processor, 8 meg. ram, 845 meg. hard drive, CD-ROM, modem and more! 

Video Game Contest. nae the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: 
Super NES; Sega Genesis with CD-ROM and 32X. Panasonic 3D0; and Atari Jaguar. 
Get all four or trade the ones you don’t want for CASH! Bonus options include: 
Sony Play Station, 33 inch monitor, $1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! 

Yes! 

1D CLUE: 

TO GRAB SOMEONE'S SKIN BETWEEN TWO FINGERS AND PRESS. 

You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the Media Rig The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor, 
130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Pro ric Surround Sound, and all components shown. 
Win DBS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away! 

We're talkin’ GAMING HEAVEN! 
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with hd att across that spell 
out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue. 

In the future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie- 
breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve 
each puzzle. We don't know how many wil play but ll 61% will have the 
highest score possible score to Phase I, 43% to Phase Il, 36% to Phase Ill, and 32% 
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will 
each receive the grand prize they are playing for. 

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE’S MY ENTRY FEE: 
LJ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
J ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
CJ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
(1 ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

TVA ONY di1d. 

Name 

Address 

State Zi City 

rR SEND CASH, M.0O., OR CHECK TO: 
PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247 

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED + ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY AUGUST 12, 1995 » ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Only one entry per person. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are ineligible, Judges decisions are final. 
Where judges are in error the sponsors lability is limited to the amount of entry fees paid. Not responsible for lost, delayed or 
stolen mail, Open to residents ofthe US. its tertories and Canada, You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing 
Pandemonium, Inc. 7204 Washinaton Ave. S, Eden Prairie, MIN'55344, Merchandise names and models are trademarks oftheir 
respective companies who, along with this magazine have no affiliation with this contest. © 1995 Pandemonium, Inc. 

\ 



This is 2S aS ee St 

Threex where you ** 

will spend a lot of Fal. : 
time in the begin- 222ee  geaesnen— jan 
ning of the game. tae 
A lot of places 
won't be accessi- 
ble in the begin- 
ning. Don’t get 

BACK-UP | co en too frustrated 

9 : <=] because there has 
got to be a flag 

# OF PLAYERS somewhere—you just haven't triggered it yet. Pay attention to 
I what people say (especially people who might be blocking your - 

AVAILABLE way), for they might tell you what you need to do next. Keep your- > & 
u self high on healing items and sell what you don’t need. 

COMPLETE) ASI Mrzlniche Cao) [I exes ea col kal Kee 
DEVELOPED BY: 

Nintendo 
PUBLISHED BY: 

Nintendo 

gt all 

Goods Auto 

There are a ton of enemies for 
you to fight in this game. The 
fight scenes may not look all that | 
exciting, but once you get into 
this game, that no longer really 
matters. The enemies are very | 
tough, and it does take some skill 

to beat them. Also, a cool thing 

about this game is that the ene- 
mies don’t just come out of nowhere. You can see them on the screen before they hit you, but it 
is extremely hard to dodge them. Another cool thing is, if you get into a fight that you’re undoubt- 

the best RPGs to date and will  @dly going to win, the game goes on as if you’ve beaten the enemies, giving you the money and 
keep any player interested for the experience. The Bosses all have their own distinct background, which gives you something 

a long time to come. very cool to look at as you're fighting them. 

The characters in this game 
may look cheesy, but don’t let 

that fool you. This is one of 
Gee cts 

‘ANOY 
Goods Auto Fight *Bash Goods Auto Fight 
Defend Run Away Pst Defend Run Away 



Hey, 
close to m 

+4 deadly PSI attack which only ANDY can use. 

+It’s a psychokinetic wave generated by 

concentration that deals each enemy about 50 "eee 
Vsti of damage. ieee Check Satu 

AR) 4 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
When | first got a look at this 

game, | laughed out loud. It 

looked like it could have been 

done on a Nintendo, and that was 

all the thought | gave it. It wasn’t 

until | sat down and gave the 

game more than a once-over that 

| realized this was no NES game. 

BEST FEATURE 
The story line is definitely what 

makes this one a winner. This 

game wouldn't be nearly as good 

without it 

WHAT’S MISSING 
Graphic intensity! The graphics 

are nothing to get excited about, 

and | think that could hurt this 

game. People might look at the 

back of the box and then put it 

down, not giving it a fair chance. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
I think so. This is a game that 

most people young and old (not 

too old) can enjoy. This definitely 

isn’t just a kiddie game. If you 

play this game for more than an 

hour, you'll most likely be hook 

which is a rarity with games 

nowadays. 

—John Gurka 

[ECaN LIL7/ 



FACT-FILE 

Adventure 

Moderate 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

ee MEGSuE 
16 

Password 

I 

une 

100% 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 
FIRST IMPRESSION 

Unlike most movie-to-game 

adaptati | really enjoyed 

playing this cart. The levels are 

large and intricate enough to keep 

even a skilled player busy for a 

while. 

BEST FEATURE 
In each level there are two objec- 

tives: the primary and secondary. 

You only need to complete the pri- 

mary to go on to the next level, 

but you also have the option of 

going for the secondary objective 

and any other power-ups or 

secret rooms you may find along 

the way! 

WHAT'S MISSING 
Some cinemas taken straight from 

the movie would be nice to see in 

the finished version of Dredd. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
Unlike many other games that are 

adapted from movies or comic 

books such as Dredd, this cart 

has no problem standing on its 

own. Definitely a good game! 

—Mark LeFebvre 

118. BGM 

The first-skill you‘learn 

is how to stay,alive! 
Dredd can use punches, 
kicks and even head- 

butts to serve justice. 

~ 
o4 

= The lawgiver is your 
main weapon, It will also 

allow you to fire other 

ammo. that you find 
later in the level: 

There are two ways to 
ad clean up the scum’on 

the streets: You:can 
either arrest or sentence 

the perpetrators. 

“| There 

j-are 
j.seven 

differ- 

-|-ent 

types 

— of 
ammo'that canbe picked up 

throughout the game. Try to 

conserve your grenades, for 
they can be'used for many 
other:uses, such as walls! 

In the first level, your primary objective is.to locate and destroy 

all ammo supplies..| wouldn't destroy all of them until you 
search the area for hidden or hard-to-reach rooms! 
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JUDGE DREDDE 
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8 Cinérgi Pictutes’ Entertainment inc 
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nd Cinérgi Productions N,V. Inc. Albrights reserved. 1995 Egmont Foundation: All rights reserved. JUOGE DREOD' 
Ks of Egmont Foundation. Licensed by’ Copyright Promotians Intemational Limited’ Surge. Comic Properties. Inc 



A — MISSION STATUS 
B — AMMO STATUS 
Y — DREDD STATUS 

LOCKING PROCEDURE 
ENGAGED — SECURITY 
DOORS CLOSING. 

LEVEL 5 
LOCATE RICO 

In Level Five, your primary 

objective is to reach the 
council chamber so you 
can prove your innocence 
to the council of judges. 

Your secondary objective 
is to avoid or disarm any 

judge hunters in the hall. 

To reach the chamber, use 

the elevators to search for 
the security cards that 

unlock the doors to the 

different areas. 

A-Ammunition supplies 

§-Security door cards 

D-Security door 

¢-Computer terminal 



These are the three ba: 
shops in the game. Al 
the item shop. 

Moderate house where y 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

Short 

12 
BACK-UP 

Batte 
# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABLE 

% COMPLETE 

90% 
DEVELOPED BY: 

Tecmo 

PUBLISHED BY: 

are nothing to get exci 
\ »» ‘about. They are 

' Entrances to 
Caves are not 
particularly 
noticeable. It will 

| take some looking 
to find them. You 
must search 
everywhere. 
Listen to the 

give hints on the loca- 

stumble upon something. 



The people in the 
town of Likado will 
tell you that you 
need to find the 
Crest of Stars. It is 
located in one of 
the island’s north- 
rn mountains. 

Head to the moun- 
tains to find it. A vision of your father appears 
ays that you must become the Ai ) 

yy 

BECOME “AQUTALLION® ! 
JOHN... 

7h) | 

thi ags-like volcanoes! 
7 — David joins your 

[] | § party after you 
find the Crest. 

ses Journey to the 

[= Jeep Volcano 
: = together and 

Other 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 
FIRST IMPRESSION 

| felt like | went back in time. | 

thought | had turned on my NES 

instead of my Super NES. | 

pinched myself really hard in 

order to wake up from my bad 

dream, but when my eyes 

opened, the graphics were still the 

same 

BEST FEATURE 
The backgrounds in the fighting 

sequences. 

WHAT’S MISSING 
Just about everything. I’ve said 

this before and I'll say it again: An 

RPG doesn’t have to be graphi- 

cally spectacular as long as the 

story line shines. The story line in 

this game is just so typical and 

bland that it didn’t excite me at all. 

The graphics and game play don’t 

even help this game. 

ss | WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
HELP US! 

If you are really desperate to play 

anew RPG, then you might not 

mind playing this one. When there 

are games out there like FF3 and 

Shadowrun, this one just doesn’t 

cut it. | can’t see any advanced 

RPGers bragging about this 

game —John Gurka 

. yellow ones. You 

will need to take 

different paths, so don’t be surprised when you must split off 
from David. Your path will lead you directly into the volcano, 

where you will encounter many extremely tough enemies. Make 
sure you are at a really high level (like seven or eight) before 
trying to fight the Boss. It is not 
essential but will help a great 
deal. The Boss will spit gas and 
fire at you, quickly reducing your 
life. Just keep attacking him and 
healing up when low. Your per- 
sistence will pay off. Now reap 
your rewards! 

After checking out the temple where you are drop; 
west and you will come across the town of Wind: 
the town has been devastated and are told 

named Badbad is responsible. (What a 
Say, “Yes” to the kids in the t 



- FACTFILE: Dee F = ASS NINE 
OT Sa 

2 STAR TREK | 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

MEG SIZE 

BACK-UP 

# OF PLAYERS : is a + 

Stardate 46870.7: Commander Benjamin Sisko 
AVAILABLE reporting. A Cardassian has requested docking 

privileges for shore. leave. | don’t like the idea of so 
many Cardassians being aboard, but | have no'rea-: 
-son'to-deny their request. However, | have a bad 
feeling about this. 

% COMPLETE 

DEVELOPED BY: 
Novatrade 

PUBLISHED BY: 
Playmates 

CARGO BAY{(Chas Gul Gurgey, 
Sia ay the captain 

; = : of the 
Cardassian 
ship, wants 
action taken 
against the 
Bajoran:" 
terrorists. 

Capture the Bajoran: ship 
that is trying to escape 

~~ The. Bajorans.are. planning to -}j 
blow up the docking pylon. 
Search the cargo bay with 

.. your tricorder.to find the hid- 
den.bombs. Once found, dis- 
pose of the bombs properly 

~ before they explode. 
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BAIJORAN TEMPLE 

Enter the cat- 
acombs unde! 
the temple. 
Danger.is 
lurking 
around every 
corner. 

| After destroy- 
ing the gener- |. 

‘ ator, race. § 
against the 

flames to.get —° 
back to the: ps 

surface. One: [ 
slip and 
that’s it. 

Bajorans lie i in wait'to ||! 
ambush.-you as you search 

for the. generator. Blast 
them with your phaser 

before they get you! 

THE BORG Sisko must face 
the Borg on the 
Saratoga.to 

obtain some 
needed equip- 
ment before the 
ship blows, 

Odo beams to the 
Cardassian ship to 
try to stop their 
sinister plans to 
destroy the space 
Station. 

Odo is.able to mutate 
into a rat while he'is on 
the. Cardassian ship. He 
has the ability to turn to 
liquid and seep through 
the ventilation system: 

Destroy the Cardassians’ secret weapon 
before:they can use it.on DS9. 

The.temple.on Bajor is 

filled with traps and lock- 
ing mechanisms. You will 
need to. decipher them to 
get through—if those bats 

don’t get you first. Try to 
blast them-before they fly 
in the air for-an attack. 

Rescue Kai Opaka ‘from 
the ‘Bajoran Redemp- 
tionists. She states that 
there is a generator 
and weapons replicator 
in the catacombs. Go 
beneath the temple-to 
destroy them. Maybe 
that will put an end to 
this madness. 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 
FIRST IMPRESSION 

Deep Space Nine is full of awe- 

some characters. Run into villains, 

such as the Borg and the Bajoran 

Redemptionists. The game allows 

you to play as different characters 

and has you guiding a ship 

through a wormhole. 

BEST FEATURE 
The characters move smoothly as 

they jump and climb. Also, it was 

good to be able to play as several 

of the show's characters, instead 

of just one. 

WHAT'S MISSING 
The game isn't lacking a lot. It has 

you racing against the clock in 

many of the levels. Sometimes 

this gets annoying. But if you like 

a challenge, then | recommend it. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
For all of you Trekkies out there, 

this game is pretty cool. In addi- 

tion to the multiple characters you 

can play as, you also get to face 

enemies like the Cardassians and 

the Borg. If you have wanted to 

see if you could make it as a cap- 

tain, give this game a try. 

—Dave Malec 
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This is, of course, the first level. Everything is straightforward: Get to the end of the level to fight 
the first Boss. A big sword-wielding monster who is easily beaten awaits you. 

BA DAN Ain ono] 
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EBA) RED Bi REA 

< a Sy oe ES AY 8 : Ae 2 Ae AGA 

Enemies like to have the height You'll have a lot of small ledges you When you get your special weapons, 
advantage. Do a jumping sword attack. must jump on. Timing is everything. try Fotig waste them. mee. 
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NINJA GAIDEN % 

~ Ninja Gaiden 2 is 
also included in the 

cart. NG2 will give 
you more of the 

same nail-bitting 
~ action the first one 

~ did. You’ll also 
have different power- 

ups and special 
weapons. With 20 
more stages, what 

more could 

ae you ask for? 

Action 

Hard 
TIME TO COMPLETE 

12 
BACK-UP 
Password 

# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABLE 
August 

% COMPLETE 
30% 

FACT-FILE | 

a 

This level has a lot of platforms and ladders to’ climb. Watch out for holes in the floors and guard 
dogs. You will also have your first vr with flying enemjes who are no treat. 

ay) 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 
FIRST IMPRESSION 

All three Ninja Gaidens in one 

Super NES cart! This will keep me 

up for many nights. Being a big 

fan of the NES games, | started 

to drool when they handed me 

this cart. 

BEST FEATURE 
The best feature would have to 

be the fact that all three games 

are included in one cart. Also, 

the sound effects have been 

improved since the original 

NES version 

WHAT'S MISSING 
The graphics! These games must 

have been ported straight from 

the NES. | would have really lik 

it if Tecmo would have improved 

the graphics as Nintendo did with 

Super Mario World. Still, itis a 

great compilation of the three 

Ninja Gaiden games 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
The original games aren't avail- 

able anymore. If you haven't 

played these before, you will defi- 

nitely want to look into this. They 

are still some of the best action 

carts around. 

—David Ruchala 
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PLAYER’S NOTES: 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
Exo Squad was first previewed 

about five months ago. While it 

looks essentially the same, 

improved music and sound effects 

have been added as well as a 

story line. 

BEST FEATURE 
Exo Squad does offer a wide 

variety of missions to play. 

However, many seem like nothing 

more than the same level with 

different backgrounds. 

WHAT'S MISSING 
The graphics are detailed and are 

very well animated. Unfortunately 

the control is not as precise as 

expected. The later levels get 

frustrating as a result—perhaps 

too much for novice players. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
Hard to say. Die-hard fans of the 

toy line or TV show might enjoy 

seeing their favorite characters in 

action. Newcomers may just want 

to pass this one up—the control is 

not what it should be, and the 

level of challenge seems to 

change from moderate to chuck- 

your-controller-against-the-wall 

—Tim Davis 

Your mission will take you 
back in time to the year 2045! 

Check out |. 
T= => Com \ 
Squad 

headquar- 

Protect your time 
machine at all 
costs if you want 

toreturnhome _to bring the Neosapiens 4\9 4\5 
| Safely! to justice. aay zt) ; 

MEET 'THE EXO SOUAD CREW! 
WOLF BRONSKI 

mT) Pci 32| MAGE: UNKNOWN Xe = : 

HEIGHT: 187 CM) HEIGHT: 172 CM HEIGHT: 167 CM 

WEIGHT: 83 KG) |) WEIGHT: 94 KG WEIGHT: NEN 

e0)=]=\ A (CLARENCE | (0) =] =) 4 EATING HOBBY: UNKNOWN 

CURRENT EXO | A SHOW-OFF, BUT | AN EXCELLENT 

SQUAD TEAM iP VALUABLE TEAM | HAND-TO-HAND 
LEADER 
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FACT-FILE |S THE DUEL MODE 
| THEME —s i 

Action | Neosapiens a la Street 
| Fighter! 

Variable 
TIME TO COMPLETE 

The computer will tally 
up your win/loss record 
as well as the computer 

Opponents record. 

BACK-UP 

Password 

# OF PLAYERS 

| or 2 
AVAILABLE 

ul 

COMPLETE 
100% 

DEVELOPED BY: 
Novatrade 

PUBLISHED BY: 

Playmates 

ARCADE 
Watch out! The Boss of this level 

will try to get a weapon lock on | 
you, so keep moving! 

In the flying stages, |) 

be on the lookout. 
for asteroids and 
other space debris. 

Sometimes the 

foreground scenery . 
becomes too distracting 
during a side-scrolling 

Use your flamethrower 
to get rid of those pesky 
enemies who take a lot of, | 
damage. ~ 

Push back on:the control pad to duck 
. and avoid the enemies’ projectiles. 

The Neosapiens fight 
dirty, walking up to you 
and kicking you when 
you're down! 

You've found their time 
machine! It’s:up to you to 
stop them before they do 

even more damage! 

aie 

1 
| 
| 

Sometimes all it takes is. a good | 
Straight punch to get rid of ‘em! : 



FACT-FILE 

Adventure 

Moderate 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

BACK-UP 
Batte: 

# OF PLAYERS 

I 

AVAILABLE 
ul 

Your name is Sketch Turner and 
you are an artist. You and your 
pet rat Roadkill enjoy sitting at 
home and drawing. That is until 

that one night when you are 

Now you must battle through 
the pages of the story you 
created. You will not be alone 
though—Roadkill is at your 
side. Find various helpful items 

80% hard at work sketching your latest comic book. as your journey progresses. You are going to 
DEVELOPED BY: All of a sudden your book is struck by lightning! need all the help you can get when you reach 
Sega Tech. Inst. Your ain bad guy comes to life and teleports _ that final Boss who was supposed to be the 
PUBLISHED BY: you into the pages of your own comic book. king of all baddies. 

1. Robotic Monsters 

2. Sewer Dwellers 

3. Roadkill (your pet rat) 

4. Floor Switch 

5. Flying Menaces 

6 . Destroyable Items 
(Barrels, Doors) 

pa 

Because of the different 
, routes through each level, 

strong pares TL Gk there are multiple ways to 
uppercut. = hel ; reach either the end of the 

¢ at level or some item you might 

need for future use. One 
such item is Roadkill, your 
pet rat. Depending on the 

route you take, you will face 
different amounts of enemies 
throughout the level. This 

' can save a lot of energy by 
This is the +p FY ea 8 > ; i not taking too much damage 
best\way to $ \ Y tena fh { i s| from the enemies you would 
dodge,an otherwise encounter. As 

4 attack. noted before, there are two ways to receive Roadkill. You will need this little helper! 

the kill with 
this strong 
leg attack. 
Repeat for 
big dam- 



PLAYER’S NOTES: 
FIRST IMPRESSION 

My first impression when | started 

playing this game was one of 

interest. The concept of a play- 

through comic book was not used 

frequently in the past and | was 

interested in seeing how they 

might have tackled this challenge. 

BEST FEATURE 
The many different ways that you 

could solve a puzzle interested 

me. Also, with multiple paths 

comes multiple challenges. 

WHAT'S MISSING 
The graphic power of this game is 

not exactly top, but is pretty far up 

there. Also, the game itself is kind 

of difficult with the way that you 

lose energy from punching and 

kicking! Better not get hit too 

many times or it could mean a 

quick death. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
If you like the comic-book idea 

and enjoy adventure-type games 

you will like this addition. Action, 

adventure and puzzle-solving are 

all rolled into one for this game. 

The humor included in the game 

will also attract other players. 

—Scott Augustyn 

fight a very tough blade fighter. Good luck, you'll need it! 

. Flying Menaces 

. Ceiling Hangers 

. Roadkill (your pet rat) 

. Robotic Menaces 

. Combination Puzzle 

. Destroyable Obstacles 

. Mid-Boss 

6. Final Boss 

Now that you have a good 
handle on the moves your 
character can perform, you 
will be offered a real chal- 
lenge in the second level. If 
for some reason you lost 

Roadkill, you can pick him up 
at the beginning of the level. 

4) He will be very useful now. 
You will also face an easy 
puzzle close to the end of the 
level. Don’t worry—it is very 

~}| simple. All you have to do is 
make the right connection. 

The Mid-Boss and Final Boss are a challenge, though, so be ready for some serious battle! 

1. Ground Enemy(ies) 

Destroyable Items 

Dangerous Scenery ( M09 GETTING ) 
A CRAMP... | 

——————— —"4 

— 
¥ 7WO suGaRS ¥ 
N WY PTE... j . re 

2. 

3. 

4. Flying Menaces 

5. Special Items 

The third level is a challenge. 
It contains difficult goons and 
some tricky puzzles. This 

level—with all its dangers and 
enemies—packs some very 
useful items. These items are 

best saved for the last Boss. 

This level has a very challeng- 
ing ending. It starts out with 
you being in an arena ina 

fight to the death. You start 
by having to face the familiar 
robot menace of the first and 
second pages. After you beat 
him, you have to beat one of 

the new ninjas from this level 
.. but that’s not all! After you 
beat the ninja you have to 
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Bombs! 

Bullets! 

Explosives! 

y 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
et Yippie skippy. Another full-motion 

a j b,\ waste of time! 

ves NAW {] | BEST FEATURE 
Great graphics. This is one of the 

best-looking FMV games on the 

market. It rivals most of the 3D0 

FMV games out there. Also, most 

of the acting in Fahrenheit is 

surprisingly good. (Leaps and 

bounds above the typical B-movie 

quality acting that infests most of 

the FMV games out there.) 

WHAT’S MISSING 
Well, the sound in this game is 

not nearly as good as the graph- 

ics. It's very raspy. Sega could 

have done a better job with it. 

Finally, whoever cast the part of 

the father on Level 1 should have 

his or her head re-examined. He 

was downright terrible. Oh, well. 

You can’t have your cake and eat 

it too. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
You probably will. Fahrenheit is 

the proverbial light that shines out 

from the murky void known as 

FMV Land. (Whoa.) FMV game 

designers should take a few point- 

ers from Sega. They really got 

their act together for this one. 

—Ken Badziak 

FACT-FILE 

Action 

Moderate 

- TIME TO COMPLETE 

Short 

CD-ROM 
BACK-UP 
Password 

# OF PLAYERS 
u 

AVAILABLE 
Now 

% COMPLETE 

100% 
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[GAME Boy | 

At the beginning, you are 
restricted to the first cloud. LEVEL 1 

Every level consists of three 
smaller stages plus a Boss 
level. After you complete a 
stage, the door to the next 

stage opens up to you. 

Pe baked 

FACT-FILE 

Action 

Moderate 

Medium 

4 
BACK-UP 

# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABLE 

Now 

100% 
DEVELOPED BY: 

Nintendo 

PUBLISHED BY: 
Nintendo 

3 ees 7 

FOoaeo GOOF LYT 
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PLAYER’S NOTES: 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
The first thing | noticed about this 

game was its smooth control and 

instant addictiveness. The levels 

are well thought out and they suck 

you right into the story. It's hard to 

pull yourself away! 

BEST FEATURE 
Kirby is the best feature in this 

game. The way he controls and 

the things he can do make this 

game challenging and fun. The 

other feature that ties it for first is 

that you can find some of Kirby's 

buddies who will help you out in 

the levels. This also adds a great 

deal of versatility to the weapons 

you pick up, giving them new 

ways to attack. 

WHAT'S MISSING 
| really can’t say that there is any- 

thing missing from this game. | 

only wish there were more levels. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
All Kirby fans should love this 

game. Even if you have never met 

up with the little dude, you will 

probably like it because it is a 

good, solid, side-scrolling adven- 

ture game. 

—Paul Ojeda 



LEVEL 2 
After you kill the Boss of the 

first level, you can move on to 

the next world. In these stages 
you will find your buddy Coo 
the owl. Coo will help you 
through by carrying you 
around and keeping you off 
the ground. 

a) |) 

BSO2HVt0 OFF LYSE 

7 S2> aeeeree ae: = Ppl 
Coo will carry you around If you swallow enemies Your weapons abilities change Go through the door and take 

and keep you out of trouble. with weapons, you get them. when you are with Coo. Coo to the next level. 

LEVEL = 
Most of this level is 

under water, and since 
Kirby needs air, you 
will have to find air 

bubbles so he can 
breathe. On this level 
you will run into your 
buddy Kine the fish. 

° Kine is a good swim- 

_ Kis aot. j is we BA mer, so he will help 
Ca ; | a a ee J you get around under 

reo | j & i ft Hm. ; a : = ) | water. It’s not as easy 

as you might think! 
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FACT-FILE A ~ 
| THEME - 

Action 

Moderate 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

4 

BACK-UP 

Batte 

I icy trails! Avoid killer bees 
AVAILABLE "and use barrels to propel 

yourself through this frozen | 

une MES GENTE 
; % COMPLETE Ss Set 

100% ‘ Swing from platform 

P Watch your step on these 

to platform on these 
vines. As you contin- | 
ue through the levels, | 

search for secret 
rooms and bonus lev- 

low els. They may aid you 
\ through the game by 

giving you extra lives. 



PLAYER’S NOTES: 

FIRST IMPRESSION 
Can this really be a Game Boy 

game? | was impressed with the 

conversion of this game to the 

Game Boy system. It looks good 

and plays well, making it an 

enjoyable experience. 

BEST FEATURE 
Although the game is basically 

Donkey Kong Country, it is filled 

with new characters and awe- 

some levels, including new water 

levels and a pirate ship. 

WHAT'S MISSING 

Lf 

__ Be careful of these vultures! 
They will try to shoot you down. 

li 
Talk about leaping lizards. Time 

The only thing missing from this 

game are the 3-D rendered char- 

acters. Other than that, | have no 

complaints. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
Donkey Kong Country fans will 

definitely enjoy this version. As far 

as Game Boy games go, this is 

one of the best | have seen. The 

added levels and nasties you run 

into really make it exciting. The 

same kinds of challenges are 

offered in Donkey Kong Land as 

were offered in Donkey Kong 

Country. Get ready to go ape for 

this game! 
Throw these barrels against | Timing is everything when 

4 - 1 ia é . 5 —Dave Malec 
a wall and hop on for a ride. | jumping on this guy’s head. 

> Once you have com- 
pleted the first world, 
| move on to the next. a 

Each new world is | = = 

more action packed 
than the last and has 
a monster Boss wait- 
ing to get in your way. 

r 

[ 

Perhaps you can discourage this big 
brute by whipping that barrel at him. 
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FACT-FILE 
THEME 

DIFFICULTY 

TIME TO COMPLETE 

MEG SIZE 

BACK-UP 

# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABLE 

% COMPLETE 

DEVELOPED BY: 
Probe 

PUBLISHED BY: 
Time Warner 

One of the main attractions 

of Primal Rage is the fatali- 
ties. Each character has two, 

and both are grisly or down- 
right funny. The red pictures 
show Talon’s Shredding. 

“Yes, but does it have 

blood,” you ask? Take a 
peek at the picture to the 
left to get your answer! 

PLAYER’S NOTES: 
FIRST IMPRESSION 

My first impression was that | got 

what | expected. The technology 

of today’s portables tends to 

severely limit arcade translations. 

| expected a fighting game some- 

what resembling the arcade 

smash Primal Rage, and that's 

what | got. 

BEST FEATURE 
Its best feature is the picture. | 

rarely had any trouble seeing the 

action—a problem common to 

games on the portable systems. 

Furthermore, there was no prob- 

lem with blurring. 

WHAT'S MISSING 
A Boss! After you defeat all of the 

characters in separate battles, 

you then fight them all again in 

one round, but there is no new 

character as a Boss. Also, the dif- 

ficulty! Even on the harder set- 

tings it’s too easy. 

WILL YOU LIKE IT? 
Well, if you like Primal Rage 

arcade, then maybe you'll want to 

check it out. Otherwise, there's 

nothing here you haven't seen 

before. 

The green pictures show 
Blizzard’s To-da-Moon Fatality. 
Check out how Talon falls 
behind the trees after Blizzard 
punches him! 

—Jason Morgan 

Like most 
of the pop- 
ular fight- 
ing games 
in the 
arcades 

nowadays, Primal Rage allows 

combos. The characters will 
sometimes 

“juggle” 
when hit 
allowing 
for further 

attacks 
before he can recover. These 
pictures show Sauron getting 

a four- 
hit 
combo, 

starting 
with his 
Earth- 

quake stomp. This bounces 
Talon into the air for three 
more easy hits! 

Your quest involves 
conquering the planet 

to rule supreme! 

Urth. Crush your foes gai 



Diablo likes to spout 
fire and teleport. It 
can really annoy 

opponents! 

Armadon has some really vicious attacks! 
With his Iron Maiden, he leaps into the air— 

back first—and spears his opponent! Also, he 
@g can throw the 
: spikes from the 

end of his tail. 

Sauron’s Primal 
Scream and 

Blizzard 
really packs 

| a punch—a 

Mega Punch! 
Not only that, he 

=| can freeze foes 
with his Cold 
Breath. Brrr! 

Talon may be tiny, but he 
has mean moves, like the 
», Jugular Bite pictured 

» Flip 
(below) 

"is tough 
to avoid. 

Chaos’ Battering 
Ram (far left) and 

1 Grab-n-Throw (left) 
are powerful moves. 



New Equation: Summer + Nerf = fun! 
football isn’t filled with 

any goop, but the football 

does feature a water-filled 

ring that aids in spiral 

passes. 

On the action side of 

things, Nerf offers the Nerf 

Double Crossbow and the 

Nerf Chainblazer (two per- 

sonal favorites). The 

Double Crossbow fires two 

soft darts at once and has 

storage for four more! The 

Chainblazer has a rotating 
chain that fires a suction 

dart each time you pull the 

handle. It holds eight darts 

he question that 
‘| | may come to mind 
T when Batman is 

mentioned is, is 
Batman forever? 

Until the movie comes 
out it may be hard to tell, 

but Fleer Card Company 
will definitely have Batman 
sticking around for some 
time with two new card 

ummer is rolling 

on in and Kenner 

Toys has a bushel 

basket full of hot, 

new toys that’ll define 

what summer fun means! 

First, there’s the Lava 

Blast Liquidator Bat. The 

Liquidator Bat is a hard 
plastic, hollow bat that is 

filled with a slimey sub- 

stance that goops around 
when you move the bat. 

Though it’s relatively dis- 
gusting, the goop has a 

useful purpose. When you 
swing, the ooze 

slides altogether. 

toward the Others to look for are 

end of the Ripsaw and Nerf’s new 

bat giving Max Force line. Nerf’s 

you an darts are sold sepa- 

added dose rately 

of power to when 
send the you 

ball (that’s need 

included) extra ammo. 

flying. This summer is 

Another Nerf toy going to be 

that'll surely be a hit rockin’ good with 
is the Turbo Liquidator all these cool Nerf toys. 

Football. The aerodynamic 

t’s kind of sticky, 

but at the same 
time it’s slippery. 
Hmmn ... not too 

sure what to think? 
Not to worry-it’s some- 
thing new from Nickelo- 
deon and it’s called Floam. 
From the first time you 

open its globular contain- 

“,,, But seri how about O.J?” 
Brian Kaelin, better known as Kato, will 
be making his comedy debut in Las Vegas 
sometime this month. Kato will be 
accompanying comedian Louie Anderson. 
Whoa, now that’s what I call a comedy 
team! What's Louie thinking? 

Rap star and car basher ... 
Tone Loc was recently fined over $1,000 
when he became angry and started 
smashing up a friend’s car while Tone’s 
girlfriend was in it. Loc will have to 
undergo an anger-management program 
as well as pay the fine. I guess he still 
hasn’t gotten over Bebe’s Kids. Poor guy. 

2 ‘Strange but true 

THE POP 

What's this?! Batman on cards? 
sets that go along with the 
movie. 

Using their advanced 
card-making technology, 
Fleer has developed two 

sets that will show some of 
the wonderful art from the 
upcoming movie, Batman 
Forever. 
The first set will feature 

original artwork that has 
been computer enhanced, 

inspired from the film. The 
second set is the movie set 

that will feature 
stills of actors like 
Jim Carrey and 
Nicole Kidman 
plus other sites 
from Batman 

Get ready 

for B-man in 
more ways 

than one! 

Kooky, sticky Floam rules! 
er, you know Floam is 

going to be something 
special. Floam’s like little 
styrofoam balls thrown 
together with a sticky Gak- 
type substance. It’s the 
ideal cure for boredom! 

Pull it apart to create 
little barnyard friends or 
shape it into processed 

meats. With 
whimsical 
Floam, who 
knows what 
will happen? 

With this 
much appeal 
Floam may just 
take over the 
world ... and 
that’s OK! 



CULTURE SOURCE FOR EGM READERS 
Soar high with the Ultrasport 

ave you ever 
looked up in the 

sky, saw a bird and 

said, “Hey, 

why can’t humans 

fly?” (Besides the fact ~ 4 
whatsoever. This little don’t have wings and 

are too heavy.) 

That’s where the 
Ultrasport 

comes 
in to Neer 

play. Its f_—. 

small design mo ee 
powerful features let you 

have a helicopter-type craft 

that fits in the garage. 

Take it out, fly over to the 

movies and fly home 

when you're 

COCR mic ity 

helly isn’t cheap with a 

price tag around 

$32,000. No 

matter 

a _ ... it’s 
J still 

pretty 
cool! 

Get inside the Lucas world 
ould you like to 
take a look into the 
mind of a genius? 
Well, with a book 

by Charles Champlin 
entitled George Lucas: The 
Creative Impulse you can. 
George Lucas: The 

Creative Impulse goes into 
detail about Lucasfilm, its 
creator and what they 
have become in the past 
20 years. 
Photos fill the 

book along with 
excellent text 
and quotes from 
friends of Lucas 
like Francis Ford 
Coppola and 
other industry 
veterans. 

The movies 
covered in the 
book range any- 
where from 
Lucas’ THX 1138 
to Howard the 
Duck. The book 
takes an intimate 
look into the life 
of the man and 
the company that 

brought us some of the 
greatest movies of all time 
(the Star Wars and Indiana 
Jones trilogies). 

If you're a big fan of 
Lucas or his films, George 
Lucas: The Creative 
Impulse is a great book 
to put on your summer 

reading list. 

CD-ROM ... the final frontier! 
ou may not be able 

to walk on the 

Enterprise NCC- 

1701-D, but you 

can come amazingly 

close with Simon & 

Schuster’s ROM entitled 

Star Trek: The Next 

Generation Interactive 

Technical Manual (ST:TNG 

Tech Manual for short). 

Commander William T. 

Riker is your guide for this 

virtual tour that will show 

you interesting facts and 

SCIENCE & NA ATION 
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Beagrie sot 

behind-the-scenes tidbits 

along the way. 

In addition to the guid- 

ed tour, there is more than 

15 hours of unguided 

exploration, which means 

this CD won’t get old fast. 

A user can even zoom in 

on objects and retrieve a 

detailed, accurate analysis 

of the item. 

The ROM follows a suc- 

cessful paperback book 

from Pocket Books with 

the same title. 

If you 

love and 

miss 

ST:TNG on 

television, 

then you'll 

enjoy this 

fol 9) <0). 
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11 TH HOUR 
B.LO.S. FEAR 
BLADE FORCE 
BRAINDEAD 13 
CHESS WARS 
CLAYFIGHTER II 
CREATURE SHOCK 
CYBER SCOUT 
DOOM 
DOOM II 
DRAGON LORE 
DRAGON: BRUCE LEE 
DRAGON'S LAIR IT 

3D0 

ih ‘CONTROL 0) 
KILLING TIME 
KINGDOM: FAR REACHES 
LEMMINGS CHRONICLES 

KINGS 

VIDEO CD ADAPTOR 
WING COMMANDER III 
ZHADNOST WIPAD 2 

CALL FOR THE LATEST 

}OLL ADVENTURES, 
RTS 

BATMAN 8, ROBIN 
BATTLE FRENZ’ 
BRAINDEAD ae 

CRIME PATROL 
DARKSEED 
FATAL FURY SPECIAL 

WORLD Cl CHaMProsti RALLY 
WORLD CUP GOLF 
YOUNG INDIANA JONES 

32s 
ALONE IN THE DARK AIRCARS 
BLACKTHORNE AvP 
C2 JUDGEMENT CLAY ARENA FOOTBALL 

COLLEGE BASKETBALL BARKLEY SHUT UP 

FLYING ACES BLUE LIGHTNING 
GOLFCD BATTLEMORPH 
1ZZY'S QUEST BRETT HULL HOCKEY 

MIDNIGHT RAIDERS ale 
MOTHERBASE eae 
POWER RANGERS CD aia 
SHADOW SQUADRON SERN ARGAIG 
TOTALLY BRUTAL CaAeite 
TOUGHMAN CONTEST | synoicaTe 
WIRE HEAD CD ULTRA VORTEX 

WORLD SERIES BASEBALL] ZooL2 

SEND FOR A FREE 

LLY, SUPER NINTENDO 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 
‘AIR CAVALRY. 

DIRT TRAX FX 
Doom 
ENHANCE PAD 
EXOSQUAD 
FIGHTER PAD. 
FIRE TEAM ROGUE 
JELLY BOY 
JUNGLE STRIKE 
JUSTICE LEAGUE 
KYLE PETTY: NO FEAR 
LOST VIKINGS I 

RELEASES! 
CALL FOR USED GAME 

PRICES! 

LOWEST PRICES 
GREAT SERVICE 
LATEST RELEASES 
HUGE SELECTION 
SAME DAY SHIPPING 
WE WILL BEAT ANY. 
ADVERTISED PRICE 
(ITEMS MUST BE IN STOCK) 

PHONE ORDERS CALL (213 [24-5733 
CALL FOR USED GAME PRIC 

UPDATE SHEET 
ON ALL THE 

HOTTEST GAMES! 

COD / CREDIT CARD 
o) 5 |B) =a ts) 

FREE UPS SHIPPING 

DOUBLE DRAGON 
FATAL FURY 3 
PANIC BOMBER 
ZED BLADE 

GAMES ONLY / 2 GAME LIMIT UPS GROUND 

PLAY STATION 

BUY / SELL / NEW / USED / JAPANESE & AMERICAN GAMES & SYSTEMS 
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BRE Software |: tge+, SE xBubelas 
Return this coupon with your next mail order (not valid on phone * 

. : <i ae orders) and receive $5.00 OFF your purchase. Please list 
Credit Card Orders: (209) 432-2684 7i alternatives when ordering by mail. Not valid with any other 

offers or specials. This coupon is valid thru 7/31/95. No copies 
24 Hour FAXBACK Information System: (209) 432-2644 accepted. If we can't fill your order within 30 days, we will return 

Call from the handset of your FAX machine your order, payment and this coupon to you. EM7 
. 

ST-V alo MUL-MY(olb| me) (oMer-laiglele(-1-) 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 

SEGA an ee To Buy Cartridges Used (EINESIS) Cartridges 25288 Soa 8 omer me occas , complet 
* ‘STANLEY CUP HOCKEY : MEGA RACE 4.95/14.00 the cartridges you would like to order. To speed processing of your order, list an alternative for each We Sell Used / We Buy woRTALKOWBAT —za.gs000 DESERTSTAKE 2995/1500 STARFOX icRocosi tie you aro ordering, eres 

pecpetines Momratouaara abe Varun parimuxrs assooeo Sranrote MIS sn seeeo 2, Calculate the ttl for he catidges you wish to order, incising shiping & handing charges [ri . sere aleulat e 2 you wis! e shigoin jing 
NAAM 24951000 WARLOCK ‘COUNTRY 4952500 DFEPSPACED 9 NIGHT TRAP, ($7.00 for the fist cartridge, $1.00 for each additonal, Alaska, Hawai, PR, APO, FPO, PO Boxes 
NBA JAM TQURN COT 935200) WABROROE ROME =25SI000 OOURE DRAGON ae Noss ner «1 Gouble shipping &. handling charges). Calforia residents add 7.85% sales tax 

8 i180 DRACULA X TAR TREK TNS NOVASTORM w 21 days for personal ciecks to clear - send money order for fastest processin Aten Foun Hf ‘ Bence sen eee ren cp _Alow 21 ys for personal checks 10 clear «send money ord for fastest processing 
NCAA FOOTBALL 33.9920.00 EARTH BOUND 49.95:0.00 CKEY 95. ‘OUT OF THIS WORLD jend your order to the address 

0 NEW HORIZON: 32.95200) EARTHWORMIM 44952500 STRE 38.981800 PANZER GENERAL 
ate NFL FOOTBALL ey iene EGenrooran. S4S8hcan STUNT RACER. Beaten PATAAE o Se ar ri es stems 
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Wwe RAW Seat FRAN SoGcER S95STEOD SURERGOM 3 4952200 PYRMMD ener like to order on the same piece of paper. 

"400 WWF ROYAL RUMBLE 2495/1200 FIGHTERS HISTORY ‘SUPER LOOP2 QUARANTIN 3. Pack your cartridges, all paperwork and bonus coupons in a box. Send the box to the address 
4.991200 XMENZCLONEWARS 44952400 FNAL FANTASY 2” 3955200) SUP-MARIOALLSTARS299510.00 RAYMAN 3 aed tak be sun t he cutside of your pac PGATOURGOLES  seasas0 ZERO TOLERANCE ‘95/1200 FINALFANTASY3 — 49,9500.00 SUPERMARIOKART 29.95/10.00 REAL PINBALL below by UPS or registered mail. Be sure to include the ‘Dept # on the outside of your package. 
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KIRBY'S AVALANCHE 99 9515.00 EAS STARBLADE e 

RUGBY WORLD CLP S225) Kiners ned CouRSSs 61800 UneAN STAKE SUPER STREET 5 
SAMURAI SHODOWN “S OLY KNIGHTS OF ROUND. 34.95/14.00 VIRTUAL BART FIGHTERIITURBO 44952500 
SATURDAY NIGHT cl i2009 KRUSTY'SFUNHOUSE 2995/1200 VORTEX 38851800 SUP. WING COMMAND, 39520 00 ‘issasto QMMMSTERS 9952000 4.981500 LEGEND as GY SPORTS CHALLI9 $2000 SUPREME WARRIOR 
SHADOW OF YSERBWUS43 952500 MORTAL KOMBAT II 33852000 LEMMINGS 29951000 BEs5'500 SyNDICATE 

AND DRAGONS 44952500 SHAO FU 11200 MOTHERBASE 3495/1500 LEMMINGS 2 Zeee800 WAROS GOS 295130) THEME PARC 35952000, 
EARTHWORM | 44952500 SHINING FOR 992000 MOTOCROSS CHAMP. 3498/18.00 LETHALENF. WGUN 2995/18.00 $8930 TIGERMAUTS 832000 
ECCONDESOF TIME 22951000 SHNING FORCEN 49952500 o) LIBERTY OROEATH $4.952000 WCWSUPERBRAWL 395/600 

SHNNG NOAFINESS 22957000 252000 LION KING 44952200 wi 54950000 TIMES BROKEN 
PITFALL MAYAN ADV. 3998/2000 LOONEY TUNES HOOP 49,95725.00 WHEELOFFORTUNE 4495/0000 TOMB E 
RAYMAN 9820.00 LORDOF THE RINGS 44 9520.00 DELUXE 4'9820.00 VR STALKER 

Seieronmmen FAB| BASEBALL 95 20.00 LORDS OF DARKNESS 499572500 WICKED 18 38991500 WAIALAE GOLF r 
SONICHEDGEHOG 44981800 AEVOLUTION x LOSTVKINGS2448578.00 WILD SNAKE 38.9615.00 WAY OF THE WARRIOR 248515.00, 
SOME A KNUCKLES | s3952000 SHANG 7 LF 39.9515 00 WING COMMANDER 11 Wo SHOT 

EYE OF BEHOLDER a (ARIOS WARIO. $4:952200 VENGEANCE JOHNNY ROCK? 3495/1400 
FIPAINTL SOCCER 3 SLAM Cl MAXIMUMCARNAGE 24951500 OF THEKILRATH! — $4.959400 WING COMMANDER m £9.953000 

A ‘ 44.98/20 00 WOLVERINE 44952500 WORLOCUPGOLE 39952000 
ORLD HEROES? 38861800 FRANKENS MEGAMAN X 2.00 WHF RAW a 

Genin 3 gr 389520000 MEGAMAN X2 XMEN G 
GENERATIONS Lost OF THES TERS 5 ehll 33980000 METAL MARINES ZELDAM 
GENGHS KHAN TAR QUE a 00 METAL HOPE \ oe : ETALIARRIORS 34981800 
ro oe TU MachG KEV aM" $30.00, eons soaseage x AGATE VIRTUAL FRCS OLX 29981300. MICKEY MANA 399520.00 ALIENVS, PREDATOR 2395/12.00 

8 TONE PR WIREHEAD 39952000 MIGHT&MAGICS — 49.95790.00, BARKLEVSHUTUP 98882000 
‘OF RAGE MLBPA BASEBALL '98/18.00 A ES Ue -aeeaee We will buy back your old videogame systems and cartridges. Receive a rey Spee TS OF ce MONSTER TAUCK Wan ta 8822.00 See eee hase a BRAND Ni MTeny & sorareHy MES2500 Veen BATILETAN SUPER MONOPOLY. fgasia.00 17H! Seen sneer Sean check back or purchase a JEW Sega Saturn or Sony PSX. You 

tzev uy Que mie 3 Me ae ne eee : val i Peat 200 SUPER COLLINS OarAtRouaar | 33350m0 SE in a may pay the difference between the value of your systemsicartridges and 
01 3 NINTENDO. ‘orangutan 228% 8 S 12M SLUELIGHTNING | 39850000 new system with a check or money order, credit cards will not be accepted 

OPARDY IGHTERM 29.95/12 NBALIVE 95 44952000 SOSTEAE BRUTAL SPORTSPIB. 35987500 as payment towards any new systems. If your old systems/cartridges are 
TORN MAD 2 We Sell Used / We Buy NCMENALFOUR 44252000 punNING SOLDIER BuBsY worth more than a new system, we'll send you a check for the difference. FE = ai NGAAFCOTEAL — Stesteo SURNNG SOLDER aE 

‘JUDGE OREDD TALESPIN” Larne EWHORIZONS _ 42.96725.00 CACTAN QUAS ERR et Foooen re We Bi 
WUNGLEBOOK = TAZESCAPEMARS 349 CE ANMATION NFLQUARTER CLUB [4951400 SASPER. ; i fe Buy 
JUNGLE STRIKE TECMO BASEBALL Pe diss NHL HOCKEY 95, 19 955.00 Cownoy CASINO ; S ‘ TRISSP HabUrhin ein tertresar Me WMieacnoy Haste OWE Aste, ere Genesis core system $40 THIPAGEEDTON 34991400 TEGhO SUPER ED RSNA isay Ny ae 2982000 CU AE : 
eA PA oc eeent TECMOSUPER BOM SS285800 i nance roma NOBUNAGAS ABI. CaeAT 3200) SReATURE SHOCK Sega CD (with cables & plates) $40 

i e TECMOSUPERNEA 24951000 ANMANIACS. 852000 opitus a x aye a F n i Tintioimiccs Sasiew Moruemroor | SEEN Payne cree Boer | $288 32X with cables, parts, instructions $40 
34881000 GARKLEY SHUT UPJAMZ9 991000 QVERATIONEUROPE 44952000 GypeRWAR Ono dU 289810.00 A 4: BARTS M@TIAREzassroo OVER BSoneR Doo seaeieco ; SEMA Beate Pro SOINER Seoncowy | Super Nintendo core system $45 

3520.00 BASSIN'S BLACK BASS: 30.00 pAGEM fag DEAD HUNT \GON'BRUCE LEE 
tien os DEX 32952000 SaruaNe ROB aaasadon PACEMASTER, 34951300 DeVOUITON MAN DaIGONSLAA 39 Jaguar core system $50 

$315.00 PERCE RESERS. 15.00 FIGHT FOR Li 952 
elke 3 TIBASSTOURN, 4 BATTLE Gop PEACEKEEPERS 349571400 SHEAC san 3DO (any model w/1 control pad) $150 
LOST VIKINGS 2 3 TOEJAM 8 EARL 2 TTLETECH PINBALL DREAMS 99.955.00 neacon tos Gi 0 At re x prices only. We do not sell used Systems mi ude 1 7 . in GanGowvone 39852000 HOSENOSE 4 BoocER se s8e000 ove are buyback prices only. We do not sell used systems. Systems must include 

T LA RUSSA BEA BENE SEUTINEAD $4832400 PrnTESORARWATER To83800 DeACONd Oa HOVER STRIKE Control Pad, AC Adapter and RIF Cable. Sega CD systems must include all cables and 
TOP GEAR? rears 39.952000 PEFALLMAYANADY 4495/25.00 Deacons LAIR NTLSENS, SOCCER 0 2) wan t troller ‘Boss gf BcKThO SAO pommaamene susie) DUCSU NIL SENS, S04 plates. 32K systems must include all cables and parts. Addtanal conales also 

0 COMERS 99952000 PRIMAL RAGE $8.9570.00 PEE e AE MAN KASUMINIA retry wurchased. Defective systems will be returned at your expense ($10.00 minimum). $1 
soocet Ripe 20) SUELIN FRE fo il be deducted for each missing or defecve conta, AC adapter or RF cable : 52209 uaa ease Seca Pra ce pe coe eee eae eee eo ee wee 

Gir 3 AuASHaAce z Waraia pow bapa tl oe REY MANA N eats Fetavs ne ruanes para ATTN We are now buying ful engt 
call ; Tra 00 BRUTAL 7 : — ASE OF THe ROBOTS 1 "I Pop, Rock, Soul, and Country 

39.95 54,95730.00 GRIDDE R AS CDs released after January 1, GUARDIAN WAR STAR RAIDERS Vi d 1c relea after J ry fiseorfosors — Sesseom 3 "callthe Miltison c BOAO AUNNER > ELL 32952000 SYNDKATE IACOGAME >», 1222 107 $5.00 each. ap ana 
3 ie cenaay Teter etn | oe fl lng tH INrERN) romans : ace Chil ;Game Domain gave : Fete yg Saeen TRN aA :' Video Stores" ex. wus cursing cos or 

SiMUnALSHODOIM akaszs.o0 RONANGELOF APAc TROY AIGUAN Fe 11 $1.00 each. Bookets and Jewel MURALSHODOWN $4252500 yr coo Urmvonrer 3 ' BBS 2400 Baud ean & RETURN SAVAGE EMPIRE 49989000 SOHN aDDEN FB Wao DISERE SING | Wholesale orders welcome. 44 Cases are r 
OF SUPERUAN OFEVE WORE saasangn sUFASSICPARK B00 ANDSN nu) Calland ask for our 44 Gdetoineadtess above o cal V DEMOLITION MAN FILLING TIME WOLFENSTEIN 30, ET OF MANA 209) 432-9619 DEMONS CREST % KINGOOM: YODAGAGHTERS 38382000 wholesale department. for more informati 

il ) B SOLOS STAs, FAR REACHES 2002 ETS ITN pee ROT 

YES! We honor our advertised prices. Prices i in this ad are good through July 31, 1995 
Titles in ITALICS are newer and may or may not be available, please call for availability. All Used Genesis, 32X, Super Nintendo, Jaguar, and 3D0 Cartidges/CDs must include box, instructions, and any hint books/maps that were included with the game. We will deduct $2.00 for each SNES 
cartridge without a cardooard insert and $5.00 for broken CO cases. Cartridges without box, instructions, etc will be returned at your expense ($5.00 minimum). Cartridges/discs not in resellable condition or with evidence of rental s rs will be returned at your expense ($5.00 
minimum), All Used Cates have 2 80 DAY WARRANTY and are subject to avalably. We reserve the rato retuse ay sale or purchase, Alow 40 day to receive orders placed wit! money orders and 60 day 0 recive orders placed wit personal checks. No refunds or exchanges 
on cartridges. For shipping, add $7.00 for the first cartridge and $1.00 for each additional. Alaska/HawailPP/APO/PO Boxes double shipping charges. Calif. Res.add 7.85% tax. We do not ship to Canada. Prices ate for mail order only and based on 1 copy per title, to buy or sel in quantity 
[contact our wholesale dept. Limit of 1 cartridge/CD per title accepted without proo! of purchase. If we do not receive your package by 7/31/95 or your game titles are not listed in this ad, you wil be paid from our current catalogiprce list. To receive prices in this ad you must include the 
Dept. # from this ad on the OUTSIDE of your package. If you are unclear about any of our policies, procedures or prices, please call. Internet: BRESW@AOL.COM Super Nintendo is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America Inc 



Your #1 Source of American 
eo anese Video 

pm SONVPIAVSTAION = 
Toshinden AW on 
Tekken Philosoma me 

Ridge Racer Falkata Beer ion 
Cyber Sled Star Blade Daytona WEA 
Raiden Project Tama Dream House 
Motor Toon GP Power Baseball ' i Hel eon ee Clockwork Knight 

n Shin-Shinobi-Den Crime Craker Negcon Pad Victory Goal Parodius Memory Card Gotha. 
Kileak the Blood Dark Stalker Crystal Astal 
Hot Blood Family Raiden eel Hydlite 
Space Griffon VF-9 Gum DAM faerie 
Twin Goddesse Metal Jack Baseball 
Rayman and many more! Pretty Fighter X 

eee Gran Chaser 
Paradius Deluxe > NEO iS GEO CD Side Pocket 2 and many more... 

Samurai Showdown 1& 2 Karnov's Revenge 
World Hero 2 Jet Streep Hoop lron\Soldier J AGU AR 
King of Fighter 94 Wind Ja Fol 
Fatal Fury Special 
Art of Fighting 2 f a Cannon Fodder eee 

Aero Fighter 2 Galaxy Fight Club Drive 
‘Top Hunter = Fatal Fury 3 AVP 
Ninja Commando Double Dragon 
Super Sidekicks 2 Sengoker2 : Checkered Flag 
Baseball Star 2 Kasumi Ninja 
Last Resort Doom 

vanessa 2) Ue Neress 
and many more... Tempest +2000 

Air Cars 

CORO) Fight for Life 
oc a2 X Flash Back 

Hover Strike 

Moto Cross Championships Doom Pinball Fantasies 
Fahrenheit (2X CD) Cosmic Carnage and many Please call for Jaguar CD 
Midnight Raiders (82X CD) Super After Burner more... 
Night Trap (2X CD) IZZY's Quest 
Corpse Killer (2X CD) NFL Quarterback Club eee 
36 Great Holes (32X CD) 
Mortal Kombat 2 Metal Head 300 << 
Star Wars Arcade Tempo 
Virtual Racing DX Shadow Sqeadron ‘ 

and more... : Bt SE 
A v 

eee 

p> NEO - GEO 
f Super SF2 TE Shckwv Ump Gt Space Pirate 

New-Geo Gold System with FREE GAME $499 Samurai Shwdn Off World Interceptor Slam N Jam ‘95 
Street Hoop Double Dragon Need for Speed Grad Fl (JPN) Flying Nightmare 
Samurai Showndown2 _ S, Sidekicks 3 Demolition Man Novastrom Dragon Lord 
King of Fighter 94 Gex Dragon Lore Doom 

ial LARGE SELECTION OF Star Blade Supreme Warrior Deadalus Encounter 
Fatal Fury special USED GAMES $50.00 Flash Back Quarantine Creature Shock 
Aero Fighter 2 OR UNDER Corpse Killer Seal of Pharaoh Dragon 
Zed Blade Crime Patrol Space Ace Sailor Moon S (Jap)) 
Galaxy Fight and more... Theme Park SuprWng Cmndr3 Yu Yu Hakusho (Jap) 

Fatal Fury 3 Kngdm Fr Rehs Syndicate and many more 

3DO/ SNES PAD ADAPTER AVAILABLE (2 P) 

Check with us 
before you call 
anyone else! 

Lowest Prices 
GAME x STAR 

Latest Releases 

vlescle "DEALERS & WHOLESALERS WELCOME 

Game 

Battle Heat 

Graduation 2 ag 

Phantasm Soldier |‘ | 
Team Innocent 

Fx Fighter 

Return to Zork = 
Konpeki No-Kantaiz | 

(@ -& A Ali 
e@ee 

Dragon Ball Z Xak 3 
Cosmic Fantasy 4 Advanced V.G. 

Fatal Fury Special Flash Hiders 

Starling Odyssey 2 Super Big Brother 2 
Blood Gear Strip Fighter 2 
Sailor Moon Collection Neo-Nectaris 
Record of Lodoss War 2 Dragon Knight & Griffiti 

Ys4 Princess Maker 2 
Dragon Knight 3. Sister 
Vasteel 2 Kabuki 
Arcade Card Lengend of Xanadu 2 

Strider 
SPECIAL 

Panic Bomberman $49 Fray $39 

Dragon Knight 3 $59 SF2CE $39 
Princess Maker $59 El Dis $20 

eee 

Dragon Ball Z (#4) Sailor Moon S. Slam Dunk #2 
YuYu Hakusho Final Feda ‘Spr Fire Pro Wrst Sp 
Rockman 7 Panic Bomberman 
Super Bombliss Chrono Trigger SPECIAL 
Highway Battle 2 Dragon Quest 6 Dragon Ball Z (#2) $59 
Yu Yu Hakusho Spl Front Mission Dragon Ball Z (#3) $69 
Captain Tsubasa5 Yu YuHakusho2 Nos Feratu $59 
Rmne of 8 Kgdm #4 Romancing Saga2 Super Robot War $59 
Goemon 3 ‘Super Pinball 2 Goer $59 
G Gumdam Lady Stalker SD Great Battle 4 $69 
4th Spr Robot War Ranma 1% Spr Bttle 

ee 

Batman & Robin Them Park Earthworm Jim (CD) 
Hardball ‘95 Demolition Man (CD) Etrnl Champions (CD) 

Alien Soldier Dragon Ball Z Lunar 2 
Yu Yu Hakusho Sailor Moon Rockman World 

Secret of Evermore — Wild Gun Metal Warrior 
‘Ogre Battle Hagane ‘Super RBI Baseball 

Call for any games not listed. 

For Mail Order 

or Wholesale 

CALL 

(818) 281-9282 
0 

So Colntel, 

TEL. (818) 281-9282 FAX (818) 458-6845 naa guaes 



r N°1 Source for your US and Im 
RPE 

W orld International Trading 

Lowest Prices - Best Service We are now open 
5 CRG to the public 

¢ Free demo 

¢ Come and visit us 

JUMPING FLASH BOXER’S ROAD ASTAL GREATEST NINE Phantasm Soldier 
GUNDAM PHILOSOMA | VIRTUAL HYBRIDE SHINOBI X FX Fighter 

| GUNNER'S HEAVEN DARSTALKERS | _—_-VIRTUA RACING STEERING WHEEL Street Fight 
| ARC THE LAD GRAND RACER Battle Heat 

Mortal Kombat II Metal Head 

NBA Jam : TE 36 Geatest hales 

Tempo Brutal 

2 Players 
The Adapter accepts any 

SUPER NINTENDO® compatible 
joystick or joypad 

Phone : (305) 668-0141 
Fax : (305) 668-0142 

Dunk dreams | 
Windjammers SLAM'‘N JAM. CYBERCLASH 

Fatal Fury 3 
He Naki Wireless Control Viewpoint | a 

Pirates Top Hunter WING COMMANDER 3 FLYING NIGTMARES on 
Agresors of dark Kombat vt of fighting Il | KINGDOM FAR REACH PO'ED~—| Sibutton joypad 
Karnou's revenge King of fighters’‘94 | _ CLAYFIGHTER Il Full notion Video 

Samourai II Galaxy Fight 

L FURY Ill 
ted movie) (animated movie) 

DBZ, BANDAI, 

FATAL FURY, SSF, etc .. 

WORLD INTERNATIONAL TRADING 

4601 Ponce de leon Blvd, Suite 230 

Coral Gables, FL 33146 

INSIDE MIAMI 

10 minutes from Miami 

Int'l Airport 
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1 TARY SACK 

SYSTEM ONLY 

‘SYSTEM ONLY 

PRO-ACTION 
REPLAY 

$39 
STEM W/ GEX & 
SIDEKICK PAD INGLUOING SHIPPREG 

FOR MAIL ORDER CALL:818-839-8755 

TOMMO INC. 18521 EAST GALE AVENUE. CITY OF INDUSTRY CA. 91748 

FOR WHOLESALE INQUIRES: "AX: 818-839-8752 
PRICE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, NO REFUNDS. 

including shipping 

vol. 1-16 

SOCCER sHooTOUT EYE OF THE BEHOLOER ——_ANIMANIACS 
STREET RACER ACME ANIMATION ART OF FIGHTING 
STUNT RACE FX ANIMANIACS BARTS NIGHTMARE DESCRIPTION QTY. _ PRICE 
SUNSET RIDER BUGS BUNNY RAMPAGE CONTRA 
SUPER PINBALL CHAVEZ 2 DESERT DEMOLITION 
SUPER STREET FIGHTER! DEMON CREST GUNSTAR HEROS 

DOUBLE DRAGON V LETHAL ENFORCERS 1 W/ GUN 
FIGHTER HISTORYS MS. PACMAN 
FLASHBACK NBA JAM (MD) 
FRANKENSTEIN PUNISHER rc 
GHOUL PATROL QYES! Please send me my order | have inclosed 
MEGA MAN X 2 ja check or money order. MEGAMAN SOCCER 

SUBTOTAL | 
California. Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax 

SYLVEST N HIPPING METHODS Pete tone iam en Seiae eT ET pene weT#ors | NEXT DAY | 2ND DAY SHIPPING (SEE SHIPPING METHODS)| 
DOUBLE DRAGON DRAGON View CYBERNATOR TOTAL 
BIKER MICE POCKY ROCKY 2 DRAGONS LAIR GAMES $15 $10 
BONKERS RATYPE il 
WORLD HERO 2 SHADOWRUN Please send check or money order payable to Tommo Inc. 
FATAL FURY 2 SHAQ FU (Personal checks require a 10 to 14 days betore order is shipped out) 



SONY PLAYSTATION 
Boxer Road 
Toh Shin Den 
Tekken 
Ridge Racer 
Cyber War 
Dark Stalker 

Gunner Heaven 

NEOGEO/CD 

Galaxy Fight 

Super Sidekick III 

Fatal Fury II 

Samurai Showdown II 

King of Fighter 94 

Cross Swords II 

JAPANIMATION VIDEO 

More than 100 titles 

available on video, 

laser disk, and related items. 

Call for free catalogue. 

SUPER PINBALL 
VEGAS STAKES 
DOUBLE DRAGON V.5 
ZELDA 
FINAL FIGHT Il 
PRINCE of PERSIA 
MORTAL KOMBAT V.1 
CHASE H.Q. 
KING of DRAGONS 

STEIN 3D 
URTLE FIGHTER 

FRANKENSTEIN 
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL RACING 
BOMBERMAN V.1 
FLASH BACK 
PEACE KEEPER 
BUGS BUNNY 
NATSUME WRESTLING 
F-ZERO 
RAMMA 1/2 
SUPER TURRICAN 
TIN STAR 
SUPER BOWL TECMO 
TUFF E NUFF 
SONIC BLASTMAN 
MEGA MAN X 
BATMAN RETURNS 
TINY TOON 
PAGE MASTER 
CYBERNATOR 
DAFFY DUCK 

TOURN. TURTLE FIGHTER 
FLASH BACK 
STREET OF RAGE II 
SPLATTER HOUSE II 
WORLD of ILLUSION 
CASTLEVANIA BLOODLINE 
RED ZONE 
CONTRA HARD CORPS 
ECCO DOLPHIN | 
SUNSET RIDER 
JOE & MAC 
SPIDER X-MEN 
LETHAL ENFORCER II 
ROYAL RUMBLE 
WORLD CHAMPION SOCCER II 
KLAX 
BATMAN RETURNS, 
JEOPARDY SPORTS EDITION 
FIFA INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 
TECMO SUPER BOWL 
LAWNMOWER MAN 
LAND STALKER 
G-LOC 
BATTLE TOADS DOUBLE DRAGON 
BEAUTY and the BEAST 
GUNSTAR HEROES 
DOUBLE DRIBBLE 
MORTAL KOMBAT | 

Price and availability are subject to change without notice. 
MONEYORDER, and C.O.D. Allow 10 business days for shippir 

only replace defective items with the same title. All tradenam 
NY residents add 8.2 

SEGA SATURN 
Parodius Deluxe 

Panzer Dragon 

Shinobi Ex 

Daytona USA 
Virtua Hylide 

Pretty Fighter X 

3D0 
VR Dragon Wars 
Slam & Jam 
Gex 
Wing Commander III 
Killing Time 
Yu Yu Hakusho (Japan) 

Sailor Moon (Japan) 

Po’ed 

JAGUAR/CD 
Fight for Life 

Ultra Vortex 

Battle Morph 

Blue Lightning 

Raymen 

Power Drive Rally 

BATMAN ANIMATION 
NFL QUARTERBACK 
CLUB 
NASCAR 
R/C PROAM 
STOP THAT ROACH 
TOM & JERRY 
TURTLE V.3 
BLADES of STEEL 
COOL ADVENTURE 
STAR TREK 
BARBIE 
CHAMPIONSHIP POOL 
CHESS MASTER 
KID DRACULA 
PAPER BOY | 

X-MEN | 
STEEL CAGE 
DOUBLE DRAGON 
OUT RUN 
BATMAN RETURNS 
STREETS of RAGE II 
T-2 ARCADE 
TOM & JERRY 
NBA ACTION 
DONALD DUCK 
GP RIDER 
LAND of ILLUSION 

ademarks are t 
sales tax 

when paying by 
i f 

STAR TREK NEXT GENERATION 
DESERT STRIKE 
REN & STEMPY 

BATMAN RETURNS. 
REVENGE of the NINJA 
MORTAL KOMBAT | 
PRINCE of PERSIA 
3RD WORLD WAR 
LETHAL ENFORCER | 
LETHAL ENFORCER II 
WING COMMANDER 
SPIDERMAN 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

SONIC 
TIME GAL 
ROAD AVENGER 
WHO SHOT JOHNNY ROCK 
CHUCKROCK II 

RACING AGES 

DRACULA UNLEASHED 

WHO SHOT JOHNNY ROCK 
STELLAR 7 
20th CENTURY ALMANAC 
TINY TOON TIME 

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DISCOVER, 
personal check. All sale: 
he properties of their respective owners. 

final, we will 

SITLIL LSILLOH JHL AYYVD IM ‘SIDI LSIMOT ‘ADOLS NI SITLL 000€ YAAO ‘INI SSF4dXF AWVYD 
FOR ORDERING 

(212) 290-0031 

FOR FAX ORDER 

(212) 290-0432 

VISIT OUR 

MEGA 

SHOW ROOM 

126-128 w 32nd St. 

NEW YORK, NY 10001 

(Bet. 6th - 7th Ave.) 

1 BLOCK FROM 

MADISON SQUARE 

GARDEN 

Business Hours 8am-7:30pm est 

Monday through Saturday 

32nd St. 



Handy Power™ 
Charge up & play 
your Game Boy ’til 
the next millennium 

(well, not quite). 

HandyPak™ 
NEW NAME, NEW 
LOW PRICE! And, 
yeah, it’s still got 
every Game Boy 
enhancement you 

can think of! 

WHAT’ 
SN ProgramPad". - ff 
Real-time programmability 
and high-tech LCD screen... 
truly ahead of its time! 

It's anyone's guess 
what hot new game lurks 

around the corner. But one 

thing’s for sure... INTERACT 

SNES® and GameBoy® fam 
accessories deliver all ~ 

the features you need 

to survive the video 

game jungle! 

AN 

+eeArcacde Pro™ 
Make a smooth transition 
when those hot arcade 

smashes come home! 

Super Nintendo Entertainment Systems® and Game Boy® are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc. 

Sega Saturn™ is a registered trademark of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 3DO™ is a trademark of the 300 Company. 

Sony PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. 



Of course 
were making 
controllers for 
Sony PS-X”™, 
Sega Saturn” 
& 3D0"! 

What did you 
expect? 

Peer through the 
crystal clear casing 

to see what makes 
this pad tick. 

STAY TUNED... 

The Best Never Rest! 

STD Entertainment (USA), Inc. py 
110 Lakefront Drive y/ La) firs 
Hunt Valley, MD 21030 « (410) 785-5661 i? {x27 & 
© 1995 STD Entertainment (USA), Inc. GAME PRODUCTS [ENTERTAINMENTI 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. : 
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they are not) lost permanently: 

LXeXoy o) Ke) Mahe Tin) (Ved) Ie) COMI Ha) ETAhY7 CCTOKCAVE 
DEESO MSE US cli iolmeEte Scorn 

INKoy for Koy TES Tne Kole) iol Se) SCEMMS, TAKoLe CKO WE) CLE ETA’ AM MIAN) 
EMENEVO(S) tion) Une OU OTS ETS WeMISONES 
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Thank you! 


